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Abstract
Measuring the in vivo load state of Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA) components is
required to understand the structural environment and wear characteristics of the devices.
The ability to acquire this information gives tremendous insight into the mechanics of the
joint replacement prosthesis. Data corresponding to normal loads, in-plane loads, shear
loads, load center, contact area, and the rate of loading is needed to fully understand the
kinematics and kinetics of the orthopedic implant. In this research, a novel sensing
system has been developed which is capable of fully characterizing three-dimensional
strain and stress at a single location.
Capacitance-based sensors were chosen to avoid the power loss and drift
characteristics typical of resistive elements due to resistive heating effects. A design and
optimization methodology has been developed by combining conformal mapping
electrostatic analysis techniques with methods from micromechanics of composite
materials. Results of the design and optimization technique are used to understand the
behavior of the sensing system. Simulation of these systems was performed using
multiphysics finite element analysis, and novel methods for fabricating the sensors were
adapted from techniques for fabricating microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) using
biocompatible materials.
An array of six sensors was fabricated with a critical dimension of 2.25
micrometers. This array consisted of a parallel plate capacitor for measuring normal
strain, two differential elements for sensing shear strain normal to the plane of the array,
and three interdigitated transducer (IDT) elements for characterizing strain in the plane of
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the sensor. The normal strain sensor exhibited a sensitivity of 1.54×10-3 picofarads per
megapascal, and the shear sensor had a sensitivity of 4.77×10-5 picofarads per
megapascal. Testing results showed that all sensors had linear response to loading and
insignificant drift. Multiaxial testing results illustrated the ability of the differential
sensors to determine loading direction.
A multiaxial, MEMS sensor array has been developed for use in orthopedic, loadmeasuring conditions. This system has been optimized for use in soft materials such as
ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE). In the future, arrays of sensors
will be embedded in orthopedic components to determine the total state of stress at local
positions within the component.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Previous Work

1.1

Introduction
The procedure of replacing patient’s knee joints affected by osteoarthritis and

other disease originated in the early 1970’s. Although the maturity of this procedure
evolved tremendously in the following decades, there is still the need to improve the
biomechanical and wear characteristics of the knee prosthesis. An underlying goal for
joint replacement prosthesis should be that regardless of the age of the patient, any
prosthesis should be expected to last a lifetime and have similar function or performance
to the normal knee. Presently, this state of maturity has not been reached in the
orthopedics industry. Much of the problem in designing a knee replacement for the total
knee arthroplasty (TKA) procedure lies in the fact that there is very little in vivo data on
the load conditions available.
The goal of this research is to advance the state-of-the-art in miniature sensor
systems for measuring the internal strain and pressure in prosthetic devices. The ability to
measure the strain in the prosthesis will allow greater understanding of the internal
stresses, contact forces, wear, relative motions, and overall performance of the knee
implant. The ability to obtain in vivo data on implant performance on a patient-specific
basis will allow for treatment methodologies and follow-up procedures to be tailored to
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help the individual patient receive the longest lifetime and best performance from his or
her implant. Research performed using this system will help future patients by improving
the overall understanding of the factors that affect implant wear and function.
This section will give an overview of the challenges associated with the replacing
the human knee and review important concepts with regard to total joint replacement
procedure, biomechanics, wear, and load. The review of these concepts establishes the
motivation and functional aspects of this research. Also, the objectives, structure, and
contributions of this dissertation are presented in this chapter.

1.2

Review of Knee Replacement Procedures and Technology
1.2.1 Total Knee Arthroplasty Procedure
The total knee arthroplasty (TKA) or knee replacement procedure comprises

resecting the diseased bearing surfaces of the femur and tibia and replacing them with
metal or plastic components. Figure 1.1 illustrates the components and anatomy used
commonly in the total knee replacement. Metal components are commonly made from
titanium or cobalt-chrome with a plastic spacer between the femoral and tibial
components fabricated from ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE).
Advances in the knee replacement implant occurred rapidly in the 1970’s as surgeons
Insall, Walker, and Ranawat in New York competed to perfect the dual condylar knee
replacement. The race was on as they competed with Coventry and Turner’s geometric
knee, Townley’s anatomic knee, and in England, Freeman’s posterior stabilized knee [1].
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of total knee arthroplasty prosthesis and anatomy.

Knee replacement procedures research also took advantage of advances in hip
replacement procedures in the 1960’s by Sir John Charnley and others [2].
Based on the National Inpatient Survey (NIS) of medical procedures database, the
number of annual knee arthroplasty procedures in the United States is reported to be
326,000 nationwide [3]. The proportion of revisions (surgeries to replace a failed knee
replacement joint) to primary procedures (first joint replacement) is reported to be 8-15%
of total procedures, and the longevity of these implants varies significantly in published
literature, from 8-20 years [4,5,6,7,8]. Also, revision surgeries are significantly more
complicated for both patient and surgeon than primary arthroplasty procedures and
generally have poorer outcomes [9]. In the past decade, patients have been receiving
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TKA procedures at a younger age, and they are expecting to have an even higher rate of
revision surgery in the future due to implant wear, aseptic loosening, or other failure
mechanisms due to their more active lifestyles [10]. Revision surgeries are generally
much more invasive than primary arthroplasty procedures due to the requirement of
removal of the failed implant including the requirement that more bone has to be resected
to prepare for the new implant [11]. Also, recipients of knee replacements are advised not
to participate in high impact activities (running, skiing, aerobics, vigorous walking, or
tennis) [12].
Failure mechanisms of TKA prosthetics have been studied by several researchers.
In a 2002 review of all (212) revisions at one institution between 1997 and 2000, Sharkey
et al. attributed early failures to infection (25.4%), loosening (16.9%), instability (21.2%),
extensor mechanism deficiency (6.6%), avascular necrosis of the patella (4.2%), and
isolated patella resurfacing (0.9%). The prevalent causes of overall failure were
polyethylene wear (25%), aseptic loosening (24.1%), instability (21.2%), infection
(17.5%), arthrofibrosis (14.6%), malalignment (11.8%), extensor mechanism deficiency
(6.6%), patella necrosis (4.2%), periprosthetic fracture (2.8%), and the need to resurface
the patella (0.9%) [13]. Fehring, et al, in a survey of 440 patients, found similar results
[14], as well as a 2006 study of 318 patients requiring revision by Mulhall [15].
Better instrumentation in the orthopedics community could be used for computer
assisted surgical alignment, the detection of infectious organisms or the body’s response,
and the measurement of vibrations, component loading and wear in vivo. Ideally, the knee
replacement prosthesis should be expected to last the lifetime of the recipient, and allow
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the recipient to return to a broader range of activity. Significant improvement in existing
knee replacement components and procedures will be required for knee replacement
components to be expected to last the lifetime of the patient and for patients to be
expected to participate in a wider range of activities.

1.2.2 Biomechanics of the normal and TKA knee
It is tempting to assume the motion of the knee is similar to a simple hinge, and an
early knee replacement prosthesis studied by Waldius [16,17] used a hinge in place of
articulating surfaces. Several iterations of hinged designs followed, but none were
successful because the stresses placed on both device and its attachment to bone caused
loosening in almost all cases. These stresses occurred because the simple hinged devices
neglected the importance of the other planes of motion in the human knee.
The human knee is a complex system of muscles, ligaments, and bones (femur,
tibia, and patella) produce the flexion and extension of a knee. Extension of the knee
occurs due to contraction of the quadriceps muscles with assistance from the tensor
fasciae latae. Flexion is due primarily to the action of the hamstrings, and secondarily the
gracilis and the sartorius. Medial and lateral motions of the femur with respect to the tibia
are constrained by the medial and lateral collateral ligaments, the cruciate ligaments, and
by the interaction between the femoral condyles and the tibial intercondyler eminence.
Anterior motion of the tibia relative to the femur is constrained by the anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) and posterior motion by the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) [18,19].
Three important concepts with regard to the biomechanics of the knee are
rollback, axial rotation of the femur with respect to the tibia, and lift-off. Figure 1.2
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of femoral rollback and contact point motion.

illustrates femoral roll back with flexion from 0 to 150 degrees. Motion of the contact
point is shown with a green dot, and position of the radius of curvature of the surface at
that contact point is illustrated with a red dot. Researchers have used cadaver studies
[20,21,22], video gait analysis [23,24,25], Roentgen stereophotogrammatic analysis
(RSA) [26,27], and in vivo fluoroscopy [28,29,42] to study the biomechanics of the
normal and implanted knee. Rollback is the posterior translation of the femur with respect
to the tibia with increased flexion. In a 2003 study of five subjects with non-implanted
knees by Komistek, Dennis, and Mahfouz [29], the rollback (posterior translation being
negative) of the medial and lateral condyles during gate was measured to be -4.3 mm
(range of -1.9 – -10.3 mm) and 0.9 mm (range +3.4 – -5.8mm); respectively, using video
fluoroscopy. In the same study, during deep flexion, subjects averaged -12.7 mm (range
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1.4 – -29.8 mm) and -2.9 mm (range +3.0 – -9.0 mm). The difference between the
translation of the medial and lateral condyles is evidence of axial rotation of the femur
with respect to the tibia for these subjects. In this study, the average rotation was an
external rotation of the femur with respect to the tibia of more than 13° for deep flexion
and less than 5° for gait. External rotation and posterior translation of the femur with
respect to the tibia is considered normal.
Rotation of the femur with respect to the tibia in the frontal plane is often
described as “lift-off”. The term lift-off refers on one of the condyles lifting off of the
tibial insert. The transmission of forces during stance is generally 70–75% through the
medial condyle and 25–30% through the lateral condyle. Lift-off results in all of the
tibio-femoral contact forces being transmitted through a single condyle and can occur in
either condyle. It can also result in edge loading of the femur against the tibial
components in TKA yielding eccentric wear patterns and increased wear [30].
The biomechanics behind the complicated motions of the knee are a subject of
significant debate. It is generally assumed that the external axial rotation of the femur
with respect to the tibia during flexion and internal axial rotation during extension are the
result of the both the geometry of condyles and the cruciate ligament attachments. The
condyles of the knee decrease in radius in the sagittal plane from the anterior to the
posterior direction, somewhat like the shape of a spiral. This results in the axis of rotation
moving in both the posterior and inferior directions with flexion. The geometries of the
contact surfaces of the femur and tibia contribute to the complicated structure and motion
of the knee. The size and radius of the both condyles is not the same with the lateral
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condyle being slightly smaller than the medial condyle. Each of these factors contributes
the rotation of the femur with respect to the tibia during flexion and rotation of the femur
about its long axis during flexion [31]. Figure 1.3 illustrates the anatomy of the knee.

1.2.3 Wear of the Total Knee Arthroplasty Prosthesis
As shown in the previous section, recent studies on TKA failure have shown that
wear of the polyethylene insert continues to contribute to 25% of the revisions of TKA
implants. Several studies by Peter Walker and others have demonstrated that the contact
stresses in condylar total knee replacements can often exceed the yield stress of
polyethylene (21 MPa) and have shown that cyclic sliding motion as opposed to rolling

Figure 1.3: Anatomy of the knee including cruciate ligaments and collateral ligaments.
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motions contribute to the greatest wear of the polyethylene insert [32,33,34,35,36].
Polyethylene wear in the TKA knee is also a function of surgical technique, implant
kinematic patterns, sterilization techniques, material properties, design conformity, and
contact area [37]. In vivo kinematic studies using video fluoroscopy give tremendous
insight into the joint motions that may lead to increased wear. These motions include
anterior as opposed to posterior femoral translation during deep flexion [38,39], internal
as opposed to the normal external rotation during gait [40,41], femoral condylar lift-off
[42,43,44,45], edge loading, and multidirectional sliding or shear forces [46,47].
Previous methods of studying wear include retrieval analysis [48,49], tribological wear
simulators [50,51,52], computational simulation [53], static x-ray analysis [54,55], RSA
[56,57,58], and video fluoroscopy [37,53,59,60].
Excessive implant wear may contribute to other failure mechanisms such as
osteolysis, which may lead to implant loosening and failure or breaking of the bone
supporting the implant [61]. Osteolysis occurs when exposure to wear debris stimulates
an inflammatory response from macrophages and osteoclasts resulting in bone absorption
around the implant. In a 2000 cell culture study, Hirashima demonstrated that incubating
macrophages with 5 micrometer (µm) diameter particles simulating wear debris elicited
the macrophages to release the inflammatory cytokines tumor necrosis factor-alpha
(TNA-α) and interleukin-6 (IL-6). This study also showed that macrophages exposed to
polyethylene particles did not have to come in contact with bone marrow cells to induce
bone-absorbing osteoclast formation and resorption of the bone matrix [62,63].
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Excessive wear may also be an indicator of other problems with the implant or
implantation procedure. In Mulhall’s recent study of failure modes in TKA revisions, 318
patients from multiple centers were assessed to determine the factors causing implant
failure [15]. In this study, allowances were made for multiple causes pertaining to failure
of the implant, and 64% of patients in this study had interrelated causes of failure. Similar
to Sharkey’s [8] findings, 24.5% of the participants in this study were primarily due to
polyethylene wear. Of the subjects with excessive wear, 44% had coexisting instability,
and 9.6% were subject to malalignment. 29% of patients with instability had loosening as
a coexisting condition, and of those patients over half had coexisting osteolysis.

1.2.4 Contact Area and Stress Measurement
The contact stresses and pressures in the knee have been measured using a variety
of technologies including cadaver studies with Fuji pressure-sensitive film, contact finite
element studies, and Tekscan electronic pressure sensing film. It should be noted that the
elastic limit of the polyethylene insert found in the patellar and femoral components
ranges from 15 MPa-21 MPa. Jin, Stewart, and Auger, et al. evaluated the use of Hertzian
contact stress theory on the contact stresses in the condyles. Using a loading of 1.5 times
body weight on each condyle (1.5 kN load on each condyle), they correlated the major
and minor condylar radii and insert thickness with the contact pressures and showed that
it was common for the pressure to exceed the elastic limit of the insert by a factor of two
or more if the radii of these components were not designed carefully [64,65]. A finite
element study by D’Lima, Chen, and Colwell showed that contact stresses may range
from 17-26 MPa for low conformity tibiofemoral implants and from 9.6-35.1 MPa for
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high conformity implants [66]. Other studies found the contact stresses between the tibial
and femoral components to be on the order of the yield stress of the polyethylene and
exceed this stress under certain conditions [67]. A study on contact stress in patella
replacements by Buechel, Pappas, and Makris showed that most patellar implants had
line contact with the femoral components, and these had contact stresses greater ranging
from 10-40 MPa for gait, 34 to greater than 60 MPa for stair ascent, and 45 to greater
than 60MPa for deep flexion activities. The patella study found that the highly
conforming DePuy, LCS patella had contact stress of approximately 3 MPa for all
activities [68]. The findings of wear and contact studies for patella and tibial components
are troublesome when the exponential relationship between contact stress and wear rate
are considered [69], as well as the combined effects of wear particles, osteolysis, and
component loosening.

1.2.5 Orthopedic Load Determination
The ability to determine in vivo forces and torques is necessary in order to predict
the performance of new orthopedic implant designs, to determine the effects of
orthopedic procedures and surgical parameters, and to understand the effects of load on
the fundamental processes of bone growth and absorption and degenerative joint disease.
Studies employing instrumented prosthetics and incorporating data telemetry produce the
most direct method of determining implant loads. In the past, these devices have been
expensive and not approved for use in a wide range of subjects [70].
Most research using instrumented implants has been performed using hip
replacement prosthesis. Initial research was performed on the instrumented hip by Rydell
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in 1966 using strain gages and leads passing through the skin [71]. The first use of
telemetry to measure hip forces was by English and Kilvington, who measured peak
loads of 2.56 times body weight during gate, but they did not publish their work
extensively [72]. Another pioneer of in vivo force sensing using telemetry was German
researcher Georg Bergmann. Bergmann has published research on hip loading using
forces measured using strain gages. His instrumented prosthesis is powered using an
inductive coil, and the measurements are sent to a personal computer using an RF
telemetry system [73,74,75,76]. The power for this system is transmitted inside the limb
using an inductive coil worn around the patient’s leg during testing. Bergmann reported
loads from two patients. His data showed that joint loads range from 2.8 to 4.8 times
body weight depending on walking speeds. These loads increased to 5.5 times body
weight with jogging, and stumbling caused hip loads to go as high as 7.2 times body
weight [77,78]. Similar research on hip implants has been performed by Davy and
Kotzar, and they implanted a similar hip prosthesis in two patients. Davy and Kotzar
measured peak loads of 2.1-2.8 times body weight during gait and a maximum value of
5.5 times body weight during periods of instability during single leg stance [79,80].
The earliest work on measuring femoral loads was an extrapolation of the work
performed on hip implants using massive femoral implants. Bassey, Littlewood, and
Taylor instrumented a titanium implant which replaced the hip and the proximal half of
the tibia. This implant used four foil strain gages bonded to a proximal internal cavity in
two half-bridge configurations and a distal, intramedulary (inside the bone canal)
extension to the prosthesis. The distal-femoral, intramedulary extension was the earliest
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attempt to measure loading near the knee joint. This implant was powered using inductive
coupling and allowed for the axial strain in the femoral prosthesis to be measured.
Implant forces were measured at 2.5–4 times body weight during for jumping activities,
1.2 times body weight for treadmill gait activities, and 1.36–1.37 times body weight for
stair climbing and descending activities [81,82]. Taylor performed a following study
using an instrumented massive distal femoral replacement and found similar results
[83,84].
Darryl D’Lima, MD and Clifford Colwell MD of the Scripps Clinic Center for
Orthopeaedic Research and Education have recently published information regarding a
tibial prosthesis instrumented with strain gages and telemetry. This was a ten-year project
performed in collaboration with DePuy, Johnson and Johnson; Microstrain, Inc.; and NK
Biotechnical. For this project, a tibial tray was modified by DePuy and instrumented by
Microstrain, Inc. and Kenton Kaufman of NK Biotechnical [85]. The portion of the tibial
tray comprising the tibial plateau was modified to function as a load cell. The tray was
separated into upper and lower halves connected by four short rods. Material was
removed from areas in the lower portion of the tray to form four diaphragms, and strain
gages were attached to these areas, which resemble four load cells at the anteriomedial,
anteriolateral, posteriomedial, and posteriolateral corners of the implant. The hollow
portion of the stem of the tibial tray enclosed the electronics for this system. This system
was powered using inductive coupling, and power was transmitted using a coil worn
around the leg of the subject. This device appears to have been fabricated using off-theshelf surface-mount electronic components [86,87].
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Doctors D’Lima and Colwell implanted the instrumented tibial tray in an 80 year
old male patient weighing 148 pounds. Six weeks following the implantation procedure,
peak forces during gate averaged 2.2 times body weight. Stair climbing averaged 1.9
times body weight six days following the procedure and increased to 2.5 times body
weight six weeks following the initial procedure [88].

1.3

Previous Research in MEMS Strain and Pressure Sensors
Previous work in the area of sensors for the measurement of strain and pressure

have consisted primarily of piezoresistive, bulk-micromachined diaphragms, on-chip
sensors for the measurement of process-induced surface stresses, and tactile sensors for
robotic grippers. Fluid shear stress sensors have been investigated by researchers and
aerodynamicists investigating flow measurement [89,90,91,92]. The Navy has
investigated embedded strain sensors to determine the stress in composite materials
[93,94,95,96]. There is also interest in measuring the pressure between amputated limbs
and the socket of prosthetics [97]. This section reviews the recent research in this area.

1.3.1 MEMS Pressure Sensors
The literature contains several references to the application of microelectrical
systems to the measurement of strain and pressure. Much of the early development on
bulk micromachined silicon, diaphragm-based, sensors was performed at Motorola in the
nineteen eighties by David Monk, John Gagg, Gordon Bitko, Andrew McNeil, and others
[98,99,100]. These were silicon diaphragm-based MEMS pressure sensors for the
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sensing of gas and liquid pressures. These devices consist of single sensors and are
primarily designed to measure the air pressure in automobile tires or the pressure in a
compressed gas cylinder or lines. They may have piezoresistive strain gages implanted in
the membranes or measure the capacitance between the diaphragm and the surface below.
Recently, MEMS pressure sensors are approaching maturity for some applications for
example: automotive tire pressure sensing, manifold absolute pressure sensing, and
barometric pressure sensing [101], as well as the recent applications in avionics
[102,103,104,105].

1.3.2 Micromachined Strain Sensors
Microfabricated systems consisting of layers of thin films of various materials
deposited under a variety of thermal conditions are subject to distortion due to coefficient
of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch effects. Residual strain existing in the thin films
affects the device performances and is one of the most common properties to be
characterized. Damage to microdevices may be caused by unacceptably high residual
strains by buckling or warping, or other damage. A measurement device to monitor and
characterize residual strain during microfabrication is crucial for sensitive applications. A
Vernier mechanical-amplifier approach has been developed by Lin and Pisano from
Berkeley whereby surface residual stress cause movement in a surface micromachined
lever [106]. This concept for measuring chip surface strain in air was extended by the
Berkley researchers using a double ended tuning fork resonant technique capable of
resolving 33 nanostrain [107]. Gianchandani and Najafi optimized bent-beam sensors for
the measurement of surface strain and achieved 60 microstrain resolution at 10 MPa
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[108]. The University of Wisconsin has designed and fabricated a micromachined strain
sensor with a series of capacitive tines that are connected at the ends to a deformable
beam. Surface stresses induce an outward flexing motion in the beams supporting the
tines, and the relative motion between opposing plates/tines results in capacitance
changes [109].

1.3.3 Robotic Tactile Sensors
Researchers in the field of robotics have been interested in developing tactile
sensor arrays to determine the forces exerted by robotic grippers, tele-operational
manipulators, and haptic interfaces. A group of researchers at Stanford lead by Gregory
Kovacs has developed a tactile sensing array for such an application. The 64 by 64
element array is capable of characterizing three components (normal pressure and out of
plane shear) of the three-dimensional stress profile with a sensitivity range of 0.23-35 kPa
for normal stress and 1.0-60 kPa for x and y direction shear. This array was fabricated on
a silicon wafer using CMOS-compatible fabrication processes, uses four piezoelectric
sensors per array element, and includes digital control circuitry fabricated in conjunction
with the sensor elements [110]. Researchers at the University of Illinois have developed a
polyimide-based, flexible sensor array with nickel-chrome resistors capable of measuring
normal displacements [111]. An early three-axis, capacitance-based, tactile sensor was
proposed by Chu, Sarro, and Middelhoek of Deft University, however their prototype had
a force range of 0.01 N [112]. Recently, the University of Tokyo has developed a singleaxis, flexible, pressure-sensing array based on organic field-effect transistors for artificial
skin applications [113,114].
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1.3.4 Embedded MEMS Strain Sensors
The US Office of Naval Research has funded recent research at the University of
Minnesota to develop an embedded MEMS strain-rosette sensor to determine the
structural integrity of composite materials in the hulls of submarines. This sensor is
embedded 6 mm below the surface of a graphite composite plate. Since it is in the rosette
configuration it can determine the maximum shear and principle strains in the plane of
the sheet of material. Other requirements of the sensor were that it had to be powered
externally (indefinite lifetime), have an insignificant effect on the structural integrity of
the material in which it is embedded (less than 0.150 mm thick and an area less than 625
mm2), a means to correlate the measured effects with the true effects in the structure, and
the sensor package must withstand the fabrication process.
For this project, three sensor designs were explored. These included using a
piezoresistive filament fabricated on the wafer surface and two capacitive cantilever
designs including a rectangular cantilever and a curved cantilever beam. The sensor did
not appear to be finalized before the project funding ended, and it seemed that several
difficulties were left unresolved. These problems include strain shielding by the silicon
substrate due to the high modulus of elasticity of the silicon as compared to the matrix
material in the composite and a general insensitivity to compressive loads due to
cantilever buckling and out of plane motion. This sensor system uses an RFID-based
transponder and reader transmitting at 64 kHz and 128 kHz, respectively to power the
sensor, transmit data, and receive data [93,94,95,96,115].
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1.3.5 Microfabricated Sensors Summary
Previous researchers investigating miniaturized sensors for the measurement of
strain, pressure, and displacement have performed excellent work. However, a sensing
rosette capable of fully characterizing loads in three dimensions has yet to be developed.
Previous traction sensors provide some ability to measure multi-axial loads, but suffer
from crosstalk and hysteresis affects. The measurement range of previous sensors has
been several orders of magnitude smaller than those required for the measurement of
orthopedic loads. These effects are likely increased with the application of true three
dimensional loading conditions. Previous work has not provided a pathway to low-power
biocompatible implantable sensors of measuring the dynamic loads in orthopedic
components.

1.4

Dissertation Objectives and Structure
The goal of this dissertation is to investigate capacitance-based sensing techniques

which may be incorporated in the total knee arthroplasty prosthesis. These devices will
help researchers understand the loads, contact areas, wear characteristics, and overall
dynamics of the human knee. Implemented on a commercial scale, these sensors can be
used to help patients achieve greater longevity from their knee implants, because
interventions such as orthotics and physical therapy may be used to achieve optimum
biomechanics and minimal wear.
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Sensors embedded in orthopedic components have a challenging set of
requirements to meet. They must sustain stresses of greater then 20 MPa, use
biocompatible fabrication techniques, and have low power requirements. The compliance
of the sensor should match the compliance of the material in which it is embedded or it
will have lower response and contribute to stress concentrations in the device itself.
Materials should be biocompatible and a strategy should be followed to allow for future
FDA approval. Arrays of individually addressable sensors are required in order to
understand contact areas and stresses, as well as the motions between components. These
devices must be easily interfaced with signal conditioning and telemetry. The goal of this
research is to investigate sensors which provide the pathway to meet these goals.
Chapter 1 of this dissertation introduces the challenges facing engineers and
clinicians in duplicating the motion of the human knee. This chapter discusses the joint
replacement components and procedures, mechanics, loading methods, and background
on current measurement techniques. This information establishes the needs of the
targeted application for this research. Chapter 1 proceeds to review previous research in
the area of microfabricated sensors for the measurement of pressure and strain, Chapter 1
concludes with an overview of the dissertation structure and contributions.
Chapter 2, Analytical Modeling and Constitutive Equations for Capacitive Strain
Sensors, discusses gives an overview of the proposed measurement method of these
sensors. This chapter also examines analytical techniques for modeling the flux and
potential of capacitance-based sensors. Finally, an analytical approach is used to
determine the capacitance of an interdigitated sensor.
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Chapter 3 examines the response of the capacitive strain sensor using the methods
of micromechanics of composite materials. Analytical methods are used to couple the
deformation response of the sensors to load with the results of the capacitance analysis in
Chapter 2. Closed form solutions to the change in capacitance with applied load are
developed in this section. The results are used to examine the sensitivity to applied load
direction.
Chapter 4 uses numerical techniques to examine the response of the sensors
discusses the results of the finite element design studies, the fabrication experiments, and
testing of the devices. Parameter studies are conducted to determine the sensitivity of
sensors to the various design parameters, and the sensitivity of load quantity and direction
are evaluated. Results are discussed in the context of analytical solutions presented in
Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 discusses the microfabrication approach to constructing the sensors
discussed in this research. An emphasis is made on the use of currently accepted
biocompatible materials. Contributions in the areas of fully biocompatible material
fabrication are discussed.
In Chapter 6, the development of testing techniques for each of the three sensors
is presented. The mechanical approach of the testing to produce the desired loading is
discussed as well as the instrumentation for each test. Calibration curves for the sensors
are shown, and the associated results are discussed.
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Chapter 7 summarizes the work accomplished in this dissertation. Data from the
analytical, numerical, and experimental results is presented together where possible. The
next steps for research in this area are outlined.

1.5

Dissertation Contributions
A new class of sensors has been investigated which can be incorporated in a wide

variety of devices to yield truly smart structures. Original contributions from this research
have been made in the areas of microfabrication, analysis of capacitive structures,
capacitance-based sensing, and multi-dimensional strain measurement. Several fields
have the need for embedded sensors for the measurement of strain. In this research, a
strain sensor has been investigated that is capable of fully characterizing the strain in
three dimensions. Current commercial sensors are only capable of fully characterizing
strain in two dimensions. This research has established fabrication techniques for
embedding these microsensors in polyethylene materials through a plasma-based
microtexturing process. This research has lead to greater understanding of the function of
interdigitated capacitive structures and smart structures.
The design of three capacitance-based strain sensor elements was investigated
including a parallel plate capacitive sensor for normal strain, a differential parallel plate
capacitor for shear strain, and an interdigitated capacitor for in-plane strains. These three
sensors when used together in an array are capable of determining the three-dimensional
state of strain in the bulk material. An invention disclosure was written on early research
in this area was submitted to the U.S. Patent Office. This invention disclosure was
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awarded U.S. Patent Number 7,097,662 titled, “In-vivo orthopedic implant diagnostic
device for sensing load, wear, and infection.”
An analytical solution for the fringing field of two offset parallel plate electrodes
has been developed as part of this research. Also, a mathematical model has been
developed to predict the micromechanics of high modulus of elasticity sensors embedded
in lower modulus materials. A coupled mathematical model that relates the sensor
micromechanics to changes in capacitance was developed for the three types of sensors,
and sensitivity analysis of sensor geometries using the coupled mathematical model has
been performed in order to optimize the device sensitivity. Also, the evaluation of
embedded capacitive sensors for strain measurement in three orthogonal directions using
multiphysics finite element analysis is presented in this dissertation.
Original contributions have been made in the area of MEMS fabrication
techniques as part of this work. Techniques for patterning the biocompatible material
parylene were developed using plasma etching. These techniques were used for the
investigation and testing of capacitive sensors with a parylene polymer dielectric. Sensor
fabrication using biocompatible materials was investigated, and a plasma-based
microtexturing process for improved adhesion to biomedical-grade polyethylene was
demonstrated. In this work, sensor electrodes were fabricated directly on the
measurement polyethylene substrate material of interest as compared to fabricating
sensors on intermediate materials. Features with 2.0 micrometer critical dimensions were
patterned on polyethylene substrates as part of this work.
Testing methods for the evaluation of fundamental prototypes of the capacitive
multiaxial strain sensors were also investigated. Methods were developed for applying
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normal, in-plane, and multiaxial loads to the sensors for calibration purposes. The ability
of the differential shear sensor to distinguish between out of plane shear and normal
strain was demonstrated.
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Chapter 2
Analytical Modeling of Capacitance-based
Strain Sensors

2.1

Sensor Design and Operation Concepts
A multiaxial, capacitance-base, strain sensor has been investigated to aid in the

understanding of the loads in orthopedic components. This chapter discusses the design
of an array of capacitance-based sensors for the multi-axial characterization of strain. In
this chapter, the sensor design and the general effects of strain on the capacitance of the
sensor are discussed. Analytical techniques are used to develop relationships for
determining the changes in capacitance with strain.
The sensing technique has been optimized for fabrication by the two dimensional
lithography techniques used in microfabrication. Capacitance-based sensors were chosen
for this project due to their lack of resistive heating, low power consumption, and the
ability to fabricate the electrodes using biocompatible materials. Figure 2.1 shows the
design concept for this project using parallel plate capacitors oriented in three orthogonal
planes. Strain in the sensor results in capacitance change by varying the distance between
the plates. The final sensors are fully encapsulated inside the component.
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Figure 2.1: Design concept for multi-axial strain sensor array using capacitance detection
techniques.

Analytical and numerical modeling techniques were used in this research to
investigate the capacitance of the microfabricated electrodes. These techniques were also
used to estimate the changes in capacitance from applied loading conditions. Two
different methods were used for analytical modeling, these were the methods of
continuum mechanics and conformal mapping methods.
For the concept shown in Figure 2.1, changes in capacitance may be measured as
the distance between the electrodes changes as a result of induced strain. Several
limitations exist in this concept. Three-dimensional microfabrication techniques have not
reached sufficient maturity to fabricate the system shown. Also, to fully characterize the
strain tensor in three dimensions, six sensors are required to solve for the three normal
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strains and three shear strains, and shear strains are not measured in this configuration.
We have investigated the use of three different sensors to solve for the normal, in-plane,
and shear forces.
Figure 2.2 shows how the concept illustrated in Figure 2.1 may be collapsed into a
plane such that it can be fabricated using MEMS techniques, and more detail about the
function of these sensors is shown in Figure 2.3. A parallel plate capacitor is used to
determine the strain normal to the plane of the sensors, szz. Two differential translating
capacitors indicate the shear components out of the sensor plane, szx and szy. Three
interdigitated capacitors function to determine the strains, sxx, syy, and τxy.

(1)

(2a)

y
(3b)
z

x

(2b)
(3)

(3a)

(3c)

Figure 2.2: Multiaxial strain sensor with elements for three normal strains and three shear
strains.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of capacitance function of the three sensor components.
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As shown in Figure 2.3, normal strains are indicated by changes in capacitance as
the distance between the electrodes in the parallel plate sensor changes. For this sensor,
the lower plate is fabricated slightly larger than the upper plate to make this element
insensitive to changes in the active area due to shear. An additional effect in this sensor is
an increase in the size of the plates as a normal force is applied due to transverse strain.
Two configurations of the shear strain sensor are shown in Figure 2.3. There are
advantages and disadvantages to both of these electrode configurations. The differential
geometry used for the shear sensor has the ability to cancel out the effects of other strains
and noise. For the four electrode shear sensor, a voltage is applied between the two outer
electrodes labeled +V and -V, or potentially two out of phase sine waves. The upper
electrode is electrically floating, and the center electrode, Vref, indicates the measurement.
Shear strains result in displacement of the upper electrode with respect to the lower
electrodes, and causes a decrease in impedance on one side of the sensor and an increase
in the other side. If the phase of the input signals is known, this difference can be used to
indicate the measurement. This arrangement has no signal when it is balanced and motion
of the upper plate relative to the lower ones yields a signal which has a sign indicating the
direction of motion. Strains other than shear strains result in the same motion of the upper
electrode with respect to the lower electrodes. The four electrode configuration has the
advantage that all traces are in the lower plane and vias are not required. It also has lower
effects from stray capacitance, however the four electrode shear sensor has a larger area
than the three electrode configuration.
The three electrode shear sensor is shown in Figure 2.3 operates in a similar
manner as the four electrode version and has the advantage of a more compact geometry.
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This configuration has the advantage that multiple sets of electrodes in this configuration
may be easily connected in parallel to amplify the change in capacitance. Vias may be
required if all traces on the sensor are required to be in the same plane for connections
and may result in inaccuracies in the measurement.
Sensor element three of Figure 2.3 is an interdigitated capacitor design. This
design is used to approximate the vertical capacitors in Figure 2.1. As this element
experiences strain, several effects may be present. If the stiffness of the electrodes is
similar to the embedding media or the size of the features is small with respect to the
embedding geometry, the size of the electrodes will change in relation to the strain placed
on that media. This sensor geometry is sensitive to changes in strain in multiple
directions. When strain occurs parallel to the direction of the interdigitated electrodes, the
length of the electrodes increases or decreases causing changes in the capacitance of the
sensor, and the transverse strain which is smaller then the normal strain by a factor of the
Poisson’s ratio causes changes in the gap between the electrodes. Strain in the direction
perpendicular to the electrode digits results in a change in the gap between the electrodes
and Poisson’s ratio effects cause a change in the length of the electrodes. In these sensors,
a significant fringe capacitance exists out of the plane of the sensor, as well as the
primary capacitance between the sensor digits. Fringe effects are significant with these
sensors and must be taken into consideration in any calculations or modeling.
Optimization of this sensor is necessary to ensure that the sensitivity is preferential to the
measuring direction, and to take into account the effects of stray capacitance and
electrode dimensions.
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2.2

Continuum Mechanics Modeling of Parallel Plate Capacitors

Continuum mechanics methods have been used previously to determine the capacitance
between parallel conductors with an applied potential. Dielectric effects will be the
primary factor in determining the performance of the capacitive sensor. Insulators or
dielectrics differ from conductors due to the absence of free charges available for
conduction. Dielectric materials do have fixed charges that determine the characteristics
of the field with the material. The effect of applying an external field causes the electron
clouds of the atoms of the material to shift causing the formation and alignment of
electric dipoles within the material. The dipoles consist of a positive charge at the center
of the nucleus separated by a negative charge at the center of the shifted electron cloud.
The effect of the formation and alignment of dipoles within the material is referred to as
polarization [116,117]. The degree and direction of alignment is given by the
polarization vector, P. These effects are illustrated in Figure 2.4. In Equation (2-1), the
polarization vector is expressed in terms of E, the electric field, and χe, the electric
susceptibility.

r
r
P = χ eε 0 E

(2-1)

Polarization causes an opposing electric field within the material and the sum of
the applied field and the opposing field results in a net reduction in the electric field. This
is similar to the double-layer effect in microfluidics. The flux lines in this system are not
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Figure 2.4: Cross section of a parallel plate capacitor showing dipole formation and
surface charge distribution when a voltage, Vd, is applied across the plates.

changed, however. The effect of the dielectric material polarization on the flux density,
D, can be seen in the following relation:

r
r r
D = ε0E + P

(2-2)

The susceptibility and polarization are fundamental to understanding the influence
of the dielectric material on the field. Equations (2-1) and Equation (2-2) can be
combined into Equation (2-3).

r
r
r
r
D = ε 0 (1 + χ e ) E = ε r ε 0 E = εE
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(2-3)

ε is the permittivity of the material and is related to the free space permittivity by the
factor εr. The relative permittivity is related to electric susceptibility by Equation (2-4).

ε r = 1+ χe

(2-4)

The boundary conditions applied to the structures determine the electric fields
existing within the device. In our case, the voltage applied between multiple structures
will be the primary known boundary conditions. These structures will be separated by a
known dielectric material. Poisson’s equation and Laplace’s equation can be used to
determine the potential function when the conditions at the boundary are known.
The divergence expression is given in Equation (2-5) below where ρv is the
charge density in the volume containing the dielectric material.

v
∇ ⋅ D = ρν

(2-5)

Given that D=ε E, Equation (2-6) can be written as shown below.

r ρ
∇⋅E = ν

ε

(2-6)

It is also known that the electric field is a function of the potential field by the gradient
expression.
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r
E = −∇V

(2-7)

Equation (2-7) can be inserted into Equation (2-6) to give Poisson’s equation shown in
Equation (2-8).

∇ ⋅ ∇V = ∇ 2V =

− ρυ

ε

(2-8)

The total charge in the medium will be zero (ρv=0), and Equation (2-8) results in
Laplace’s equation shown below.

∇ 2V = 0

(2-9)

The Laplacian operator can be expanded into Cartesian coordinates by the following:

∂ 2V ∂ 2V ∂ 2V
∇V = 2 + 2 + 2
∂x
∂y
∂z
2

(2-10)

Using the parallel plate geometry shown in Figure 2.4, Equation (2-10) reduces to:

∂ 2V ( z )
=0
∂z 2
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(2-11)

Integrating Equation (2-11) once, yields Equation (2-12).

∂ 2V ( z ) ∂V ( z )
∫ ∂z 2 = ∂z = C1

(2-12)

A second integration is shown below.

∫

∂V ( z )
= V ( z ) = C1 z + C 2
∂z

(2-13)

The constants of integration, C1 and C2, can be determined by employing the boundary
conditions. V(d)=Vd, and V(0)=0. Applying V(0)=0 gives a value of 0 for C2, and
V(d)=Vd gives a value of Vd/d for C1. For the following equations, d represents the
distance between the plates.

V ( z) =

Vd z
d

(2-14)

The electric field intensity can be determined by the gradient equation,

r
∂ ⎛V ⎞ r
⎛V
E = −∇V = − ⎜ d z ⎟k = −⎜ d
∂z ⎝ d ⎠
⎝ d

The electric flux density can then be determined:
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⎞r
⎟k
⎠

(2-15)

r
r
⎛V
D = εE = −ε r ε 0 ⎜ d
⎝ d

⎞r
⎟k
⎠

(2-16)

For parallel plate case, the flux density and the surface charge density are equal resulting
in Equation (2-17).

⎛ Vd ⎞
⎟
⎝ d ⎠

ρs = ε rε 0 ⎜

(2-17)

The total charge on an individual conductor can be found by multiplying the surface
charge density by the area, A.

Q=

ε r ε 0Vd
d

(2-18)

The capacitance is the ratio of the charge on one of the plates to the voltage
applied, between the plates, however the capacitance, C, is a constant for fixed electrode
and dielectric geometries.

C=

C=

ε r ε 0Vd A
dVd
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=

Q
V

(2-19)

ε rε 0 A
d

(2-20)

2.3

Potential and Electric Field Evaluation Using Conformal Mapping
Conformal mapping is a robust technique that allows one to map Laplacian fields

from areas that are readily solved to more complicated regions and geometries where a
solution is desired. In complex analysis, a conformal map is a transformation function in
which angles and the relative proportions of neighboring small line segments are
preserved as a function is mapped from one region to another. Conformal mapping
techniques are an extension of the Riemann mapping theory of complex analysis which
states that any non-empty, open, simply connected subset of the complex plane there
exists a one-to-one mapping from the subset to the unit disk. Mapping functions must be
analytic functions (single-valued and differentiable) in the reason of interest, or at least
single-valued on a Riemann surface [118].
Bernhard Riemann developed the Riemann mapping theorem for his doctoral
dissertation in 1851. Since this time, high-speed computers and finite element analysis
have become common engineering tools and have gained wide acceptance for solving
both structural and electrostatic problems. In this research, techniques are investigated
which yield an analytical solution to the problem of changing capacitance with strain. An
analytical solution to these problems allows one to very rapidly estimate the capacitance
conditions for a large variety of electrode geometries and materials. Analytical solutions
also give insight into the numerical algorithms that will be required to interpret the results
from these sensors upon implementation. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 illustrate the mapping of the
W plane to the T plane using the complex mapping function, t=ew, where w=u+jv. In the
W plane, complex values range from 0 to pi and real values range from 0 to 1.
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Figure 2.5: Rectangle in upper right quadrant of complex plane, W.
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Figure 2.6: Rectangle mapped to exterior of unit circle on upper half of complex plane, T,
using the transformation t=ew.
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In Figures 2.5 and 2.6, the colored solid and dashed lines are preserved between
planes to indicate the mapping of regions from W plane to the T plane. This equation was
plotted using Matlab programming software (The MathWorks, Inc. Natick,
Massachusetts). The Matlab codes used in this research are presented in the Appendix.
More complicated functions may be required to solve for the fields encountered in
common problems. The difficulty then lies in deriving the equations for the mapping
functions which allows one to relate a given field to another field for which the solution
is known. It is not always possible to find a single equation that directly maps the field of
interest to one which is readily solved, and is sometimes required to map these fields
through intermediate planes, geometry shapes, and variables. In this work, the W plane is
used to refer to a plane which is readily solved, the T plane is used to represent an
intermediate plane, and the Z plane is used to represent the plane of the desired solution.

2.3.1 Schwarz-Christoffel Mapping
Many fields are commonly encountered which are bounded by straight line segments or
which may be treated as being bounded by straight line segments, even if these segments
“meet” at infinity. For these types of geometries, a method was developed independently
by both Schwarz [119] and Christoffel [120] for determining the differential equations
describing the field transformation to an intermediate plane. These equations must then
be

integrated

and

constants

of

integration

and

a

scaling

factor

inherent in the technique must be solved for using the boundary conditions of the
problem. Using the methods developed by Schwarz and Christoffel, the differential
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equation can be determined for most fields within polygonal boundaries, however
integrating these equations may not be possible by analytical means.
A brief description of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation will be given
followed by application to specific problems of interest to this research in the following
sections. Mapping of an arbitrary polygon from the Z plane to the t axis of the T plane is
shown below in Figure 2.7. This transform is followed by mapping from the T plane to
the W plane. Most effort is required determining the transformation from the Z plane to
the T plane and an exponential transformation as previously shown is generally used
between the T plane and the W plane. It is important that the relative proportions of
neighboring small line segments and the angles of intersecting line segments be preserved
during transformation. These dimensions and angles are determined by the integration
parameters and by the choice of intermediate mapping points.
The general form for the differential equation for mapping the interior of a
polygon using the Schwarz-Christoffel mapping technique is given by Equation (2-21).
Solution of this differential equation is shown in Equation (2-22). For the geometry of
Figure 2.7 and similar geometries, the vertices of the polygon are labeled and the
corresponding exterior angles of the vertices are determined while traversing the
geometry in the counter clockwise direction. Arbitrary locations for the mapping of these
vertices may be selected on the t axis for problems with up to three vertices, and
analytical solutions can often be derived for these problems. However, the selection of
the values of the T plane points determines how difficult it may be to integrate the
resulting equations. The values -∞, -1, 0, 1, and ∞ are used frequently for the
transformation values of T plane points or parameters. The scaling issues resulting from
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Figure 2.7: Mapping of a polygon in the Z=x+jy domain to the T=t+iτ domain.
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these choices are taken into consideration when the scaling and integration constants are
determined. The selection of a value of infinity on the t axis for mapping vertices causes
the terms associated with this point to reach a value of 1 as tk approaches infinity and
these terms may be neglected. Mapping of the geometry shown in Figure 2.7 is given by
Equations (2-23) and (2-24).

n
dz
= C0 ∏ (t − t k )
dt
k =1

t

n

z (t ) = C0 ∫ ∏ (t − t k )

−α k

π

t0 k =1

dz
= C0 (t − t a )
dt

t

−α a

π

z (t ) = C0 ∫ (t − t a )

(t − tb )

−α a

π

−α b

π

(t − tb )

−α k

π

+ C1

(t − t c )

−α b

π

(2-21)

(2-22)

−α c

π

(t − t c )

(2-23)

−α c

π

dt + C1

(2-24)

t0

For mapping polygons containing more than three vertices, only three of the T
plane points or parameters may be chosen arbitrarily. Other points must be chosen using
iterative techniques and the complexity of this approach increases significantly. Integrals
with singularities must often be integrated numerically as part of parameter solution
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problem, and the process must be repeated for any change in geometry. Once parameters
are determined, the resulting integrals are not capable of solution and involve both
variables in the complex plane or planes. The derivation of these mapping techniques has
been the topic of several references and dissertations. More detailed treatments of this
approach can be found in these references [121,122,123].

2.3.2 Mapping of Parallel Plate Capacitor Fringe Capacitance
Conformal mapping techniques can be used to solve for the fringe capacitance of
a parallel plate capacitor. Maxwell explored alternate analytical solutions to this problem
in his Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism [124]. This problem is a common example
of a practical application of Schwarz-Christoffel mapping, and the solution may be
compared to Maxwell’s analytical version. However in most previous work, symmetry is
used between the upper and lower plates to further simplify the problem. For this
research, the field above and below both plates is analyzed such that the result may be
extended to non-symmetric cases in which the plates are of different sizes. This problem
may be fully solved using the Schwarz-Christoffel mapping technique due to the ability
to use three points to represent the geometry. The use of thin, semi-infinite plates allows
this problem to be represented using techniques reserved for polygons with three sides. A
single point is used to represent the inner point at minus infinity of the inner and outer
sides of the plates, points A and C in Figure 2.8. In the T plane, point A is assigned to
±∞, B is assigned to -1, C is assigned to the origin in the T plane, and D is assigned to 1.
The angles for these vertices in Z plane are 2π for vertex A, -π for B and D, and π for C.
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The geometry shown in Figure 2.8 was used for the transformation. These values may be
substituted into Equation (2-22) to give Equations (2-25) through (2-26).

π

π

−π

dz
= C0 (t + 1) π (t − 1) π (t − 0) π
dt

(2-25)

t

(t 2 − 1)
z (t ) = C0 ∫
dt + C1
t
t0

(2-26)

Integrating Equation (2-26) leads to Equation (2-27), below.

⎛1
⎞
z (t ) = C0 ⎜ t 2 + ln (t )⎟ + C1
⎝2
⎠

(2-27)

For the geometry shown in Figure 2.8, the constant C0 can be solved by
integrating between the points B and D. C1 can be moved inside the parenthesis and
solved by substitution to give Equation (2-28). The equation for transformation from the
Z to the T plane is given by:

z (t ) =

d ⎛1 2
⎛ jπ 1 ⎞ ⎞
− ⎟⎟
⎜ t + ln (t ) + ⎜
π ⎝2
⎝ 2 2 ⎠⎠
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(2-28)
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Figure 2.8: Mapping of semi-infinite parallel plates from the z plane to the T plane.
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A second transformation is required from the T to W plane. This is accomplished
using the exponential transformation, t=ew, shown Figure 2.6. This gives the final
transformation equation from the Z plane to the W plane as shown in Equation (2-29).

z ( w) =

d ⎛ 1 2w
⎛ jπ 1 ⎞ ⎞
− ⎟⎟
⎜ e +w+⎜
π ⎝2
⎝ 2 2 ⎠⎠

(2-29)

This equation is plotted in Figure 2.9. Plots for equations in this section were
performed in Matlab. Simple algorithms were used to create the grids shown in the
following illustrations. Complex notation was used for all coordinates in the original
plane. The original grid was transformed using the derived transformation equation and
plotted again using the same coloring and dashed or solid lines as in the original plane.

2.3.3 Mapping of Fringe Capacitance for Parallel Plate Capacitors of
Unequal Size
For the embedded strain sensor, it may be advantageous to make one of the plates
in the parallel plate capacitor slightly larger than the other plate. This would have the
advantage of eliminating the effects of shear which might cause one plate to shift slightly
with respect to the other plate. In this section, we examine modeling the fringe
capacitance of the parallel plate capacitor with offset plates by conformal mapping
techniques. This is accomplished using the techniques presented in previous sections,
however the loss of symmetry in the problem results in an added complexity. The
geometry for this mapping is shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.9: Plot of transformation of equipotential and flux lines from W plane to Z plane
using Equation (2-29).
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Figure 2.10: Geometry used for mapping from the T plane to the Z plane for a semiinfinite parallel plate capacitor with plates of unequal length.
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For this geometry, the resulting differential equation is shown below in Equation
(2-30). This differential equation may be solved by integration as previously shown,
however this results in three unknown constants, C0, C1, and k, which must be
determined. These may be determined by solving a system of nonlinear equations using
points B, D, and E to determine the values. In this case, C0 and C1 may be determined in
terms of k. Iterative techniques are used to determine the final parameters including k.

z (t ) = C0 ∫

z (t ) =

(t + 1)(t − 1 / k ) dt + C

1

t

d ⎛1 2 ⎛
1⎞ 1
⎞
⎜ t + ⎜1 − ⎟t − ln (t ) + C1 ⎟
π ⎝2
⎝ k⎠ k
⎠

(2-30)

(2-31)

C0 and C1 may be determined in terms of k. The final value of k is then determined
iteratively. Equations (2-32) and (2-33) represent C0 and C1 in terms of k, the plate
spacing, d, and the lower plate offset δ.

C0 =

C1 =

jd − δ

jπ 1
1
1
+ ln (k ) −
−
2
k
2k
2
k

jd
⎛ 1 jπ 1 ⎞
− C0 ⎜ −
− ⎟
2
2⎠
k
⎝k
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(2-32)

(2-33)

A second transformation is required from the T plane to the W plane using the
exponential transformation, t=ew. This yields the transformation equation from the Z
plane to the W plane as shown below in Equation (2-34) and is plotted in Figure 2.11.

z ( w) =

d ⎛ 1 2w ⎛ 1 ⎞ w 1
⎞
⎜ e + ⎜1 − ⎟e − w + C1 ⎟
π ⎝2
k
⎝ k⎠
⎠

(2-34)

2.3.4 Analytical Solution of the Capacitance and Electric Field of Two
Thin, Finite, Charged Plates
An analytical solution for the capacitance between two thin, finite, charged plates
can be determined using similar methods to those discussed in the previous section. This
is the two-dimensional representation of two thin, parallel conductors lying in the same
plane. The traditional notation and methods used by Maxwell, Binns, and Schinzinger are
used in this section and expand upon these previous works [124,118,121,125]. This
geometry may be solved with a single transformation of the idealized field between two
parallel plates with no fringing to that of two finite conductors lying in the same plane.
The geometry used for this analysis is shown in Figure 2.12. The flux, φ0, will be
regarded as an unknown that will be solved for using the geometry and boundary
conditions in the transformation plane, which will ultimately lead to an analytical
solution for the capacitance. To determine the capacitance the initial transformation will
be inverted using Jacobian elliptical functions. In the Z plane, the x and y axes may also
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Figure 2.11: Plot of transformation of equipotential and flux lines from W plane to Z
plane for parallel plate capacitor with unequal plate sizing.
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be envisioned as representing the potential and the flux of the system. For this system, the
potential between the plates will be set at 1.
The differential equation resulting from this configuration is shown below in
Equation (2-35). Simplification of Equation (2-35) yields Equation (2-36). Multiplying
by k/k and substituting B for kC0 yields the typical form of the elliptical integral of the
first kind as studied by Legendre and Jacobi as shown in Equation (2-37).

(

dw
= C0 t + 1
k
dt

−π

)

π

w( t ) = C 0 ∫

2

−π

(t + 1) π (t − 1) π

(t

0

2

1

2

1

dt

(1 − t )(1 − k t )
2

2 2

−π

(t − 1 k )

− 1)(t 2 − 1 / k 2 )

t

w( t ) = B ∫

−π

2

dt + C1

π

2

(2-35)

(2-36)

(2-37)

Elliptic functions were first encountered in the calculation of the length of the arc
of an ellipse. The use of ±1/k for the position of B and D in the T plane leads to the
commonly used Jacobian form of this equation, whereby k is the modulus of the ellipse
and found from a relationship between the lengths of the major and minor axes of the
ellipse.
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For a general upper limit, this integral is often referred to as incomplete, whereas
an upper limit of 1 corresponds to the complete elliptical integral of the first kind. This
integral may be used to determine the entire arc length of an ellipse. The value of the
complete elliptical integral of the first kind is often referred to as K or K(k), as shown in
Equation (2-38).

1

K = C0 ∫
0

1

(1 − t )(1 − k t )
2

2 2

dt

(2-38)

The complementary modulus, k′, is also useful in analytical solutions and can be
determined from the modulus as shown in Equation (2-39).

k′ = 1 − k 2

(2-39)

The complete integral to the complementary modulus, k′, can be found by two
different methods as shown below. This constant is useful when determining the
transformation constants.

1

1

K′ = ∫

(1 − t )(1 − k ′ t )
2

0

1

K′ =

2 2

k

1

dt

∫ j (1 − t )(1 − k t ) dt
1

2
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2 2

(2-40)

(2-41)

1

K + jK ′ =

k

1

∫ (1 − t )(1 − k t ) dt
0

2

2 2

(2-42)

Jacobi observed that elliptical integrals could be beneficial in analytical work, but
that also the inverse functions could be beneficial as well. He derived a series of elliptical
functions based on the inverse of the elliptical integrals. Jacobi defined a new function,
sn, (pronounced “ess-en”) to be a function of the inverse of the elliptical integral of the
first kind. Values of this function may be determined through tabulated values or from
series expansions. Therefore if w is a function of the elliptical integral of t and k as shown
in Equation (2-36), t is an elliptical function of w and k as shown in Equation (2-43).

t = sn (w, k )

(2-43)

For this application, we need to find the inverse transformation from z to t, and
this is possible using the Jacobian elliptic functions. Applying the relation in Equation
(2-43) to Equation (2-36) results in the following:

⎛ w⎞
t = sn⎜ ⎟ .
⎝B⎠

(2-44)

The Jacobian elliptic function can now be applied to find the inverse of Equation (2-42).
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sn (K + jK ′) =

1
k

(2-45)

Equation (2-44) can be used to solve for B, by substituting 1/k for t using the
boundary conditions in Figure 2.12 which show that point E or 1/k in the T plane maps to
½+jφ0 in the Z plane. Therefore, when t=1/k, w=½+jφ0, leads to Equations (2-46)
through (2-48).

⎛ 1 + jϕ 0 ⎞
⎟
1 / k = sn⎜ 2
⎜
⎟
B
⎝
⎠

⎛ 1 + jϕ 0 ⎞
⎟
sn (K + jK ′) = sn⎜ 2
⎜
⎟
B
⎝
⎠

1 + jϕ 0
K + jK ′ = 2
B

(2-46)

(2-47)

(2-48)

The unknown constant, B, may be determined by equating the real and imaginary
parts of Equation (2-48) resulting in Equations (2-49) and Equation (2-51). The total flux
for the system can be solved for in terms of K′ and K.
B=

1
2K
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(2-49)

ϕ0
B

ϕ0 =

= K′

(2-50)

K′
2K

(2-51)

Since φ0 is found using the complete elliptic integrals it represents the total flux of
the surface of the electrode. Gauss’s law can be applied to determine the charge of the
system followed by the capacitance.

q = ε r ε 0ϕ

0

(2-52)

Because q=CV and the difference in potential was defined as one, the capacitance
per unit length of the system is determined by:

C = ε rε 0

K′
2K

(2-53)

For this problem, it was assumed that plates were “thin”. It is possible to develop a
relationship that includes the effects of thick, three-dimensional electrodes by summing
the sidewall capacitance and the fringe capacitance as shown below. L represents the
electrode length, t the thickness, and d the separation. A factor of two is added to this
relationship to account for the flux and charge on both sides of the electrodes.
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⎛ K′ t ⎞
C = ε rε 0 ⎜
+ ⎟L
⎝K d⎠

(2-54)

For interdigitated electrodes, this relationship may be multiplied by the number of legs, n,
to form a relationship for the total capacitance of interdigitated system. Such a
relationship is beneficial for determining the approximate capacitance of interdigitated
structures quickly and conveniently without having to result to finite element methods.
To determine the fringe field of the parallel plates with gap distances different from the
basic solution, a non-dimensional approach is used to determine k as shown in Equation
(2-55), where w is the width of the electrodes.

k=

d
d +w

(2-55)

The final relationship is shown below in Equation (2-56). The notation K(k) is used to
emphasize the variability of this term as a function of k.

⎛ K ′(k ) t ⎞
C = nε r ε 0 ⎜⎜
+ ⎟⎟ L
⎝ K (k ) d ⎠

(2-56)

Equations (2-44) can be plotted to illustrate the flux and potential lines of the
parallel conductors as shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Flux and potential lines mapped from parallel plate capacitor to model the
fringe effects of a parallel strip capacitor.
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2.3.5 Comparison of Analytical Results with Commercial FEA Software for
Electrostatic Solutions
In order to examine the accuracy of Equation (2-56), finite element analysis of an
interdigitated electrode geometry was compared with the results from the analytical
solution. The test problem consisted of geometry similar to that under investigation for
this research. The test problem consisted of a series of an interdigitated structure
consisting of 4.75 micrometer digits, 2.25 micrometer gaps, and 1.0 micrometer thick
electrodes. This structure consisted of a top electrode with 15 digits and a bottom
electrode with 14 digits and a total of 28 gaps between the digits. The electrodes were on
top of a layer polyethylene (εr=2.25), and had a layer of parylene (εr=3.0) between the
electrodes and over the electrodes for 2.0 micrometers. The upper layer of parylene was
embedded in polyethylene. The geometry used for comparing finite element and
mathematical modeling results is shown in Figure 2.14.
To account for the contributions from the different layers of dielectric materials,
Equation (2-57) has three terms inside the parenthesis based on the dielectric constant of
the material. These terms consider the polyethylene below the electrodes and parylene
between and above the electrodes. It is assumed that the primary contribution to the flux
above the electrodes is from the parylene dielectric.

⎛
K ′(k )
K ′(k )
t⎞
C = nε 0 L⎜⎜ ε PE
+ ε Parylene
+ ε Parylene ⎟⎟
2 K (k )
2 K (k )
d⎠
⎝
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(2-57)

y

x

Figure 2.14: Geometry from Maxwell electrostatic FEA analysis for result comparison.

Determining K(k) can be performed by taking the binomial expansion of the
integrand followed by a term by term integration. Equation (2-59) shows one such series
expansion. Tabularized values of K(k) are also available, as well as arithmetico-geometric
scale procedures [118]. Methods for determining values for the incomplete elliptic
integrals in the complex plane are also available, but are generally more difficult to
implement.

π⎛

1
9 4 25 6 1225 8
⎞ π
K ( k ) = ⎜1 + k 2 +
k +
k +
k + K⎟ =
2⎝
4
64
256
16384
⎠ 2
(½)m denotes products of the form (½) (½+1) (½+2) …
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⎡⎛ 1 ⎞ m ⎤
∑
⎢⎜ ⎟ k ⎥
n = 0 ⎣⎝ 2 ⎠ m
⎦
∞

2

(2-58)

Results of the comparison of the mathematical model with finite element methods
are shown in Table 2-1. The results of the Maxwell electrostatic analysis gave 0.1964 pF
as the capacitance between the two electrodes. The analytical solution gave a result of
0.1972 pF for the capacitance between the two electrodes. This differed from the
Maxwell solution by 0.0008 pF or 0.4%. The same model was also run using the
Coventor MemElectro finite element software which predicted that the capacitance
between the two electrodes would be 0.1951 pF and differed from Maxwell by 0.67%.
Results from all three methods agree with good consistency.

2.4

Summary of Analytical Techniques for Capacitance-based Sensors
Analytical techniques based on the Riemann mapping theorem have been used to

examine the fields produced by pairs of electrodes. These techniques have been used to
develop relationships between electrode geometry and the capacitance between
electrodes. The analytical models developed in this section as well as the graphical results
of those models and the validation of the analytical models using finite element analysis
represent contributions of this research. The limitations of this approach are that it only
considers only the two dimensional geometry formed by the electrode digits and gap
between, it treats the fringe field above and below the electrodes non-continuously from
the capacitance between the electrode digits, and the capacitance contribution from the
sides of the electrode digits is handled using the idealized parallel plate formula. In the
next chapter, these relationships will be coupled with theory from mechanics of
composite materials to develop relationships coupling strain and changes in capacitance.
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Table 2-1: Comparison of analytical calculations with commercial FEA software.
Method

Result (pF)

Difference (pF)

% Difference

Maxwell Solution

0.1964

Analytical Solution

0.1972

0.0008

0.41

Coventor Solution

0.1951

0.0013

0.67
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Chapter 3
Analysis of Microscopic Deformation of
Electrode Structures and Capacitive
Response

The fabrication of integrated sensors involves the use of multiple materials with
differing properties. Previous work in the area of embedded sensors has shown that it is
very important to match material properties as closely as possible [93,94,95,96,115]. It is
not always possible to exactly match material properties, and differences in material
properties will alter the behavior of the structure on a microscopic level and potentially
on the macroscopic level. In this section, methods from mechanics of composite materials
are used to develop analytical approximations for sensor response. These solutions are
coupled with expressions for capacitance developed in Chapter 2 to give approximate
solutions for the coupled change in capacitance with stress.
Analytical approximations for the behavior of the sensors on a microscopic scale
were developed in the process of performing the finite element analysis models in the
following chapter. These models were developed as a way of describing the response of
the sensors to stress, and as a means of validating that understanding of the
micromechanics of the sensor by comparing results to finite element results. Analytical
approximations are also beneficial in interpreting the results of the sensing system once
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physically implemented. Also, the equations in this section were developed to illustrate
mathematically the role of the design parameters on the function of the system, and in
that respect they aid in optimizing the geometry of the sensor system.

3.1

Apparent Properties of Non-homogeneous Systems of Materials
To develop solutions for the micromechanical behavior of sensor structures,

mechanics of materials approaches will be used to develop approximations for the sensor
deformation, which can be coupled with solutions for capacitance from Chapter 2 to
obtain expressions for the change in capacitance with applied strain or load. Researchers
in the field of composite materials are typically concerned with macroscopic or bulk
strains and deformations. The solution of microscopic strains and material interactions is
an evolving field. In this approach, a series of simplifying assumptions will be made in
order to develop first approximations for the change in capacitance with deformation.

3.1.1 Equivalent Stress Model for Determining Young’s Modulus in
Directions Orthogonal to Electrodes
Figure 3.1 illustrates the parallel plate capacitor sensor for determining normal
strains with an applied normal stress. This diagram will be used to illustrate the
representative volume element of the system. The representative volume element
corresponds to the smallest region of the structure over which stresses and strains might
be considered macroscopically uniform. The stresses and strains are not uniform on the
microscopic scale due to the non-homogenous structure of the material.
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σz
Load
Matrix Material 1

z

Electrode Material
Dielectric Material

x

Matrix Material 2

σz
Figure 3.1: Representative element of parallel plate capacitor under normal strains.

For any composite system of materials, one of the first problems that must be
solved is determining materials properties. In order to determine the change in
capacitance with stress in the normal direction, the primary concern is with the strain in
the dielectric material in the normal direction. However, the presence of materials of
widely varying elastic modulus significantly affects the stiffness of the entire system. The
Maxwell-Reuss model applies to systems similar to that shown in Figure 3.1. For the zdirection loading condition shown, the primary assumption in this model is that the same
stress is applied to all of the layers of material and that the overall strain in the
representative volume shown is the sum of the strains of the individual components of the
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element. Also, the characteristic volumes of the material must be determined empirically
or estimated using finite element analysis.
The compliance of the material in the normal direction may be approximated by
the Maxwell-Reuss model as shown in Equation (3-1), where E represents Young’s
modulus and V represents the Volume of material contained in the representative
element.

Ez =

VTotal
V1 V2 V3
+
+
+K
E1 E 2 E 3

(3-1)

3.1.2 Equivalent Strain Model for Determining Young’s Modulus in
Directions Parallel to Electrode Major Dimensions
Different material behavior is observed when loading composite materials in the
plane parallel to the stiffening material. Figure 3.2 illustrates this loading condition. The
primary assumption used to determine material properties in this case is that all layers of
materials undergo the same strain. The Kelvin-Voight model, or rule of mixtures, is
commonly used to find the material properties in this direction.

E x = E1

V
V
V1
+ E2 2 + E3 3 + K
VTotal
VTotal
VTotal
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(3-2)

Load
z
x

σx

δL

L

Figure 3.2: Representative volume element for determining strains in the parallel plate
capacitor for measuring normal strains.

In a similar manner, the Poisson’s ratio, ν, for the composite material may be
determined as shown in Equation (3-3).

ν xz = ν 1

V
V1
V
+ν2 2 +ν3 3 + K
VTotal
VTotal
VTotal

(3-3)

The expressions developed thus far pertain to primarily homogeneous
combinations of materials. The problem of embedded sensors does not fit this model very
well, as the matrix material exists in far greater quantities than the sensor materials.
Applying these equations strictly would result in most material properties approaching
that of the embedding material for the sensor problem. On a macroscopic scale, this is an
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accurate approximation and part of the motivation for embedding thin films of materials
inside the matrix material. These small quantities of materials have little effect on the
properties of the system on a global scale. However, when developing analytical
solutions for the sensor response on a microscopic scale. These equations must be
adjusted to allow for the microscopic effects of the sensor elements. For this research, a
representative volume will be used for calculating the sensor response. It will be assumed
that beyond some characteristic length, the influence of the bulk of the matrix material on
the sensor response is insignificant. This characteristic length will be discussed further
where these equations are applied and is an interesting topic for further research.

3.2

Embedded Sensor Response to Normal and Transverse Loading
The concepts of the previous section will be applied to developing an analytical

solution for the change in capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor encapsulated within
another material. A first order approximation of the deformation of the composite system
of materials would be to approximate the sensor as a system of elastic members or
springs in series or parallel as shown in Figure 3.3. The limitation of this approximation
is that it neglects the shear interactions between the layers of materials. This concept
helps in visualizing the deformation of the system and the contribution of the different
layers of materials, but neglects transverse deformation which occur due to Poisson’s
ratio effects. The effects of transverse strain are included in all analytical models
formulated in this research.
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Dielectric Material
Electrode Material
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Figure 3.3: (a) Simplified view of normal loading of parallel plate using a system of
springs in series for visualization purposes. (b) Simplified view of transverse loading of
parallel plate using a system of springs in parallel for visualization. These simplified
models neglect Poisson’s ratio effects and shear stresses between the layers.
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As shown in Figure 3.1 when loading is applied normal to the plates of a parallel
plate capacitor embedded in an encapsulating material, two effects are apparent. The first
and most obvious effect is that the plates are driven closer together due to compression of
the dielectric material. The second effect is that the area of the plates increases due to the
tendency of the volume to remain nearly constant during this process. This effect will be
referred to as the transverse strain or Poisson’s ratio effect in this research. The
expression for the capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor with rectangular plates in and
unstressed state is shown in Equation (3-4). l and w represent the length and width of the
plates respectively, and d represents the plate separation.

CUnstressed =

ε 0 ε r lw
d

(3-4)

The capacitance after the application of normal loading to this system can be
determined by calculating the change in geometry due to loading. This calculation is
made more complicated by the combination of Poisson’s ratio effects and the anisotropic
nature of the materials. Equation (3-5) represents the capacitance in the parallel plate
system upon application of load. In this equation, sx, sy, and sz are used to represent the
strain in the materials in the x and y directions. sz represents the strain perpendicular to
the xy plane and is assumed to equal sx in this case. In order to determine the change in
capacitance, these strains must be determined from the applied loading conditions using
the composite material properties derived in section 3.1. sx for the normal loading case
may be found by multiplying the Poisson’s ratio of the system by the applied stress,
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divided by the directional modulus of elasticity as shown in Equation (3-6), and the total
change in capacitance is given by Equation (3-7).

Cσ z =

ε 0ε r (l + s y l )(w + s x w )

⎛

Cσ z =

ΔCσ z

(d + s z d )

σ ⎞
l ⎟⎟⎜⎜ w + ν xz y w ⎟⎟
E x ⎠⎝
Ex ⎠
σ ⎞
⎛
⎜⎜ d + y d ⎟⎟
Ez ⎠
⎝

ε 0ε r ⎜⎜ l + ν xz
⎝

⎡⎛
⎢ ⎜⎜ l + ν xz
= ε 0ε r ⎢ ⎝
⎢
⎢
⎣⎢

(3-5)

σ y ⎞⎛

⎤
σy ⎞
l ⎟⎟⎜⎜ w + ν xz
w ⎟⎟
⎥
E x ⎠⎝
E x ⎠ lw ⎥
−
σy ⎞
d⎥
⎛
⎜⎜ d +
d ⎟⎟
⎥
Ez ⎠
⎝
⎦⎥

(3-6)

σ y ⎞⎛

(3-7)

The relationship of capacitance to loading in the transverse direction is similar to
the one for normal loading. Equation (3-7) illustrates the expected change in capacitance
when the normal shear sensor is loaded in the transverse direction. The primary effect of
transverse loading is a change in the length of the capacitor electrode. A secondary effect
is the change in the width of the electrodes and a change in the gap between the
electrodes due to the transverse strain which is a function of Poisson’s ratio.
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ΔCσ y

⎡ ⎛ σ ⎞⎛
⎤
σ ⎞
⎢ ⎜⎜ l + x l ⎟⎟⎜⎜ w + ν xy x w ⎟⎟
⎥
E x ⎠⎝
E x ⎠ lw ⎥
⎢⎝
= ε 0ε r ⎢
− ⎥
d
⎛
⎞
σ
⎢
⎥
⎜ d + ν xy x d ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
E
y
⎝
⎠

(3-8)

Analytical solutions were used to predict the sensitivity of the normal strain
sensor to changes in electrode area and load direction. For this study, 300 nm gold
electrodes embedded in UHMW PE were investigated. The properties of parylene were
used to simulate a 2.0 µm thick dielectric layer. Square capacitor geometries were used
with 274, 434, 614, 751, and 868 µm wide electrodes representing 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10
pF value capacitors, respectively. Results of this analysis predicted response ranging
from 2.18×10-3 pF for the 1 pF capacitor to 20.8×10-3 pF for the 10 pF capacitor for the 1
MPa stress. The response to transverse loading indicated good sensitivity to load
direction. Results are summarized in Table 3-1 and illustrated in Figure 3.4.

Table 3-1: Results of analytical model for a 1 MPa load and different value capacitors.
Electrode
Length/Width
(µm)
274
434
614
751
868

Delta C
Base
Normal
Capacitance
1 MPa Stress
(pF)
(pF)
1.0
0.00218
2.5
0.00521
5.0
0.0104
7.5
0.0156
10
0.0208
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Delta C
Transverse
1 MPa Stress
(pF)
0.000942
0.00235
0.00471
0.00706
0.00941

2.50E-02
Computed z direction

Delta C 1MPa Load (pF)

2.00E-02

Computed Transverse
Direction

1.50E-02

1.00E-02

5.00E-03

0.00E+00

Directional
Sensitivity
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Figure 3.4: Capacitance change for a 1 MPa load as a function of base capacitance value.

3.3

Response of an Embedded Capacitor to Shear Loading
It is important to determine an expression for the in-plane shear modulus of the

capacitive structure in order to develop and expression for the change in capacitance with
shear loading. Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 illustrate a representative volume element of the
sensor structure with applied shear loading. In order to determine an expression for the
shear modulus for this structure using a mechanics of materials approach, it is assumed
that all layers of the material are subjected to the same shear stress. However, each layer
exhibits a unique deformation response to the applied stress. This is a similar approach to
that used for the normal strains in section 3.1.
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Figure 3.5: Representative volume element with applied shear loading showing
exaggerated deformations.
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Δ3
Δ2

x
Δ1
Δtotal
x0
Figure 3.6: Representative volume element showing the shape of the original geometry in
dashed lines, the deformations of the individual layers, and total deformation.
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The geometry of Figure 3.5 will be used to help visualize the relationship for
shear modulus. Figure 3.6 is a simplified diagram of the deformation from a pure shear
stress which neglects the rotation of the element which is equal to the strain. The apparent
shear modulus of the representative element is determined by the original height, z0, of
the element divided by the perpendicular deformation, Δtotal, as shown in Equation (3-9).
The shear modulus, G, is defined as the shear stress, τ, divided by the shear strain, γxz as
shown in Equation (3-10). The deformation, Δtotal, of the representative element in this
case is the sum of the deformations of the constituent layers. Therefore the shear modulus
of the representative volume can be defined by the rule of mixtures or the sum of the
shear modulus of the constitutive materials multiplied by the volume fraction as shown in
Equation (3-11).

γ xz =

G=

G = G1

Δ total
z0

(3-9)

τ xz
γ xz

(3-10)

V
V1
V
+ G 2 2 + G3 3 + K
VTotal
VTotal
VTotal

(3-11)

Relationships between stress, strain, and capacitance can be developed using the
previous figures and relations in this section along with Figure 3.7a. Since the signal from
one leg of the sensor is subtracted from the other, the differential geometry used for the
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shear sensor has the ability to cancel out any electrical noise received due to common
mode rejection. This is similar to the case of two parallel plate capacitors in series as
shown in Figure 3.7b, where the yellow electrode in the center is the reference electrode
used for reading the measurement. Displacement of the upper electrode in any direction
other than in the sensing direction results in no signal, because the effect is seen equally
by both capacitors and subtracted out as well.
Equation (3-12) gives is the expression for the nominal capacitance between the
upper plate of the capacitor and one of the lower plates. The change in capacitance is
caused by a lateral shift in the upper electrode as shown in Figure 3.5 and expressed in
Equation (3-13). Subtracting the unstressed capacitance from the sensor capacitance
under shear stress results in Equation (3-14) and Equation (3-15).

CUnstressed =

C Shear =

ε 0ε r l1l2

(3-12)

d

ε 0ε r (l1 + Δl1 )l 2

(3-13)

d

ΔC = C Shear − CUnstressed =

ε 0ε r l 2 [(l1 + Δl1 ) − l1 ]

ΔC = C Shear − CUnstressed =
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d

ε 0ε r l2 Δl1
d

(3-14)

(3-15)

d

l1

l2

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: (a) illustration of three electrode shear sensor with applied shear load for
determining capacitance change with shear, and (b) similar differential capacitor
geometry to illustrate the electrode function.
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The amount of translation in the upper electrode is determined by the shear strain
and the vertical distance between the upper and lower electrodes. This is substituted into
Equation (3-15) to yield Equation (3-16). Cancelling the distance term in both the
numerator and the denominator yields Equation (3-17).

ΔC =

ε 0ε r l 2 (γd )
d

ΔC = ε 0ε r l2γ

(3-16)

(3-17)

If the change in capacitance is desired in terms of the shear stress, this can be
determined by solving Equation (3-10) for the shear stress and substituting into Equation
(3-17). The result is Equation (3-18) shown below. Furthermore, this result can be solved
for a simple relationship between the shear stress as a function of the change in
capacitance as shown in Equation (3-19). A similar expression relating the change in
capacitance to the shear strain is shown in Equation (3-20).

ΔC = ε 0ε r l 2
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τ
G

(3-18)

ΔCε 0ε r l 2
G

(3-19)

γ = ΔCε 0ε r l 2

(3-20)

τ=

These results represent the changes in capacitance for two parallel electrodes with
an applied shear stress or strain. For the case of the three-electrode, differential,
capacitive sensor, change in capacitance between the upper electrode and one of the
lower electrodes will increase by the amount given in the expressions above while the
other will decrease by the same amount. If a circuit is used that automatically subtracts
the signals, the change in capacitance will be twice what is shown in these relationships.

3.4

Analysis of the Response of an Interdigitated Capacitor to Loads

Parallel and Orthogonal to the Sensor Electrodes
This investigation examines the use of an interdigitated transducer (IDT) for the
measurement of in-plane stress and strain. Interdigitated capacitors represent a more
complex analysis situation than parallel plate capacitors because the interdigitated
capacitors have significant stray capacitance effects which may not be neglected.
Furthermore, IDTs are sensitive to strains in multiple directions, and therefore the IDT
geometry must be optimized in order for it respond preferentially to stress or strain in a
given direction.
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Figure 3.8 illustrates the unstressed geometry of the IDT electrodes as well as
exaggerated deformations under applied loading conditions. The two primary geometric
changes which occur as the IDT experiences changes in loading are a change in the
length of the electrodes due to strain in the y direction and a change in the gap between
electrodes due to strain in the x direction. This section is focused on the difficult case of
high modulus, metallic electrode materials embedded in lower modulus dielectric and
embedding materials. In this configuration, less-pronounced changes in the width and
thickness also occur.
The interdigitated electrode geometry experiences changes in capacitance as a
result of stress in both the direction parallel to the electrodes and in the direction
perpendicular to the electrodes as illustrated in Figure 3.8. Depending on the design
parameters of the IDT (electrode thickness, electrode width, gap spacing, electrode
length, and number of electrodes), the sensitivity of the sensor may range from equal
sensitivity with applied load regardless of direction to greater sensitivity to loading in
either direction. The variation in the sensitivity to load direction with design parameters
necessitates that a sensitivity analysis to the various design parameters be performed on
the interdigitated sensor in order to optimize its performance and directional sensitivity.
To perform this optimization study by multiphysics finite element analysis would be both
physically and computationally time consuming. For this optimization, it would be
beneficial to develop a mathematical model capable of quickly simulating the change in
capacitance with applied loading and sensitivity of the parameters of interest using
computational algorithms and programming methods such as C, Fortran, or Matlab.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Geometry of undeformed IDT with primary dimensions illustrated, (b)
deformed geometry with load applied perpendicular to electrodes (x-direction loading),
and (c) deformed geometry with load applied parallel to electrodes (y-direction loading).
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A similar process to that used to determine the composite material properties for
the parallel plate capacitor was used to determine composite material properties for the
interdigitated sensor. The layers of the sensor are: 1) upper encapsulation layer, 2)
dielectric overburden, 3) combined electrode-dielectric layer, and 4) substrate layer. The
representative geometry is shown in Figure 3.9. This structure possesses an additional
order of complexity because not only must the interactions between layers be taken into
account, but also the micromechanical interactions between the legs of the electrodes and
the dielectric materials. A very significant measure of interest is the change in the gap
between the electrodes in this structure.

3.4.1 Analysis of Composite Material Properties of the IDT
In the analysis of the parallel plate capacitors, a simplified way of viewing the
response of the sensor to transverse or “in-plane” stress is that of a system of springs or
elastic elements acting in parallel with each other. In a similar fashion, a simplification of
the response of the IDT is that of a system of elastic elements acting in parallel, however
an additional layer or elastic element must be added consisting of the behavior of the
combined dielectric material and electrode. The combined electrode-dielectric material
layer may be approximated as two elastic elements in series with each other, the
combination of which are in parallel with the other materials. This behavior may be
visualized by the system of springs in Figure 3.10.
In this system, it is assumed that each of the elastic layers experiences equal
deformation. Since the elastic modulus or stiffness of each layer is different, each layer
contributes a different force and has a different amount of stress in it although the strain
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Figure 3.9 Illustration of representative element used to model the displacement between
electrodes for the interdigitated strain sensor.
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Figure 3.10: System of springs in both series and parallel used to illustrate deformation of
interdigitated strain sensor.
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is nearly equal between the layers. In the third layer, which is illustrated by the strong
spring and the weak spring in series in Figure 3.10, the two springs in that layer
experience the same total displacement as the others. However, the two springs within the
layer are subject to the same forces or stress, but different strains or displacements. A
similar analogy could be made to a set of capacitors in parallel, with one of the sets of
parallel capacitors consisting of two capacitors in series. The layers of material store
elastic energy similar to the way the capacitors store charge. This model will be used to
develop a set of expressions for approximating the change in capacitance of the IDT with
loading. Transverse strains due to Poisson’s ratio effects will be considered.
When stresses normal to the IDT electrodes are present, it is assumed that each of
the layers experiences the same total displacement or “bulk” strain. This is expressed in
Equation (3-21). The bulk stress and effective elastic modulus for the layer is illustrated
in Equation (3-22). The amount of stress applied to an area is determined by dividing the
total load by the area over which it is applied. Conversely, the total force acting on a
surface may be determined by multiplying the stress by the area over which it is applied
as expressed in Equation (3-23), where s is the strain.

s1 = s2 = s3 = s4 = s x

σ 1x = E1 s x , σ 2 = E 2 s x , σ 3 = E3 s x , σ 4 = E 4 s x
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(3-21)

(3-22)

F = σATotal = σ 1 A1 + σ 2 A2 + σ 3 A3 + σ 4 A4

(3-23)

The most commonly used definition of strain is the change in length of an element
divided by its original length, and the elastic modulus is defined as the ratio of the
applied stress to its resulting strain or s=δL/L and E=σ/s. For the composite structure of
Figure 3.9, the effective elastic modulus may be determined by the Kelvin-Voight model
as shown in Equation (3-24). The added complexity occurs in determining the effective
modulus for the third layer, as it is comprised of materials of different modulus. The
modulus of this layer may be determined by the Reuss model where the materials of this
layer are in series rather than parallel as expressed in Equation (3-25). In this Equation,
the “e” subscript represents the electrode material and the “d” subscript represents the
dielectric material.

E x = E1

V
V1
V
V
+ E2 2 + E3 x 3 + E 4 4
VTotal
VTotal
VTotal
VTotal

Ee Ed

E3 x =
Ee

Vd
VLayer 3

+ Ed

Ve

(3-24)

(3-25)

VLayer 3

In the z direction, the modulus of elasticity for layer 3 is found using the KelvinVoight model as shown in Equation (3-26). The modulus for the representative volume
element may then be found using the Reuss model as shown in Equation (3-27).
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⎛
Ve
Vd ⎞⎟
E3 z = ⎜ E e
+ Ed
⎜ V
VLayer 3 ⎟⎠
Layer 3
⎝

Ez =

V1
E1 4

VTotal
V
V
V
+ 2 + 3 + 4
E 2 E3 z E4

(3-26)

(3-27)

In the y direction, the effective modulus of the volume element may be
determined by a single application of the Reuss model for composite elasticity.

E y = E1

V
V
V1
V
V
+ E2 2 + Ee e + Em m + E4 4
VTotal
VTotal
VTotal
VTotal
VTotal

(3-28)

3.4.2 IDT Response Due to x Direction Loading
As illustrated in Figure 3.8b, when the IDT experiences stress in the x direction
(orthogonal to the IDT electrodes) a series of deformations occur. The primary result is
that the gap between the legs is reduced due to compression as well as the width of the
legs themselves. The secondary result is the increase in the length of the legs due to
Poisson’s ratio effects. The thickness of the legs out of the plane of the page also
increases slightly due to Poisson’s ratio effects. As illustrated in the previous equations,
the layers of the material may be visualized as having the same total deformation;
however the forces and stresses in each layer are not unequal. In order to estimate the
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electrode displacement, the total strain can be calculated using the applied stress and the
effective modulus of the representative element followed by determining the stress in
each of the layers. Finally, the layer stress can be solved for the displacement in the
electrode and the dielectric material between the electrodes. Poisson’s ratio effects are
primarily demonstrated by a change in the length of the electrodes.
In order to determine the change in capacitance of the IDT due to a given stress,
the changes in electrode height, length, width, and gap spacing must be computed.
Several steps must be taken to determine these effects. To determine the effects of inplane stress acting normal to the IDT electrodes the bulk strain on the system must first
be determined. The effective modulus for the representative element was given in
Equation (3-24). The average strain in the layer may be determined by Equation (3-29).

⎛P ⎞
s x = ⎜⎜ x ⎟⎟
⎝ Ex ⎠

(3-29)

Using Equation (3-22), the stress in the individual layers may be determined. Note
that the stress for the electrode layer in the x direction is determined by Equation (3-30).

σ 3x

⎛
⎜
⎛ Px ⎞⎜
Ee Ed
= ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
⎜
⎝ E x ⎠⎜ E e Vd + E d Ve
VLayer 3
⎝ VLayer 3
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⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(3-30)

By assuming that the stress is uniform in the electrode layer, the strain and
deformation in the electrode and the dielectric material may be approximated.

se =

σ 3x

, sd =

Ee

σ 3x
Ed

(3-31)

The mechanical properties of the IDT have been developed sufficiently that a
computational model may be developed to demonstrate the response of the sensor. The
key equations necessary for electrical simulation were developed in Chapter 2 as
Equation (2-55) and Equation (2-57). These equations are repeated below for clarity
where Equation (3-35) is the geometrical modulus, a non-dimensional parameter
representing the aspect ratio of the electrode system. Equation (3-36) determines the
capacitance of the electrodes as a function of the number of digits, relative permittivity of
the substrate dielectric, gap dielectric, and encapsulation dielectric. This capacitance is
the sum of the fringe capacitance in the substrate, the fringe capacitance in the
encapsulation material, and the capacitance between the sidewalls of the electrodes. The
K(k) and K′(k) terms represent the complete elliptic integral with respect to the modulus

and complementary modulus, respectively.

k=

d
d +w
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(3-32)

⎛
K ′(k )
K ′(k )
t⎞
C = nε 0 L⎜⎜ ε PE
+ ε Parylene
+ ε Parylene ⎟⎟
2 K (k )
2 K (k )
d⎠
⎝

(3-33)

Similarly to the parallel plate capacitor problem, it is necessary to determine the
response of the IDT to two orthogonal loading conditions. These two loading conditions
consist of stress parallel to the digits of the capacitor and stress perpendicular to the digits
of the capacitor. These conditions will be modeled using Matlab computational software,
and the basis for the Matlab algorithms will be presented. A new function, C_IDT, based
on Equation (3-33) may be defined in Matlab representing the capacitance of the
electrode system as seen in Equation (3-34).

COriginal = C _ IDT (n, ε 1 , ε 2 , ε 3 , L, t , d , w )

(3-34)

Equation (3-34) can be used to determine the changes in capacitance due to
application of in-plane stress in the x direction, which may also be viewed as in-plane
stress normal to the direction of the electrodes. The function C_IDT is valid for both
tension and compression using the sign convention that compressive forces are negative
and tensile stresses are positive in Equation (3-32).

⎛
⎛
P
Cσ x = C _ IDT ⎜⎜ n, ε 1 , ε 2 , ε 3 , ⎜⎜ L − νL x
Ex
⎝
⎝

⎞⎛
σ
⎟⎟, ⎜⎜ t − νt 3 x
Ee
⎠⎝
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⎞⎛
σ
⎟⎟, ⎜⎜ d + d 3 x
Em
⎠⎝

⎞⎛
σ
⎟⎟, ⎜⎜ w + w 3 x
Ee
⎠⎝

⎞⎞
⎟⎟ ⎟⎟ (3-35)
⎠⎠

This equation illustrates that as a stress is applied in the x direction, the electrode
width and the gap between electrodes changes as a function of the stress in the layer. The
thickness of the electrodes changes due as a function of Poisson’s ratio and the layer
stress. Also, the length changes as a function of the total stress and the Poisson’s ratio.

3.4.3 IDT Response Due to y Direction Loading
As displayed in Figure 3.8c when a stress, Py, is applied parallel to the IDT
electrode direction, a different set of effects is observed. In this case, the primary result is
that the length of the legs is reduced due to compression. The secondary result is that the
width of the legs and the gap between the legs increases to Poisson’s ratio effects. The
thickness of the legs out of the plane of the page also increases slightly under
compression due to Poisson’s ratio effects. To determine these changes the stress in the x
direction in the electrode layer must be calculated which results from the y direction
loading. We can modify Equation (3-33) to illustrate the changes in dimensions due to
this type of loading condition. Substituting Equation (3-33) into Equation (3-34) leads to
Equation (3-37) for the overall change in capacitance.

(σ 3 x )σ

y

⎛
⎜
⎛ Py ⎞⎜
Ee Ed
⎜
⎟
= ν
⎜ E ⎟⎜
Vd
Ve
y ⎠ E
⎝
+ Ed
⎜ eV
VLayer 3
Layer 3
⎝

⎛
⎛
P
Cσ y = C _ IDT ⎜ n, ε 1 , ε 2 , ε 3 , ⎜ L + L y
⎜
⎜
Ey
⎝
⎝

⎞⎛
⎟, ⎜ t − νt σ 3 x
⎟⎜
Ee
⎠⎝
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⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞⎛
σ ⎞⎛
σ
⎟⎟, ⎜⎜ d − d 3 x ⎟⎟, ⎜⎜ w − w 3 x
Em ⎠ ⎝
Ee
⎠⎝

(3-36)

⎞ ⎞⎟
⎟⎟ (3-37)
⎠ ⎟⎠

3.4.4 Optimization of IDT Response
The expressions that were developed for changes in capacitance in the IDT
resulting from loading were used to examine the effects of changes in geometry on the
predicted sensitivity of the IDT sensor. A base geometry of a 50 digit IDT with an digit
width of 5 micrometers (µm), gaps between digits of 2 µm, a thickness of 500 nm, and an
electrode length of 500 µm was used for this study. From this base geometry, each of the
parameters was varied to determine the effects of each on the sensitivity to direction of
applied load and the change in capacitance due to the applied load.
A Matlab simulation was performed to simulate and plot the results of this study.
The simulation varied all of the parameters and plotted the results with a run time of 3.4
seconds on a laptop computer. This includes the time to perform the capacitance
calculation using the series solution to the elliptical integrals. The algorithm for this
simulation is shown in the Appendix, and the results are plotted in the following figures.
These results show the change in capacitance as the parameters change and also the
change in directional sensitivity. The directional sensitivity is determined by dividing the
response to loading in the x direction by the response to loading in the y direction. The
directional sensitivity parameter is an indication of the apparent Poisson’s ratio the
sensing system perceives from the load and the material, and therefore this parameter
should be less than 1.0 and ideally near the value of 0.45 which is approximately the
Young’s modulus of the composite system.
The effect on IDT sensitivity was investigated by varying the length of the
electrodes from 100 µm to 1000 µm and determining the response to two orthogonal 1
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MPa loads. Figure 3.11 illustrates the results of this investigation. This figure illustrates
the changes in the IDT sensitivity to load as the length of the IDT electrodes is varied. It
also shows the change in the directional sensitivity of the IDT as this change occurs. The
change in IDT sensitivity is observed to increase linearly from less than 1×10-3 pF to
almost 8×10-3 pF through increasing the length of the electrodes in the IDT using the
analytical tools developed in this section. The directional sensitivity does not change with
a change in the length of the electrodes by these methods. For the geometry used in this
simulation, the directional sensitivity was 0.78, which indicates some sensitivity to load
direction. However, the sensitivity to direction is significantly larger then the ideal value
of approximately 0.45.
The change in the sensitivity of the IDT strain sensor to stress normal and
perpendicular to the IDT electrodes was simulated as the number of digits was varied
from 5 electrodes to 100 electrodes. Results of this simulation are shown in Figure 3.12.
The results of the analysis indicate that the sensitivity to stress is predicted to directly
correlate with the number of IDT digits. The change in capacitance with 5 electrodes is
predicted to be less than 1×10-3 pF, but approaches 1.6×10-2 pF as the number of
electrodes approaches 100. The sensitivity to direction does not appear to be a function of
the number of electrodes. The directional sensitivity values stayed nearly constant at a
value of 0.77, which indicates some sensitivity to direction.
For this study, it is important to examine the change in capacitance to stress in the
material surrounding the sensor. Examining the response to stress is important to
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Delta C vs. Electrode Length
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Figure 3.11: Change in capacitance and directional sensitivity as a function of electrode
length. The electrode length varies from 100 to 1,000 µm, the gap is 2.0 µm, the
thickness is 500 nanometers, the electrode width is 5.0 µm, and the number of electrodes
is 50.
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Number of IDT Electrodes vs. Delta C
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Figure 3.12: Change in capacitance and directional sensitivity as a function of the number
of IDT electrodes. The electrode length is 500 µm, gap is 2.0 µm, width is 5.0 µm, and
the number of electrodes is 50.
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determine if the analytical model predicts a linear or a nonlinear response. In Figure
3.13, the change in capacitance as the sensor is subjected to a range of pressures varying
from 0.02 MPa to 20 MPa is examined. This load was applied in both the x and the y
directions. The results of this study indicate that the IDT should respond nearly linearly
to applied pressures. The change in capacitance for stress in the x direction was 12.6×10-6
pF for the 0.02 MPa load and 25×10-3 pF for the 20 MPa load. The results of the
directional sensitivity analysis predict that this value varies from 0.737 to 0.719 over the
range of loading applied. The variation in directional sensitivity is attributed to a small
nonlinearity in the response to stress in the x and y directions. This nonlinearity leads to a
small variation in the directional sensitivity over the range of loads studied.
Another important factor to be considered is the gap distance between the
electrodes. To determine the effect of electrode gap, the gap was varied from 0.25 µm to
8 µm while fixing the width, thickness, length, and number of electrodes. As seen in
Figure 3.14, the effect of varying the gap between the electrodes has a large effect on
both the sensitivity of the IDT to stress and the directional sensitivity of the sensor. These
results indicate that the IDT sensitivity to stress may be improved an order of magnitude
by reducing the size of the gap between the electrodes. Also at the smaller gap
dimensions, the directional sensitivity of the sensor begins to approach the desired value
of 0.45.
The width of the IDT electrodes contributes to the stray capacitance of the IDT
electrode system; but even more important, it provides the primary contribution to the
stiffness and the micromechanics of IDT electrodes as they are subjected to stress or
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Applied Pressure vs. Delta C
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Figure 3.13: Change in capacitance and directional sensitivity as a function in-plane
stress subjected to the IDT electrodes. The electrode length is 500 µm, thickness is 0.5
µm, gap between electrodes is 2.0 µm, and the number of electrodes is 50.
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Electrode Gap vs. Delta C
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Figure 3.14: Change in capacitance and directional sensitivity as a function of the width
of the gap between the IDT electrodes. The electrode length is 500 µm, thickness is 0.5
µm, the width is 5.0 µm, and the number of electrodes is 50.
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strain. This contribution to the compliance of the overall electrode has a large affect on
the response of the sensor, because the combined dielectric and electrode should have a
similar change in dimensions as the embedding material. This forces the more compliant
dielectric material to have larger strain causing a greater change in capacitance. As seen
in Figure 3.15, this effect has a large influence on the sensitivity of the sensor to strain
and an even larger influence on the directional sensitivity of the system. At very narrow
electrode widths as compared to the gap between the electrodes, the sensor is more
sensitive to pressure in the direction parallel to the electrodes. At a certain width, the
sensitivity becomes the same, and then the IDT becomes more sensitive to pressure
normal to the direction of the electrode.
The aspect ratio of the electrode determines the amount of capacitance between
the faces of the electrodes as compared to fringe capacitance out of the plane of the
electrodes. The thickness of the electrode also influences its stiffness and therefore the
micromechanics of the electrodes. The thickness of the electrode was varied from 0.1 to 6
µm to observe the effects of very thick and very thin electrodes. As can be seen from
Figure 3.16, the electrode thickness appears to have the most significant effect on the
directional sensitivity and overall response of the sensor. The sensitivity of the IDT to the
1 MPa load was 3 femptofarads with a thickness of 0.1 µm, but this value increased to
over 22 femptofarads as the thickness was increased to 6 µm. Moreover, changing the
thickness of the IDT has the most significant effect on the directional sensitivity of the
IDT to in-plane stress normal and orthogonal to the IDT electrodes. As the thickness was
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Figure 3.15: Change in capacitance and directional sensitivity as a function of the width
of the IDT electrodes. The electrode length is 250 µm, thickness is 0.5 µm, gap between
electrodes is 2.0 µm, and the number of electrodes is 50.
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Delta C vs. Electrode Thickness
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Figure 3.16 Change in capacitance and directional sensitivity as a function of the
thickness of the IDT electrodes. The electrode length is 250 µm, width is 5 µm, gap
between electrodes is 2.0 µm, and the number of electrodes is 50.
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increased, the directional sensitivity value rapidly approached the ideal value of
approximately 0.45.

3.4.5 Summary of Results of IDT Response Analysis and Optimization
A mathematical model has been developed to quickly predict the response of the
interdigitated transducer of higher elastic modulus embedded in a matrix of dielectric
material of lower elastic modulus. The effects of varying the electrode length, the amount
of pressure the electrodes are subjected, the number of electrodes, the electrode gap
distances, as well as the electrode thickness and width have been examined using this
technique. It should be noted that in this analysis the effects of shear stresses between
layers of materials has been neglected, and a simplified model of material interaction has
been utilized. The analytical techniques developed appear to be a convenient way to
quickly examine many variations in geometry. The results of this study showed that IDT
has a nearly linear response to the application of stress, and that the response can be
improved in a linear manner by increasing the length or the number of electrodes. Finally,
it was shown that the electrode thickness, width, and gap distance can be used to optimize
the directional sensitivity of the IDT strain sensor to load.

3.5

Conclusions on Analytical Relationships Between the Deformation

of Composite Electrodes and Changes in Capacitance
In this chapter, a model for the change in capacitance with applied stress has been
developed for the composite material properties of the sensor elements by adapting
techniques from mechanics of composite materials methods. Using these methods,
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relationships between the change in capacitance and applied normal and transverse
loading conditions have been developed for the parallel plate capacitor. Similarly, a
model has been developed to simulate the response of the differential shear sensor to
shear stress. Finally, this modeling technique was extended to the change in capacitance
in an interdigitated capacitor for pressure loads applied both in parallel and orthogonal to
the digits of the electrodes.
Limitations to this technique are that it neglects the shear forces that exist
between layers of materials, and that it requires input from other results such as
experimental results or finite element results to determine characteristic volume
parameters. Another limitation is the understanding of material property values for the
materials used in this research due to differences in properties of materials when
deposited as thin films as compared to bulk materials. The benefit of this technique is that
once these parameters are determined, the response of the system may be approximated
quickly and a range of parameters examined.
Parameter studies carried out in this research predict that the parallel plate sensor
sensitivity increases as the area of the electrodes increases and as the electrode gap
decreases. The primary design parameter for the shear sensor is the width of the sensor
electrodes, and the sensitivity increases linearly with the width of the electrodes. The
interdigitated strain sensor has increasing directional and overall sensitivity with
decreasing digit gap spacing and with increasing electrode thickness. Overall IDT
sensitivity may also be increased by increasing electrode length and number.
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The relationships developed in this chapter aid in the understanding of sensor
response which is ultimately required in order to interpret results from embedded sensors.
They also allow for the optimization of sensor geometry in a rapid manner. The
relationships developed in this section and the results of the parameter studies are one of
the contributions of this research.
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Chapter 4
Multi-physics Finite Element Modeling of
Capacitive Sensor Structures

Understanding the loads on orthopedic components has been a primary concern of
those involved in implant research and design. The relative implant kinematics, contact
areas, and contact stresses are important to the performance and wear of any prosthesis.
This chapter discusses the design of an array of capacitance-based sensors for the multiaxial characterization of strain and the results of finite element analysis for the
optimization of the sensors. These devices are designed such that they may be fabricated
by two dimensional lithography techniques. Capacitance-based sensors were chosen for
this project due to their lack of resistive heating, low power consumption, and the ability
to fabricate the electrodes using biocompatible materials.
The overall design concept for these sensors was introduced in Chapter 2.
Multiphysics modeling in this research combines the simulation of mechanical effects
and electrostatic effects. In this chapter, particular attention is given to the mechanical
response the sensor geometry, because understanding the mechanical response gives
insight as to the changes in capacitance due to stress and the sensors sensitivity to a
particular load or stress condition. It is anticipated that during use of these sensors, they
will be fully encapsulated inside the relatively soft polyethylene bearing material.
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Boundary conditions applied during these studies are intended to reflect the microscopic
state of stress and strain in the polyethylene as a result of macroscopic loading. The
boundary conditions and loading are presented for each of the sensor geometries in this
chapter and the stress, strain, and capacitance results of the models are presented.

4.1

Material Properties and Units for Finite Element Analysis
Finite element analysis requires the use of consistent units. For many finite

element packages, it is the researcher’s responsibility to choose units and ensure that the
material properties are consistent. MEMS structures present a particular challenge to the
area of units and materials properties. The length scales used in MEMS are significantly
smaller than those used in typical engineering analysis problems. If the designer were to
use conventional sets units for length and properties, the amount of leading zeros in many
dimensions can lead to large round-off errors. Therefore, the primary unit system for
analysis must be scaled with the problem while ensuring that the secondary units of
density, acceleration, and pressure as well as any other secondary units required for
multiphysics analysis are consistent.
For this analysis; the units of length are chosen to be the micrometer, the unit of
force is the micronewton, and the unit of mass is the kilogram. Units of density are
kilograms per cubic micrometer (kg/µm3). The unit of pressure is micronewtons per
micrometers squared (µN/µm2) which conveniently yields the same number values as
megapascals (MPa).
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Only a small number of materials have been approved for biocompatible
applications by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Material properties of
biocompatible and MEMS materials must be chosen carefully because they have a
significant effect on the response of the capacitance-based sensors. The ability of an
embedded sensor to respond to the loads is reduced when the sensor materials have
higher stiffness than the embedding materials. Material properties and dimensions should
be optimized to give the best sensor response and reduce the sensors influence on the
stress and strain in the device. Table 4-1 summarizes the units and material properties
used in this investigation.

Table 4-1: Properties of materials and units used for the finite element study.
Material

CoCr

UHMW
PE

Au

Parylene
C

PMMA

Polyimide

Units

Young’s
Modulus

2.2 (105)

6.9 (102)

5.7 (104)

2.8(103)

2.5 (103)

2.9 (103)

µN/µm2
(MPa)

Poisson’s
Ratio

0.32

0.46

0.35

0.4

0.4

Density
Relative
Permittivity

8.3(10-15) 9.3(10-16) 1.9(10-14) 1.29(10-15) 9.3(10-16) 1.39(10-15)
2.95
(1 MHz)

2.3

Kg/µm3

2.9

Load

µN

Pressure

µN/µm2
(MPa)

Displacement

µm
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4.2

Strategy for Modeling Embedded Strain Sensors
The design strategy for the embedded sensors capable of characterizing strain in

three dimensions was discussed at the beginning of Chapter 2. The geometry for these
designs is illustrated in Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, and Figure 2.3. Three different sensor
geometries are necessary to determine the normal strain, in-plane strain, and shear strain.
A parallel plate capacitor is used to determine the strain normal to the plane of the
sensors, szz. Two differential translating capacitors indicate the components shear strain
normal to the sensor plane, szx and szy, and three interdigitated capacitors function to
determine sxx, syy, and sxy. Multiphysics finite element analysis has been used to predict
sensor response to loading and to determine the effects of the various design parameters
on their response.
For this investigation, high density meshes of non-linear parabolic elements were
used to model the structure of the device. Mesh density convergence studies were
conducted to ensure that sufficient mesh density was incorporated. Simplifications, such
as removing small edges were made to reduce numbers of high aspect ratio elements
which increase simulation time. Models were analyzed on computer servers utilizing the
Windows® (Microsoft Corp. Redmond, WA) operating system. In most models, the mesh
density and model detail were dictated by a 2.0 gigabyte limit on random access memory
(RAM) imposed by the combination of Windows® and Coventor. Models were scaled
such that a high density mesh could be incorporated to accurately model the small
stresses and displacements. Symmetry was used to reduce the model size in the case of
the parallel plate sensor. In the case of the shear sensor, the width of the sensor was
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reduced by a factor of five. For the interdigitated capacitor, sensors with shorter electrode
digits and fewer numbers of electrodes were employed than what is anticipated for the
final implementation of these devices. Models were analyzed to examine the effects of
scaling, and some of these results are presented. The mathematical models presented in
Chapter 3 were developed in conjunction with the finite element models, and the effects
of scaling were incorporated in these models.
A combination of analysis tools have been used in the design of this system. The
MEMS design software Coventor (Coventor, Inc. Cary, NC) was used extensively in this
project. Coventor is capable of 3D simulation of MEMS geometry, process simulation,
and multi-physics finite element analysis. Multiphysics finite element analysis allows
capacitance to be solved for the mechanical analysis results. Coventor can also export the
GDSII files required to create masks for photolithography. A typical Coventor geometry
and mesh is shown in Figure 4.1 for the interdigitated electrode.
The effects of stray capacitance play an important role in this project and
Maxwell (Ansoft, Inc. Pittsburgh, PA) was chosen for the investigation of fringe field.
Electrostatic field analysis allows visualization of the field in the dielectric. This tool may
be used to examine fringing fields and determine if the capacitance effects are occurring
between the intended geometric elements.. Each sensor was modeled with a 2 volt
potential applied to the electrodes for electrostatic simulations. A two-dimensional model
was used for the shear sensor two visualize the function of this sensor and the effects of
stray capacitance. A three-dimensional model was used for the IDT to investigate the
effects both above the electrodes and at the end of the electrodes.
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Figure 4.1: Typical finite element mesh from Coventor for multi-physics modeling of
electrode structures. Symmetry in the yz plane has been used to simplify the analysis and
allow for a finer mesh in the analysis region. Upper parylene and polyethylene layers are
hidden for clarity.
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Parabolic Manhattan brick elements were used for all Coventor models, which are
27 node quadratic elements with three nodes per edge. Coventor uses the solver from
Abaqus (Abaqus, Inc. Providence, RI) finite element software for solving mechanical
simulations. Linear elastic behavior was assumed for all materials in this investigation.
Loads resulting in 1 MPa stress were applied which should not violate the linear elastic
assumption; however, in the actual prosthesis previous research has shown that loads may
approach the yield stress of the material. [69,126,127] A typical mesh is shown in Figure
4.1. The material properties of gold were used for all electrodes, and all electrodes were
covered in a 2 µm layer of parylene and embedded in polyethylene.
Coventor uses a boundary element method to solve the Laplace equation in a
single-layer for surface charge given an applied voltage. As part of this algorithm, the
three-dimensional continuum element mesh is collapsed into a three-dimensional
arrangement of shell or boundary elements. The MemElectro electrostatic module of
Coventor uses a corrected fast Fourier transform technique to simplify the resulting
system matrix. MemElectro solves the Laplace equation iteratively in a single-layer form
(Gauss’ Law) for the surface charge q, given an applied potential, V. Coventor’s primary
strength is its ability to perform multiphysics finite element analysis, which in this case
was used to solve for the deformed geometry due to an applied loading condition
followed by determination of the change in capacitance due to that deformation. Because
Coventor does not solve for the field in the dielectric layers, Maxwell was used for the
computation and visualization of the three-dimensional fields. [128] However, Maxwell
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is not capable of modeling the effects of mechanical stress on the electrode shape or
changes in capacitance due to applied loads.
The method for determining the change in capacitance due to the applied loads
was to perform the electrostatic analysis on the model geometry in an unstressed state,
followed by the mechanical analysis due to a 1 MPa stress in the z or x direction. A
second electrostatic analysis was performed using the load induced displacements from
the mechanical analysis. The difference between the undeformed and deformed geometry
computed capacitance is the reported change in capacitance. Using this approach,
convergence studies were performed on initial geometries of each electrode type. The
mesh density sufficient for mesh convergence better than 0.25% was determined, and
typical models consisted of between 10,000 and 25,000 parabolic elements.

4.3

Finite Element Modeling of Parallel Plate Capacitor Structures
Coventor multiphysics analysis was used to determine the response of the parallel

plate capacitor with a parylene dielectric material embedded in a polyethylene matrix.
One-fourth symmetry was used to reduce the mesh size of the parallel plate models.
Coventor was used to examine the effects of electrode size and loading on the response of
the embedded sensor. A convergence study was performed prior to analysis to determine
the appropriate mesh density for the study. Results were compared with the analytical
models developed in the previous analysis. Typical mesh models are shown in Figure 4.2
and Figure 4.3. Models were examined for sensitivity to normal and transverse loading.
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Pressure Load

Δx=0

Δy=0

Δy=0

Δx=0

Δz=0

Figure 4.2: Upper and lower view of parallel plate finite element model for 5 pF sensor
with mechanical boundary conditions annotated for normal loading.

The effects of electrode size were examined as well as the response to a wide range of
loading values.
The electrodes were simulated as having a thickness of 300 nm and the material
properties of gold. The dielectric material between the electrodes was given the
properties of the biocompatible material parylene. The parylene layer was given a
thickness of 2.0 µm. The primary loading condition examined was a 1 MPa load applied
in the negative z direction. A 200 µm polyethylene encapsulation layer was applied both
above and below the sensing layer. The overall dimensions of the quarter-symmetry
model were 700 µm wide by 700 µm long and 402.6 µm tall. Material properties were
previously shown in Table 4-1. Figure 4.3 illustrates the normal strain sensor with the
upper polyethylene layer displayed as transparent. Boundary conditions are shown, and
the electrodes are visible above the lower polyethylene layer.
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Pressure Load

Δy=0
Δx=0

Figure 4.3: Parallel plate FEA model with upper polyethylene layer and parylene
dielectric layers displayed as transparent. One-fourth symmetry used in model.
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4.3.1 Parallel Plate Capacitor FEA Convergence Study
A convergence study was performed to ensure adequate mesh density for
modeling the capacitor structures. Measuring the effects of mesh density is particularly
important for this problem due to the interest in modeling the interactions of microscopic
and macroscopic structures. 27 node Manhattan brick elements were used for this model
and the mesh density was modified by varying the allowable x, y, and z maximum
element size. Models varying from course to significantly finer meshes were examined.
Models consisting of 567; 2,601; 6,561; 22,188; 41,616; and 55,488 elements were
examined for convergence. The 1.0 pF capacitor was used as the base model for
convergence studies, then other models with similar mesh densities were analyzed based
on these results. Convergence results are illustrated in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. Detailed
results showing the mesh settings and analysis results are shown in Table 4-2.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the change capacitance results with the number of elements
over the convergence study. This data shows that the capacitance was not significantly
affected by the number of elements. Figure 4.5 illustrates that electrode displacement
results as a function of the number of model elements. This data shows that the
displacement results are more dependent on the number of elements than the capacitance
results. For this study there is interest in modeling very small changes in electrode
geometry and the resulting changes in capacitance, a very high degree of convergence is
desired and models producing better than 0.25% convergence in both displacement and
capacitance were used resulting in models with approximately 25,000 elements were used
for the following studies.
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Figure 4.4: Parallel plate convergence results based on capacitance.
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Figure 4.5: Parallel plate convergence results based on displacement results.
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Table 4-2: Summary of parallel plate convergence results.
Model
x Element Size (microns)
y Element Size (microns)
z Element Size (microns)

A
40
40
40

B
20
20
30

C
12.5
12.5
30

D
8
8
20

E
5
5
30

F
5
5
20

Total Number of Elements
Average Aspect Ratio
Min Aspect Ratio
Max Aspect Ratio

567
35.2417
1.09
152.478

2601
14.6204
1.45741
76.2389

6561
9.95422
2.42901
45.7433

22188
5.80001
2.44176
27.3027

41616
7.5368
2.5413
26.6667

55488
5.6526
2.5
26.6667

Capacitance
Capacitance % Error

0.26443

0.26427
0.06034

0.26418
0.03560

0.26424
0.02422

0.26447
0.08792

0.26445
0.00809

Node Displacement
Node X Displacement
Node Y Displacement
Node Z Displacement

0.43138
2.0906E-34
0.22526
-2.7269E-35

0.43167
7.4563E-35
0.22550
-1.1467E-35

0.43171
4.4766E-35
0.22552
-4.4798E-36

0.43188
1.9251E-35
0.22565
-1.8123E-36

0.43176
1.6587E-35
0.22554
-7.1509E-37

0.43174
2.6341E-35
0.22553
-1.8153E-36

0.16286
0.16286
0.16952
0.16952

0.16180
0.16180
0.16885
0.16885
0.65111

0.16172
0.16172
0.16862
0.16862
0.05127

0.16134
0.16134
0.16823
0.16823
0.23671

0.16185
0.16185
0.16834
0.16834
0.31567

0.16176
0.16176
0.16845
0.16845
0.05007

TOP ELECTRODE Y+ MaxDeflection
TOP ELECTRODE X- MaxDeflection
LWR ELECTRODE Y+ MaxDeflection
LWR ELECTRODE X- MaxDeflection
Electrode Displacement Error
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4.3.2 Parallel Plate Capacitor FEA Model Details
As shown in Figure 4.3, one-quarter symmetry was used to reduce the number of
elements in the finite element models. In the x-z plane of symmetry, the model was
constrained to have zero displacement in the x direction. Similarly in the y-z plane of
symmetry, the parallel plate model was constrained to have no displacement in the y
direction. The lower surface of the model was constrained in the z direction. A 1 MPa
stress was applied to the top surface of the model in the -z direction to determine the
response to normal stress.
A similar modeling approach was used to determine the response to in-plane
loading, however the 1 MPa stress in the x direction was applied to the -x surface of the
model. This case was examined to determine the response to loading in the transverse
direction. This case is used to determine the sensitivity of the sensor to loading direction
and the effects of transverse strain.
A parameter study was performed to determine the effects of electrode size or
nominal capacitance. A square shaped electrode was used in each case, and the lower
electrode was designed to be 25 µm larger than the upper electrode such that shear
stresses or strains would not result in a change in the area of the sensors. The nominal
capacitance of each electrode configuration studied was 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 picofarads.
The width of one side of the square, upper electrode was 274, 434, 614, 751, and 867 µm
respectively.
The sensitivity of these sensors to a range of loading conditions was also
examined. The change in capacitance for loads ranging from 0.02 MPa to 20 MPa was
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investigated in ten logarithmic steps for all five sensor geometries. This loading allows
the response to be plotted logarithmically, and will allow the final sensor geometry to be
selected based on the sensitivity of the read-out circuit and the expected load.

4.3.3 Parallel Plate Capacitor FEA Results
In this section, the results of finite element modeling to determine the response of
the sensor to a 1 MPa load in the z and x directions are presented. The application of the
transverse load in the x direction was used to investigate the response to loading
conditions which might result in cross-talk and to determine the ability to measure
transverse strain. Results of the load sensitivity analysis and nominal capacitance
sensitivity analysis are also presented in this section.
The goal of using high-stiffness material to measure strain while embedded in a
softer materials presents several challenges. The effects of embedding small amounts of
electrode materials in softer mediums is shown in the results of the finite element
analysis. Results for the 5 pF sensor are illustrated in the following figures. Figure 4.6
illustrates the displacement magnitude for the entire model subjected to a 1 MPa load. In
Figure 4.7, the upper polyethylene layer is hidden to allow the plane of the upper
electrode to be visible. In these figures, it should be noted that the 300 nm thick gold
electrodes and the 2 micrometer thick dielectric layer cause no significant discontinuity in
the overall displacement of the representative volume of material. These images show
that the electrode and dielectric materials tend to have the same displacement as the bulk
materials with little effect on the displacements of the embedding material.
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Figure 4.6: Finite element analysis results for embedded normal strain sensor. Capacitor
is embedded in the center of figure shown.

Figure 4.7: Displacement magnitude results from parallel plate strain sensor with upper
embedding layer hidden.
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When deriving analytical solutions for the parallel plate sensor response using the
Maxwell-Reus model, it was assumed that the geometry and loading conditions result in a
state of nearly equal stress in the z direction, but not equal strain. The z direction stress
results for the 1 MPa z direction load are illustrated in Figure 4.8 and show that the stress
is nearly equal through the thickness of the model. The z direction strain results are
illustrated in Figure 4.9. These results show that the strain is higher in the softer matrix
material and less in the stiffer dielectric and electrode materials. These results agree with
the assumptions used to derive the analytical relations for the normal strain sensor
response in Chapter 3 and give further insight into the behavior of these sensing systems.
Principal stress results are illustrated in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.8: z direction stress for normal strain sensor with upper encapsulation layer
hidden.
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Figure 4.9: Strain in the z direction for normal strain sensor. The upper encapsulating
layer is hidden.

Figure 4.10: Principal stress results for normal strain sensor.
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The principal stress results for the embedded sensor subjected to a 1 MPa pressure
load in the z direction are illustrated in Figure 4.10. These results show that the principal
stress is over an order of magnitude higher in the electrode materials than in the
embedding materials. Compressive stress is negative in this figure. This is because the
thin but stiff electrode materials are forced to have the same displacement as the matrix
materials. Much of this stress results from the transverse strain due to the normal load. As
the polyethylene material is compressed the height of the block of material is reduced;
however the length and width of the block increase as the total volume is nearly
preserved. As the x and y dimensions of the polyethylene increase, the electrode is
stretched as well with a nearly equal strain. Since the stress is equal to the strain
multiplied by the Young’s modulus, regions of higher modulus materials have higher
stress values.
Results of the geometry sensitivity analysis are summarized in Figure 4.11, and
include the predicted response from the mathematical model. This graph plots the
capacitance results of both the normal, z, direction and transverse. x or y, direction with 1
MPa loading conditions for five different sizes of electrode geometry. The ratio of the
transverse loading results to the normal load results indicates the sensors sensitivity to
direction and is also illustrated. The response of the sensor to transverse loading is
expected due to strain orthogonal to the loading direction. This strain is equal to the
product of the elastic modulus and its Poisson’s ratio divided by the applied stress. If the
response in the x or y direction by the sensor response in the z direction, the result should
roughly correspond to the Poisson’s ratio of the sensing element.
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Figure 4.11: Finite element results for z direction loading and orthogonal loading for five
different geometries of normal strain sensors.
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Finite element modeling of the parallel plate geometry predicts a change in
capacitance with a 1 MPa compressive load of 1.85×10-3 pF for the 1 pF sensor,
4.87×10-3 pF for the 2.5 picofarad sensor, 10.0×10-3 pF for the 5 picofarad capacitor, and
20.4×10-3 pF for the 10 picofarad sensor. As shown in Figure 4.11, the normal strain
sensor has good sensitivity to stress direction with change in capacitance. The ratio of the
transverse load direction response to the normal load direction response is 0.53, as
compared to the Poisson’s ratio of the UHMWPE of 0.46, a difference of 15 percent. The
results of the normal strain sensor predict that this sensor has acceptable sensitivity to
normal strains and exhibits the desired directional sensitivity.
A sensitivity analysis was performed on the parallel plate geometry using the
following series of loads: 0.02 MPa, 0.062 MPa, 0.2 MPa, 0.62MPa, 1.0 MPa, 2.0 MPa,
6.2 MPa, and 20 MPa. This series of loads was applied to a series of geometries with base
capacitance values of 1 pF, 2.5 pF, 5 pF, 7.5 pF, and 10 pF. Sensitivity values for this
study are shown in Table 4-3. A log-log scale plot of the result of this analysis is shown
in Figure 4.12. Results from this study can be used to select the match the response of the
capacitive sensor to the signal conditioning circuit.

Table 4-3: Capacitance sensitivity for five normal strain sensors.
Base
Capacitance
1
2.5
5
7.5
10

Sensitivity
(pF/MPa)
0.001851663
0.004892504
0.010094404
0.015345666
0.020629266
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Figure 4.12: Sensitivity analysis results for loads ranging from 0.02 MPa to 20 MPa and
base capacitance values of 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 picofarads.
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4.4

Shear Sensor Finite Element Analysis
Multiphysics finite element analysis was performed on several different

configurations of the shear sensor. These geometries include the four electrode geometry,
the three electrode geometry, and two configurations of the compact shear sensor which
consists of several of the three-electrode sensors connected in parallel. A parametric
analysis was run to investigate the response to different amounts of shear loading over
four orders of magnitude.
The electrostatic fields around the shear sensor were investigated using the
electrostatic solver Maxwell. Two-dimensional Maxwell simulations were analyzed on
the three and four electrode configurations of the shear sensors. The results of these
models allow visualization of the electric field, allow for better understanding of sensor
function and the effects of fringing fields on this device.

4.4.1 Shear Sensor Model Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions were applied to these models to closely approximate a pure
shear loading situation. The boundary conditions given to these structures are intended to
accurately represent the state of stress on a microscopic scale due to macroscopic loading
of the sensor embedded in a bulk polyethylene structure. Figure 4.13 shows the boundary
conditions used for the shear sensor. The boundary conditions for simulation of the shear
sensor were chosen to ensure an even shear loading condition over the electrodes without
the presence of other stress conditions. The loading condition consisted of a z
displacement constraint on the lower surface, a zero y displacement constraint for the
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mid-plane separating the front and back halves of the representative element in Figure
4.13, and a zero x displacement constraint for line at the intersection of the bottom
surface and the y+ normal surface which is highlighted in red in Figure 4.13.
The representative volume of material used to analyze the shear sensor is 600 x
300 x 200 µm. For the three electrode shear sensor, the lower electrodes were 10 µm
wide by 200 µm long with 4 µm between electrodes. The upper electrode was 20 µm
wide by 200 µm long. In the case of the four electrode shear sensor, the lower electrodes
were 10 µm wide by 200 µm long with the upper electrode being 30 µm wide by 200 µm
long. The thickness of the electrodes was 0.5 µm in the Coventor models. In the actual
sensor, the lower electrodes would be slightly longer than the upper electrode to prevent
signal from the orthogonal shear, however this was not included in the model in order to
prevent an area of small, high-aspect-ratio elements.
To represent the effects of macroscopic shear loading of the material in this small
element, careful placement of boundary constraints and loads is required. The loading
condition required to simulate the application of shear on the small element is for loads to
be placed on four surfaces as shown in Figure 4.13. A vector stress equal to the area of
the top surface of the model in MPa was applied in +x direction to the top of the model
and in the –x direction on the bottom surface of the model, this results in a 1 MPa traction
load on the surface of the model. On the x+ and x- surfaces on the right and left of the
model, the same 1 MPa load consisting of a vector load equal to the surface area of the
face was applied in the +z and -z directions respectively. This loading condition results in
a uniform state of shear stress in the model.
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1 MPa Surface Loads

Δy =0

Bottom Surface
Δz =0

Δx=0

Figure 4.13: Geometry and boundary conditions for evaluating the shear stress sensor.

In the case of the three electrode sensor, the electrostatic boundary conditions
were as follows: 1 volts was applied to the lower left electrode, -1 volts was applied to
the lower right electrode, and a 0 volt condition was applied to the upper readout
electrode. For the four electrode shear sensor, 1.0 volts was applied to the lower left
electrode, -1.0 volts to the lower right electrode, and 0 volts was applied to the lower
middle electrode. The upper electrode was given a “float” boundary condition which
constrains the total charge on the upper electrode to 0 Coulombs total charge.

4.4.2 Results of shear sensor finite element modeling
Shear strain results in the xz direction indicate that the boundary conditions result
in uniform shear strain in the bulk material. Some attenuation of strain occurs around the
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electrodes due to an increased shear modulus in the area surrounding the electrodes.
Values in the area surrounding the electrodes are 0.4 microstrain, and strain values in the
bulk material are approximately 3.0 microstrain. Results are shown in Figure 4.14.
Shear stress results in Figure 4.15 indicate a uniform 1 MPa state of stress
throughout the model with only small amounts of non-uniformity around discontinuities
in material properties. Displacement magnitude results shown in Figure 4.16 indicate that
the maximum displacement over the sensor approaches 1 micrometer. This Figure has
exaggerated deformations which show uniform displacement over the model in the
classic trapezoidal shape resulting from shear.

Figure 4.14: xz strain results for three electrode sensor showing good strain uniformity.
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Figure 4.15: xz stress results indicate the boundary conditions result in uniform loading.

Figure 4.16: Deformed geometry of shear representative element showing classic
deformation from shear strain
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The displacement in the x direction is shown in Figure 4.17. The x displacement
results indicate that the upper surface displaces in the positive x direction and the lower
surface displaces in the negative x direction as expected. These results show no
significant discontinuity in displacement near the embedded electrodes.
The results of the shear sensor to the logarithmic series of load conditions are
shown in Figure 4.18 with the same results for the 4 electrode shear sensor and with the
math model results for the single 3 electrode sensor. A smaller area of the model was
analyzed in order that a higher density mesh could be used. A 200 µm section of the
sensor was modeled, and results were scaled by a factor of five to simulate a 1000 µm
long sensor. Load conditions applied consisted of a 0.062, 0.2, 0.62, 2.0, 6.2, and 20 MPa
loads. For this load range the results of the single electrode sensor varied from 1.079×10-6

Figure 4.17: x displacement results indicate positive displacement of lower surface and
negative displacement of upper surface.
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Figure 4.18: Results of load and array electrode parameter study and math model.

pF to 3.810×10-4 pF, results of the three electrode sensor varied from 3.790×10-6 pF to
8.999×10-4 pF, and the results of the five electrode sensor varied from 4.453×10-6 pF to
1.438×10-6 pF for the range of loads analyzed. Math modeling results corresponded with
the FEA results of the single electrode sensor, and the four electrode sensor had
significantly lower response than the three electrode sensor as shown below.

4.4.3 Maxwell field modeling of shear sensor geometries
For two-dimensional models, Maxwell uses triangular elements to calculate the
field inside the dielectric material. An adaptive meshing approach automatically refines
the mesh until the results converge within the desired criteria. 0.1% convergence based
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on the total energy was used for this investigation. Typical models contained between
10,000 and 11,000 triangular elements and solved within a few minutes.
The electrostatic boundary conditions of the three electrode shear sensor consisted
of a 1.0 volt constraint on the lower left electrode, a -1.0 volt constraint on the lower right
electrode, and a 0 volt constraint on the upper electrode. In the case of the four electrode
sensor analysis, the middle electrode in the lower layer was given the 0 volt boundary
condition and the upper floating electrode was constrained to 0 Coulombs total charge.
Electric field results for the three electrode version of the shear sensor are shown
in the combined vector and magnitude plot in Figure 4.19. The intensity is represented
logarithmically by the vector color. The model predicts a 2.0×105 V/m field between the
lower electrodes and the upper electrode. Fringing effects result in a field intensity
between the two lower plates ranging from 5.3×105 V/m to 2.0×105 V/m. These results
indicate that the fringing effects would be reduced by placing a ground plane below the
two lower electrode, and reducing the fringe effects between the two energized electrodes
would likely improve sensitivity.
Electric field results for the four electrode shear sensor are shown in the combined
vector and magnitude plot in Figure 4.20. The intensity is represented logarithmically by
the vector color. The model predicts a 2.4×105 V/m field between the lower electrodes
and the upper electrode. Fringing effects result in a field intensity between the two lower
plates ranging from 1.1×104 V/m to 5.1×104 V/m. Similarly to the three-electrode version
of the shear sensor, a significant fringing field exists below the sensor which indicates
that a ground plane under this area should increase sensitivity by reducing the nominal
capacitance of the system.
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Figure 4.19: Electric field results from Maxwell two-dimensional model.

Figure 4.20: Electric field density magnitude from Maxwell two-dimensional model.
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4.5

Interdigitated Capacitor Multiphysics Modeling
The interdigitated strain sensor has significantly more design parameters than the

normal strain and shear strain sensors discussed previously. These parameters include
electrode length, electrode thickness, gap width, electrode width, and the number of
electrode digits. Due to the geometry of the interdigitated electrode, it has a response
from capacitance between the vertical faces (yz plane faces) of the electrodes as well as a
response from the fringe capacitance between the horizontal (xy plane) faces of the
electrodes. Moreover, initial FEA analysis indicates that changes in the capacitance
between the vertical, yz plane faces of the electrode occur primarily with changes in
pressure in the x direction while changes in the fringe capacitance occur primarily with y
direction loading. In this section, the boundary conditions for modeling the interdigitated
strain sensors are presented as well as the results of overall finite element analysis and
parameter studies on the electrode geometry. Finally, field modeling results from
Maxwell are discussed. Particular attention is given to the mechanical response the sensor
geometry, because knowledge of the mechanical response allows understanding of the
change in capacitance resulting from loading and sensitivity to load direction.

4.5.1 Boundary Conditions for Modeling Interdigitated Strain Sensors
The boundary conditions for modeling the embedded structures are intended to
represent the state of stress on a microscopic scale resulting from macroscopic loading.
The overall dimensions of these models are less than one millimeter in all cases due to
the desire to determine the electrode displacement with sufficient accuracy to determine
the small changes in capacitance. Two cases were simulated for the interdigitated
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capacitor, these were the case of applying stress in the direction orthogonal to the IDT
electrodes (x direction) and the case of applying stress parallel to the IDT electrodes (y
direction). Both cases used similar constraints on the model and used symmetry to reduce
the number of elements by one-half.
Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22 illustrate the restraint and loading condition for the x
direction loading condition. The model is constrained for 0 displacement in the x
direction along the plane of symmetry, an x normal plane separating half of the IDT. A 1
MPa stress in the x direction is applied opposite of this surface. A single point in the
center of the plane of symmetry is used to constrain the displacement of the model in the
y or z directions.
Several different geometries were examined in these simulations and parameter
studies were performed. The graphical results of a single geometry are presented in this
section. For this example, the IDT had 15 electrode digits on one electrode and 14
electrode digits on the other electrode. The electrode digits were 4.75 µm wide and had
2.25 µm spaces. The overlapping electrode length was 150 µm with a total length of 175
µm. This allowed a 25 µm gap separating the tip of the electrode and the area connecting
electrodes of opposite potential. The total thickness of the models was 202.3 µm
consisting of a 100 µm lower polyethylene layer, a 100 µm upper polyethylene layer, and
300 nm thick gold electrodes embedded in 2 µm of parylene. The length of the models
varied as dimensions changed for parameter studies. A constant amount of embedding
material was used for all models and 100 µm of embedding material was included outside
the sensor geometry in the x, y, and z directions.
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Figure 4.21: Boundary conditions for interdigitated capacitor and x direction load.
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Figure 4.22: Perspective view of boundary conditions for in-plane strain sensor.

4.5.2 Results of x Direction Loading Models
Displacement results graphically illustrate the effect of the boundary conditions
and allow visualization of any discontinuities in displacement due to the electrode
structure. The displacement magnitude results of the finite element analysis are shown in
Figure 4.23. These results show a smooth, symmetric displacement with the magnitude
increasing away from the central y and z restraint point. The x component of
displacement results are shown in Figure 4.34. As expected, these results show a linearly
increasing x displacement away from the plane of symmetry. Although not shown, the y
and z displacement results also smoothly increase linearly away from the central y and z
constraint point due to the transverse strain resulting from the pressure applied in the x
direction. Therefore, the displacement appears to increase radially from the central
constraint point in Figure 4.23. Most importantly, large discontinuities in displacement
between the sensor and the embedding material are not observed in either of these results.
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Figure 4.23: Displacement magnitude results for embedded IDT with x direction loading.

Figure 4.24: Midplane x displacement results for embedded IDT in polyethylene with x
direction load.
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Stress results are important for verifying the boundary conditions of the model
and for understanding the effects of the applied load. The stress results in the x direction
are illustrated in Figure 4.25 with the upper embedding layer hidden. Results show that 1
MPa stress is evenly distributed through the embedding polyethylene and the parylene
dielectric material. However, a significant discontinuity in stress exists in the electrode
materials. As shown in the displacement results, the electrodes have approximately the
same displacement as the polyethylene. However, the elastic modulus of the gold
electrodes is nearly two orders of magnitude greater than that of the polyethylene; 57,000
MPa for gold as compared to 690 MPa for UHMWPE. Since the stress is proportional to
the strain multiplied by Young’s modulus, one might expect the stress to be nearly two
orders of magnitude greater. The FEA results show that that the stress is 40-50 times
greater in the electrodes, and 50 to 70 times greater in the areas of bulk gold.
The x direction strain results shown in Figure 4.26 tell the rest of the story with
respect to the state of stress and strain in the material. As expected the strain results for
the bulk of the material are uniform and correspond with the ratio of the applied stress
divided by the elastic modulus of polyethylene, or 1.45×10-3 µm/µm or 1.45 microstrain.
Some discontinuity in strain occurs at the junction between the larger areas of gold
electrode and the softer materials. However, the most important thing to notice in these
results is that the lowest level of strain occurs in the gold electrodes, whereas the highest
level of strain occurs in the parylene dielectric between the electrodes. The strain in the
parylene between IDT digits is higher than that in the bulk material, and allows the
displacement and apparent strain to be nearly equal in the sensor and bulk material.
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MPa
Figure 4.25: Midplane x component of stress results for x direction loading.

Figure 4.26: Midplane x direction strain results for x direction loading.
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According to the x-direction displacement results in Figure 4.24, the electrode
digit material and the surrounding dielectric material have almost exactly the same
displacement as the bulk embedding material. However, the majority of the strain and
displacement occurs in the parylene dielectric material. These results reflect the
assumptions made by combining the Voight and Maxwell models for the analytical
solution to this problem in Chapter 3. Under loading in the x direction, all of the elastic
members act in parallel and have the same bulk displacement. The gold electrode
material and the parylene dielectric material act together as a single elastic element which
is mechanically in parallel with the other materials. Inside this combined elastic element
the parylene and gold materials act in series with each other; with the bulk of the
displacement occurring in the softer parylene material. This is represented in Chapter 3 in
Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10.

4.5.3 Boundary Conditions and Results for y-direction Pressure Modeling
The boundary conditions for modeling the embedded IDT structures with ydirection loading were very similar to those for x-direction loading. A symmetry plane
with a +x normal was defined splitting the IDT in half along the longitudinal direction.
The models were constrained in the x direction in the plane of symmetry, and the model
was constrained in the y and z directions at a single central point. For these boundary
conditions, a compressive 1 MPa stress was applied on opposite ends of the model to
result in symmetric loading and deformation of the system. Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28
show the boundary conditions of the IDT for applying the 1 MPa compressive stress in
the y direction.
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1 MPa Load
-y, y Surfaces

+x Surface
Δx =0

Δy, Δz =0

Figure 4.27: Top view of boundary conditions for y direction loading of embedded IDT.
Upper polyethylene layer is transparent such that IDT is visible.

1 MPa Pressure
y Surface

1 MPa Pressure
-y Surface

Δx, Δy =0

+x Surface,
Δx =0

Figure 4.28: Perspective view of boundary conditions for y direction loading.
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The displacement magnitude results are presented in Figure 4.29 and the y
direction displacement results are shown in Figure 4.30. A cut away view is used for
these results to display the results in the sensor plane and through the thickness of the
model. The displacement magnitude results show continuous displacement of all
materials in a radial pattern from the constraint point. The y displacement results show
good uniformity in the y displacement throughout the model. Also, these results appear
very linear in the y direction with no obvious discontinuities. Similar to the x loading
response of this structure, the most important thing to note is that discontinuities in
displacement do not occur near the gold electrodes.

Figure 4.29: Cut away view of displacement magnitude results for y direction stress.
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Figure 4.30: Cut away view of y displacement results for loading parallel to IDT
electrodes (y direction stress).

Stress and strain results for this loading direction give tremendous insight into the
capacitive response of the structure to stress and strain in the y direction. A stress loading
in the y direction results in two effects. One is the increase in the length of the IDT
electrodes due to the applied stress, and the other effect is a strain orthogonal to the
direction of loading due to the Poisson ratio effects.
The 1 MPa y direction loading results in a uniform 1 MPa stress in the y direction
as shown in Figure 4.31. Similarly to the x direction loading results, the stress in the
electrode materials is over an order of magnitude higher, ranging from 44-80 MPa
depending on the strain in the electrodes. Also, the stress in the parylene material is
nearly the same value as in the bulk polyethylene material.
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MPa
Figure 4.31: y direction stress results for y direction loading. Upper level polyethylene
layer is hidden.

Results for the strain in the y direction are illustrated in Figure 4.32. For this case
the strain in the bulk material is nearly equal to the ratio of the applied pressure to the
elastic modulus of the polyethylene material or 1.45 MPa. These results differ from the
previous case in that the strain in the interdigitated electrodes and the parylene dielectric
material between the electrodes is nearly equal due to the change in stress direction. The
scale in Figure 4.32 is narrow ranging only from 0.8-1.8 microstrain through the entire
figure. The strain in the overall electrode structure is slightly less than that in the bulk
material. Expectedly, small discontinuities in the strain can be seen at the transitions from
the stiffer gold areas to softer polyethylene areas. These results are in agreement with the
Kelvin-Voight model used for developing analytical results for this system.
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Figure 4.32: Results of y direction strain for loading parallel to IDT electrodes.

The results of the orthogonal sensing direction stresses and strains are presented
in Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.34. These results are presented to show how the electrode
responds to the transverse strain from Poisson’s ratio effects. The first thing that should
be noted is that as anticipated there is no x direction stress in the bulk material for this
loading condition, however a strain of 0.67 microstrain results in the x direction. This is
equal to the Poisson’s ratio of 0.46 multiplied by the y direction strain of 1.45 microstrain
results in the x direction. As in previous results, the stress in the electrodes is
significantly greater than that in the bulk material.
The strain results illustrate that the effect of transverse strain in this direction is
very similar to the basic loading condition in the x direction. The least amount of strain in
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Figure 4.33: x direction stress resulting from y direction loading.

Figure 4.34: x direction strain resulting from y direction loading, an example of Poisson’s
ratio effects.
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the electrode system occurs in the gold electrodes while the greatest occurs in the
parylene electrodes. Previously developed analytical models reflect these effects.

4.5.4 IDT Capacitance Results and Multiphysics FEA Parameter Studies
Parameter studies were performed to determine the effects of the different
geometric parameters on the change in capacitance and directional sensitivity to load. For
these studies, the nominal capacitance was determined using Coventor’s MemElectro
module followed by mechanical analysis using the MemMech. Electrostatic analysis was
then performed on the displaced geometry from the MemMech to determine the change
in capacitance. Parameter studies were performed with regard to the number of
electrodes, the length of the electrodes, and the amount of load applied to the model.
The parameter study on the number of IDT digits was performed using models
with containing 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, and 29 total electrodes. Symmetry was used to model
half of the electrode pair. The thickness of these electrodes was 300 nanometers, and the
length simulated was 150 nanometers of electrode overlap. The electrode width was 4.75
µm and the gap between electrodes was 2.25 µm. Actual devices would have more
electrodes of greater length. The scaled-down geometries used in these studies were to
ensure good mesh resolution and accurate modeling of capacitance changes.
Results of the electrode number parameter study are summarized in Table 4-4 and
plotted in Figure 4.35. The results of this study showed that the capacitance of these
sensors before loading ranged from 1.23×10-2 pF to 7.83×10-2 pF. The change in
capacitance for x direction stress ranged from 3.09×10-5 pF for 5 electrodes to 1.90×10-4
pF for 29 electrodes, and in the y direction ranged from 2.44(10-5) pF for 5 electrode
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Table 4-4: Capacitance results for IDT electrode number parameter study.
Number
of
Electrodes
5
9
13
17
21
25
29

Delta C
y Direction
stress (pF)
6.19 (10-5)
1.17 (10-4)
1.70 (10-4)
2.23 (10-4)
2.76 (10-4)
3.28 (10-4)
3.81 (10-4)

CInitial (pF)
2.46 (10-2)
4.68 (10-2)
6.89 (10-2)
9.09 (10-2)
1.13 (10-1)
1.35 (10-1)
1.57 (10-1)

Delta C
x direction
stress (pF)
4.88 (10-5)
9.75 (10-5)
1.47 (10-4)
1.97 (10-4)
2.47 (10-4)
2.97 (10-4)
3.48 (10-4)

4.75E-04

0.16

4.25E-04

0.14

3.75E-04

0.12

3.25E-04

0.1

2.75E-04

0.08

2.25E-04

0.06

1.75E-04

0.04

1.25E-04

0.02

7.50E-05

0

Delta C (pF) .

Capacitance (pF)

.

0.18

2.50E-05
0

5

10

15

20

Number of Digits

Nominal Capacitance

Delta C, y Load

Delta C, x Load

Figure 4.35: Results of parameter study based on the number of IDT electrodes.
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geometry to 1.49(10-4) pF for the 29 electrodes. These results indicate that the initial
capacitance and the capacitance load response scale linearly with electrode number.
A similar study was performed using the electrode length as the parameter of
interest. This study was used to evaluate the 300 nanometer thick, 29 electrode geometry
of the previous study at electrode lengths of 100, 150, 200, and 250 micrometer lengths.
Results of this study showed that the unloaded capacitance varied from 0.109 pF for the
100 long micrometer electrode sensors to 0.255 pF for the 250 micrometer long electrode
sensors. The change in capacitance was 1.15×10-4 pF with 1 MPa x direction loading for
the 100 micrometer sensors and 2.98×10-4 pF for the 250 micrometer sensors. For y
direction loading, the change in capacitance ranged from 1.24×10-4 pF for the 100
micrometer sensors to 3.29×10-4 pF for the 250 micrometer electrode sensors. Results are
plotted in Figure 4.36.
The effect of increasing the thickness of the electrodes was examined as part of
this analysis. The 29 electrode geometry with 150 micrometer long electrodes was used
as the base geometry for this study. The thickness of the electrodes simulated was 0.3,
0.6, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, and 4 µm. The initial capacitance of the 0.3 µm electrode structure was
0.158 pF and increased to 0.349 pF for the 4 micrometer thick structure. This is a linear
increase with an offset due to the fringing effects which remain equivalent for each
structure. Full results of this parameter study are listed in Table 4-5. Base capacitance
values are plotted in Figure 4.37. The change in capacitance with x and y direction
loading are illustrated in Figure 4.38. The directional sensitivity values are also shown in
Figure 4.38.
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Figure 4.36: Results of IDT digit length parameter study.

Table 4-5: Data from electrode thickness parameter study.
Electrode
Thickness

CInitial (pF)

0.3
0.6
1
1.5
2
3
4

0.158
0.174
0.195
0.221
0.246
0.298
0.349

Delta C
x Direction
Load
1.71E-04
2.23E-04
2.77E-04
3.29E-04
3.73E-04
4.41E-04
4.93E-04
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Delta C
y Direction
Load
1.91E-04
1.97E-04
2.03E-04
2.10E-04
2.16E-04
2.25E-04
2.33E-04

Directional
Sensitivity
1.114
0.880
0.733
0.637
0.580
0.512
0.473

0.40

Initial Capacitanc (pF)

0.35

0.30

0.25

0.20

0.15

0.10
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

Electrode Thickness (micrometers)

Figure 4.37: Base capacitance as a function of electrode thickness.
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Figure 4.38: Results of IDT thickness parameter study showing x direction or lateral
loading results, y direction (longitudinal load) results as well as directional sensitivity.
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The results of this study indicated that the thickness plays a key role in the
directional sensitivity of the device. The change in capacitance with x direction load
ranged from 1.71×10-3 pF to 4.93×10-3 pF as the thickness increased from 0.3 to 4 µm,
and the change in capacitance with y direction stress ranged from 1.91×10-3 pF to
2.33×10-3 pF as the thickness increased from 0.3 to 4 µm. The 0.3 micrometer thick
electrodes had poor sensitivity to direction with a sensitivity parameter of 1.114, however
this value quickly approached the value of the Poisson’s ratio of the material
(approximately 0.46) as the electrode thickness increased. The results plotted in Figure
4.38 show significant improvements in directional and overall sensitivity with electrode
thickness, however fabricating the thicker electrodes shown would present a challenge.

4.5.5 IDT Load Response Parameter Study
A parameter study was performed on the interdigitated strain sensor to determine
if the response of the sensor to applied loading was linear. The base geometry used for
this study was the 29 electrode geometry with 150 micrometer long electrode digits. The
thickness of the electrodes simulated was 1.5 µm. A logarithmic series of loads spanning
four orders of magnitude was applied for this study consisting of 0.02, 0.06, 0.20, 0.60,
2.00, 6.00, and 20.0 MPa. x direction response ranged from 6.70×10-6 pF to 6.85×10-3 pF,
and the y direction response ranged from 4.17×10-6 pF to 4.19×10-3 pF. The results of the
multiphysics analysis for x and y direction loading are plotted in Figure 4.39, and predict
that the change in capacitance should vary linearly with applied load. The results of the
mathematical model are plotted in dashed lines along with the finite element simulation
results.
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Figure 4.39: Response of IDT to loads ranging from 0.02 MPa to 20 MPa.
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4.5.6 Maxwell Electrostatic Field Analysis for Interdigitated Sensors
Three-dimensional Maxwell electrostatic modeling was used to visualize the field
surrounding the interdigitated electrodes. The geometry shown in Figure 2.14 was used to
visualize the field around the electrodes. This sensor has 15 digits on the upper electrode
and 14 digits on the lower electrode for a total of 29 electrodes. The width of the digits
was 4.75 µm with a 2.25 µm gap between digits. The digit overlap length was 150 µm.
The thickness of the electrodes was 1.0 µm. The substrate material was polyethylene, and
the dielectric material between the electrode digits was parylene. Polyethylene was used
as the background material for the Maxwell simulation.
Initially there was some concern regarding capacitive interactions between the
end of one series of electrode digits and the base of the opposing series. 25 µm of extra
space was left between these two areas. Results of the Maxwell three-dimensional
analysis show that the electric field in this area is nearly two orders of magnitude lower
than the field between the electrode digits. These results are illustrated in Figure 4.40,
and indicate that interactions between the end of the electrodes and the material at the
base of the electrodes should be minimal. Also, Coventor modeling has shown that at
these dimensions the changes in these effects are small compared to the capacitance
between the sides of the electrode digits and the xz plane fringing fields.
The fringing effects of the interdigitated structure were examined from a threedimensional model. Figure 4.41 shows the electric field in the xz plane and the
substantial fringing effects for these devices. Although the magnitude of this field drops
off quickly in the z direction, its effects over the large area of the electrodes is significant.
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The expected capacitance from this geometry without fringing effects was 0.101 pF,
however the Maxwell electrostatic simulation predicts that the total capacitance for this
system is 0.19279 pF. For this geometry, the capacitance due to fringing effects is nearly
equal to the capacitance in the gap between the electrodes.

4.6

Summary of Multiphysics Modeling of MEMS Strain Sensors
In this research, three strain sensors have been studied that when combined have

the potential fully characterize the strain in three dimensions. The challenge of
embedding electrodes with significantly larger modulus of elasticity for the measurement
of strain in softer materials is a significant challenge. The micromechanics of these
sensors have been studied using multiphysics finite element analysis and the sensitivity of
the design parameters of these structures has been determined.
Simplifications in the model geometry were required to ensure good mesh density
and low numbers of elements with high aspect ratios. This was a challenge with the 300
nm coating layers included in the model. Linear elastic properties were used for all
materials in this investigation. Only a small volume of material was modeled, and
assumptions were made to transfer the state of stress resulting from macroscopic forces to
the microscopic features in the model.. The accuracy of the results presented is directly
dependent on the quality of the material property data. Elasticity values for thin film
deposited materials may very from those of bulk materials and residual stresses may be
present.
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Figure 4.40: Maxwell results for the electric field of interdigitated strain sensor at the tip
of the electrodes.
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Figure 4.41: Electric field results showing fringing field in the xz plane for the
interdigitated capacitor.
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FEA modeling results illustrated that the response of the strain sensors may be
optimized through careful choice of design parameters. The parallel plate capacitor is
sensitive to the area of the sensor, and the shear sensors response may be improved by
increasing the width or adding more devices acting in parallel. The response of the IDT
may be improved by increasing the number, length, and thickness of the electrode digits.
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Chapter 5
Microfabrication of Capacitive Strain Sensors

An investigation of fabrication techniques for the capacitive sensors was
performed as part of this research. This investigation was performed using two primary
tracks. The first was fabrication of prototype sensors using biocompatible materials
deposited lithographically on silicon wafers for proof of concept testing, and the second
was the investigation of new techniques for producing these sensors on polyethylene
substrates
MEMS fabrication techniques traditionally use silicon wafers as the base substrate
for sensor fabrication. One possible method for fabricating a sensor array embedded in a
polyethylene tibial spacer would be to fabricate the sensor array directly on the
polyethylene spacer or on a polyethylene substrate that can be molded into the tibial
insert at a later time. Polyethylene, a low surface energy or hydrophobic material,
presents challenges as a fabrication substrate due to the difficulty of adhering higher
surface energy materials on lower surface energy substrates.
As part of the investigation of fabrication techniques, the capability to fabricate
electrodes on polyethylene substrates containing 2 and 5 micrometer features has been
demonstrated. Sensor electrode arrays have also been fabricated on thin parylene C films.
Parylene C has been used in several FDA-approved devices including pacemaker
electronics and coronary stents. Images of electrodes fabricated on parylene coated
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substrates are shown later in this chapter. Facilities at the Cornell Nanofabrication
Facility, Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Nanoscale Science and Technology
Laboratory, and the University of Tennessee clean room facility in the Science and
Engineering Research Facility were used for sensor fabrication. Oxygen plasma reactive
ion etching techniques were used as a surface treatment to enable the gold electrodes to
adhere to the polyethylene surfaces. Examples of sensor electrodes fabricated on a
polyethylene base and on a silicon/parylene base are also illustrated later in this chapter.
Fabrication experiments were performed on a total five different substrate
materials. These substrate materials examined were medical-grade UHMW polyethylene
bar material, high density polyethylene sheet material, silicon wafers, silicon wafers with
5-10 µm of thermally grown SiO2, and parylene coated silicon wafers. The basic process
for each of these substrates was similar; however each had its own fabrication challenges
which required deviation from the basic procedure.

5.1

Fabrication of Prototype Sensors on Silicon Wafer Substrates
An initial procedure for microstructure fabrication was developed using silicon

wafers as the substrate material. This process was subsequently expanded upon for use
with the other materials. An image reversal based lift-off process was used to leave
undercut areas at the edge of the photoresist which yields precise, sharp lines in the
deposited material. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show samples prepared using the image
reversal process. Figure 5.3 illustrates the steps in the process of depositing one layer of
material.
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Figure 5.1: Silicon wafer substrate after contact printing and image reversal process.
Photoresist appears dark reddish-brown in this image.

100 µm

Figure 5.2: Microscopic view of Figure 5.1 showing a 2 micrometer spaced sensor after
image reversal process. Photoresist edges are translucent due to undercutting.
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Clean Substrate

O+,N+,O2+,N2+,O,N,…
O2/N2 Plasma Etch
(Polyethylene)
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Mask Alignment
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CO2

CO2
NH3 Soak
and Hard Bake

Flood UV Exposure
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E-beam Evaporate
Electrodes

Strip Resist

Figure 5.3: Generic process flow for depositing one layer of material on silicon,
polyethylene, or other substrate using image reversal process.
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Most commercially available silicon wafers are of sufficient conductivity that a
dielectric layer is required on top of the silicon substrate to ensure good capacitance and
low parasitic resistance between electrodes deposited on the substrate layer. This was
achieved by growing a 10 micrometer layer of thermal oxide on the surface of the wafer.
Thermal oxide is grown by exposing the silicon wafers to molecular oxygen or water
vapor at 800-1200 C. Wafers for this study were either purchased with oxide layers
already applied or oxidized in the MRL Cyclone furnace at Cornell. The MRL Cyclone
furnace at the Cornell CNF uses a wet oxidation process. This process occurs at a
pressure of 760 Torr, a temperature 1100 C, and uses steam with 2.5% HCl which
removes any metal ions that form the oxide layer. The growth rate of this process is 85
angstroms per minute. Wafers were processed for 20 hours to yield the 10 micrometer
thick layer of oxide.
Wafers were cleaned using the piranha process, a 5:1 ratio of H2SO4 to H2O2 at
120 C. The silicon wafers were then primed with a monolayer of hexmethyldisilazane
(HMDS). The chemical formula for HMDS is C6H19NSi2, and its structure contains a
nitrogen molecule linking two silicon molecules. The two silicon molecules are each
attached to three methyl groups. During the HMDS vapor priming step the HN groups
break off from the Si molecules to leave the Si molecules free to attach to the surface.
The CH3 groups then form a bridge to the photoresist polymer molecules. The priming
procedure consists of cycles of vacuum heating (150 C) and dry nitrogen purge steps to
remove moisture from the substrate, followed by exposure to HMDS vapors. HMDS
contains functional groups that bind the photoresist molecules to the wafer surface.
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Shipley S1818 photoresist was spin cast on the surface of the substrates. For this
process, approximately 10 milliliters of photoresist was puddled in the center of the wafer
followed by ramping up to 3,000 RPM at 500 RPM per second and holding at 3,000 RPM
for 30 seconds to evenly distribute the photoresist on the surface of the wafer. A 60
second softbake at 90 C was used for wafers without oxide layers and a 180 second soft
bake at 90 C was used for wafers containing oxide layers. The purpose of the soft bake is
to remove the casting solvents in the photoresist prior to exposure. Failure to remove all
casting solvents results in bubbles in the exposed resist. Following photoresist coating,
the wafers were exposed for 8 seconds using a Hybrid Technology Group (HTG) contact
mask aligner.
The exposed wafers were then baked for 80 minutes at 90 C in ammonia gas in a
YES 58-SM (Yield Engineering Systems, Livermore, CA) image reversal oven to yield
convert the image exposed from the photomask from a positive image to a negative
image. Positive photoresist is comprised of a novalac resin combined with casting
solvents and the dissolution inhibitor diazoketone. During exposure to light, the
diazokeytone is converted to carboxylic acid which promotes dissolving of the novolac
resin by a tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) based developer.
During the bake process in the image reversal oven the carboxylic acid species is
neutralized through exposure to the basic vapors of ammonia gas which diffuses into the
exposed areas. The neutralized photoresist becomes resistant to further change by
exposure to light and less sensitive to further developing, but the ammonia vapors do not
affect the previously unexposed areas of the resist. The previously unexposed areas of
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resist may be exposed using flood exposure from a UV source and developed using a
0.24 N TMAH developer for best resolution. The substrates for this research were flood
exposed under the HTG contact alignment tool for 30 seconds. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2
show images of the wafers following image reversal flood exposure and development.
The substrate was then spray developed in Shipley MF-321 developer for 60
seconds. A 30 second oxygen plasma descum was then used to ensure that all photoresist
was removed from the substrate in the developed areas. Subsequently, 100 angstroms of
titanium was deposited by electron beam evaporation on the substrates as an adhesion
layer followed by 1500 angstroms of gold. The preferred rate of evaporation is 1-2 Å per
second for smooth coatings. The evaporation process covers the entire surface of the
substrates.
The underlying photoresist was subsequently dissolved by an overnight soak in
Shipley 1165 photoresist solvent containing N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), causing
gold in undesired areas to be released from the substrate. The substrates were then
cleaned in methanol, followed by running water. Each layer of photolithography requires
this process be repeated. The current process requires three layers of photolithography
and includes a parylene dielectric coating step followed by photolithography patterning
of vias and via etching in oxygen plasma, then photolithography of the top electrode and
trace layer. Figure 5.4 shows a set of gold IDT electrodes following the gold evaporation
and lift-off process. The electrodes contain 5 µm wide digits and 2 µm gaps. The
electrode length is
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100 µm
Figure 5.4: Images of 2 micrometer spacing interdigitated electrode at 50X
magnification. Structures fabricated on silicon wafers.

5.2

Parylene Processing and Etching
The parylene polymerization process was discovered in 1947 by Michael Mojzesz

Szwarc, who was investigating the strength of individual chemical bonds, discovered that
when para-xylene was heated to pyrolysis it formed a thin, tan-colored, tube-shaped mass
resembling the “skin of a small snake” in the glassware he was using for his experiment.
Szwarc noted the new polymer’s exceptional physical and chemical inertness. Parylene
was further developed by the Union Carbide Corporation and released as a commercial
process in 1965. Union Carbide investigated 20 forms of parylene, but only deemed three
commercially viable. Specialty Coatings Systems has recently released a hightemperature, fluorinated version of parylene, Parylene HT. The chemical structure of the
four most common types of parylene is shown in Figure 5.5 [129].
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Figure 5.5: Chemical structure of four most common types of parylene.

For the parylene deposition process, the feedstock is a dimer of the parylene
molecule of interest, or di-para-xylylene. Pressure in the deposition system is less than
below 1 mTorr as controlled by the vacuum system. The sample is placed in a disposable
foil container and placed in a tube furnace where it is heated to 150 C which causes the
dimer to vaporize. The dimer vapors are drawn into a second furnace at a higher
temperature, 680 C, which causes the dimer to pyrolize or split from dimer form to
monomer form. The monomer vapors are drawn into the deposition chamber by the
vacuum system which is at a temperature of 25 C. The vapors condense on the cooler
surfaces of the deposition chamber and crosslink to form a polymer with a high molecular
weight of approximately 500,000. Figure 5.6 illustrates the parylene polymerization and
coating process. Figure 5.7 illustrates wafers with parylene as the insulating layer
between the wafer and the device layer with electrodes fabricated on top of the parylene
surface.
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Figure 5.6: Parameters for parylene polymerization and coating process.

Figure 5.7: Images of silicon wafer with SiO2 release/dielectric layer and parylene layer

with interdigitated electrodes after lift-off. Right image is micrograph at 200X of 5 µm
electrodes with 2 µm gaps between electrode digits.
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The deposition rate of the parylene polymer was measured in order to deposit the
correct thicknesses of material. Parylene C was used in all experiments in this
investigation. Parylene coatings were made using a Specialty Coatings Systems
(Indianapolis, IN) PDS 2010 Labcoater. The coating thickness is controlled by the
amount of dimer placed in a foil boat in the evaporation chamber. In order to determine
the amount of parylene required for 2 micrometer thick coatings, several test coatings
were performed. Portions of these coatings were peeled off of the test substrate and the
thickness of the remaining material was measured with a KLA Tencor P-10 surface
profiler. The deposition rate was determined to be 0.608 grams/µm on the Cornell unit.
The etch rate of the parylene polymer using oxygen plasma was characterized to
etch via openings in deposited parylene for electrical connections between layers. The
precise etch time is required to prevent sputtering of the underlying gold. The etch rate
was determined by depositing layers of parylene on silicon substrates. Openings were
patterned in the parylene using the via layer mask used in the device fabrication. Samples
were exposed to oxygen plasma using a PlasmaTherm PT 72 plasma etching system
shown in Figure 5.8. These were etched using 40 standard cubic centimeters per minute
(sccm) oxygen flow at a pressure of 40 mTorr. The RF plasma generator was set for 195
Watts at 13.56 MHz. Following etching, the remaining photoresist was stripped and the
amount of parylene etched was measured using the Tencor P-10 profilometer. Five scans
each of three samples were measured and the etch rate was determined to be 156.2
nanometers per minute. A time of 13.0 minutes was chosen to etch vias in the 2
micrometer thick parylene layers. Plasma etched openings are shown in and Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.8: Device wafers during oxygen plasma processing in PT-72.

Figure 5.9: Substrates following etching of vias in parylene layer with PT-72 and removal
of photoresist layer used for patterning.
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5.3

Investigation of Lithography on Polyethylene Substrates
A similar photolithography, image-reversal, electron beam evaporation, and lift-

off process was used for research on the use of polyethylene substrates. Early attempts to
perform gold lift-off techniques on polyethylene surfaces had very poor results. An
extensive cleaning and surface preparation technique was developed for the polyethylene
samples. This method consisted of cleaning with a liquinox liquid soap solution, followed
by an acetone rinse, a methanol rinse, and an isopropyl alcohol rinse.
The effects of O2, N2, SF6, and combined O2/N2 plasma etching were investigated
to find a method to activate the surface for deposition of gold. The results of these studies
are shown in Figure 5.10. The surface of the polyethylene samples was activated by
exposure to an oxygen plasma with a lesser amount of nitrogen supplied to the plasma.
This step was performed in an Oxford Instruments (Oxfordshire, UK) Plasmalab 80. The
samples were processed for 20 seconds with 50 standard cubic centimeters per minute
(sccm) of O2 and 4 sccm of N2 using a 13.56 MHz RF plasma at 150 Watts. This step
served to micro roughen the surface and increases the energy of the surface by breaking
some of the polymer chains on the surface. Optical interferometric profilometry data of
the surfaces following plasma treatment is shown in Figure 5.10. Notice the fine
topography in the O2/N2 plasma treated surface. The surfaces of the polyethylene wafers
were not flat enough to allow vacuum mounting in the photoresist spin casting system.
Polyethylene wafers coated with photoresist by attaching them to silicon substrates with
adhesive. Following photoresist spinning, polymer substrates were soft-baked in an oven
for 30 minutes at 90 degrees C to remove excess solvent. The polyethylene samples were
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Figure 5.10: Optical profilometry of plasma-treated polymer surfaces.
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exposed for 8.5 seconds. Following the image reversal process the polymer samples were
descummed using O2 plasma for 30 seconds followed by a second treatment of the O2/N2
plasma for 15 seconds. Metal layers were applied using electron beam evaporation,
followed by lift-off in Shipley 1165. Figure 5.11 shows the results of the polyethylene
fabrication experiments.

5.4

Summary of Fabrication Research for MEMS Strain Sensors
Photolithography techniques have been developed for fabricating MEMS strain

sensors. The critical dimension of these sensors was 2.0 µm. The fabrication process
begins with a cleaning process to ensure that they are free from particles or films that
would prevent adhesion of electrode layers. The electrodes require the use of a nonconducting substrate or depositing a dielectric layer onto a conducting or semiconducting
substrate. The lower dielectric deposition step is followed by using photolithography
techniques to deposit the lower gold electrode layer which contains the lower electrode of
the parallel plate sensor, the IDT structures and the lower electrodes of the shear sensors.
Next, the parylene dielectric layer is deposited on the surface, followed by dry, plasma
etching of vias in the parylene. Finally, the upper electrode layers are deposited in the
final photolithography step. Novel techniques for the dry etching of parylene and for the
microtexturing of polyethylene have been developed during this research and represent
fundamental contributions of this work. Improvements in the smoothness of polyethylene
substrates will be required for implementation of sensors on polyethylene substrates.
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Figure 5.11: Upper image shows sensing array fabricated using parylene on
Silicon substrate. Lower image is an interdigitated capacitor with 2 micrometer gaps
between 5 micrometer legs fabricated on high-density polyethylene sheet material.
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Chapter 6
Testing Methods and Data for
Microfabricated Strain Sensors

6.1

Normal Strain Sensor Testing
An array of parallel plate sensors was designed to measure normal forces, and to

verify the ability to use a row-column addressing technique to measure the values of
individual capacitors. As shown in Figure 6.1, the upper electrodes of the sensors are
connected in series by row and the lower electrodes are connected in series by column.
Individual sensors are addressed by activating the row and column of the sensor of
interest. The sensors were fabricated on a 0.5 mm thick silicon wafer with a 10 µm
insulating oxide layer. For testing, they were attached to a printed circuit (PC) board with
cyanoacrylate adhesive and electrical connections were made using a wire bonder. Subminiature B (SMB) shielded connectors were used to make electrical connections from a
precision inductance, capacitance, and resistance (LCR) meter to the PC board. To
protect the sensors and wire bonds during testing and handling, they were encapsulated in
EP-30 epoxy from Master Bond (Hackensack, NJ). Following the encapsulation process,
the surface of the epoxy was machined flat and parallel with the back of the circuit board.
In order to determine the effects of capacitor value on noise and sensitivity, three
different values of capacitance were used in the array. The values of the capacitors in the
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Figure 6.1: Array of parallel plate sensor mounted on printed circuit board for testing.

array are 1 pF, 5 pF, and 10 pF, and the dimensions of these 275 by 275 µm, 614 × 614
µm, and 867 × 867 µm, respectively. The dielectric material is a 2 µm thick layer of
parylene. The electrodes consist of a 10 nm titanium adhesion layer and 300 nm of gold.
The experimental setup for applying loads is shown in Figure 6.2. Loads were
applied through a 15.87 mm rod fabricated from Delrin® (E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
Wilmington, DE) polymer material. A maximum load of 444.8 N (100 pounds) was
applied to the parallel plate array. Loading through the 15.87 mm diameter rod results in
a maximum pressure of 2.247 megapascals (MPa) or 325.9 pounds per square inch (psi).
Applied to a homogeneous parylene material, this would result in a strain of 821 partsper-million or microstrain. Finite element modeling of this structure predicts the strain in
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Figure 6.2: Experimental setup for load testing the capacitive sensor array.
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the parylene to be approximately 300 microstrain due to stiffening effects from the
silicon wafer, silicon dioxide dielectric layer, and gold electrodes.
The array of sensors was tested using a hydraulic MTS (Eden Prairie, MN) 858
Table Top System mechanical testing machine with a 2.5 kilonewton (kN) load cell. The
sensors were tested by alternating between no load and a sequentially increasing load.
The sequence of loads applied was 0 N, 111.2 N, 0 N, 222.4 N, 0 N, 333.6 N, 0 N, 444.8
N, with a return to 0 N, which corresponds to alternating loads of 0 MPa and 0.562,
1.124, 1.685, and 2.247 MPa. All loads were held for two minutes, and the loading and
unloading rate was 11.1 N/m. In English units, this corresponds to loadings of 0, 25, 0,
50, 0, 75, 0, 100, pound loads applied at a loading rate of 2.5 pounds/min. This rigorous
testing scheme allowed comparison of static and dynamic loading conditions and allows
the repeatability of the sensors to be measured in one test. Also, any drifting of the zero
point can be observed. Figure 6.3 shows a plot of the loading profile.
Capacitance was measured with an Agilent 4285A LCR meter. A 1MHz
frequency was used at 2 volt peak-to-peak excitation. Foil shielding connected to the
LCR meter instrument ground was used to reduce noise. Care was taken to avoid ground
loops which cause erratic behavior of the auto balancing impedance bridge circuit in the
4285 LCR meter. The base capacitance of the sensor along with cabling and other fixture
or track capacitances was calibrated out, such that the meter recorded the change in
capacitance as the load was applied. This allowed for optimization of the output of the
meter’s six digit display. In order to reduce noise, the average value of 16 samples was
taken per measurement and the data recorded every second. The MTS testing machine
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recorded data at the same interval. Data from the LCR meter was saved to a laptop
computer using a Hewlet-Packard Instrument Bus (HP-IB) to Universal Serial Bus (USB)
adaptor and Labview (National Instruments Corp. Austin, TX) software.
Figure 6.3 shows the time series data from the loading test for the 5pF capacitor at array
element 2,2. Figure 6.4 shows the capacitance changes for all load cycles plotted with the
applied pressure in MPa. The 10 pF capacitor has a response of 2.86×10-3 pF/MPa per
pound force with a coefficient of determination (r2) of 0.936. The 5 pF capacitor has a
response of 1.54×10-3 pF/MPa with a coefficient of determination of 0.986, and the 1 pF
capacitor has a response of 4.93×10-4 pF/MPa with an r2 coefficient of 0.936. The
sensitivity appears to scale with size for these results. The improved linearity of the 5 pF
capacitor is attributed to better load centering over this sensor, due to its position (row 2,
column 2) in the center of the array during load testing.
The results of the testing data from several different 5 pF sensors were compared
with predictions from the closed form solutions and the finite element analysis results.
Finite element modeling results presented in earlier were to investigate sensors embedded
in polyethylene; however in order to compare with experimental results, the models were
modified to include the properties of the Si, SiO2, and epoxy materials used to fabricate
the prototypes. The change in capacitance with applied load is plotted in Figure 6.5.
The total change in capacitance for the 5 pF sensor was 4.13×10-3 pF for the 2.25
MPa stress. Finite element modeling of this geometry predicted a change of 2.12×10-3 pF
for this load. A least squares technique was used to determine the slope of these results
which predicts the sensitivity of the sensor. The sensitivity values are listed in Table 6-1.
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Figure 6.3: Load profile for capacitance array test for chip B, element 2-2, 5 pF.
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Table 6-1: Comparison of predicted sensitivity of sensors and test results.
Test

Sensitivity
(pF/MPa)

Analytical Results

1.17 (10-3)

Finite Element Analysis

9.47 (10-4)

Chip B Test G

1.66 (10-3)

Chip Test D

1.41 (10-3)

Chip A Test 1-17

1.16 (10-3)

Chip A Test 12-13

1.28 (10-3)
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The most important parameter is the slope of the capacitance-stress curve which
indicates the sensitivity of the device. The slopes of the four different measurements, the
mathematical model, and the finite element analysis are shown in Table 6-1. The finite
element results for sensitivity correspond the closest with the results of Chip A, Test 1-17
with a difference in sensitivity values of 18% and least with the results of Chip B, Test G
where they were 43% lower. The mathematical modeling results agree well with the
results of Chip A Test, 12-13 with a difference of 3.3%, and in the worst case the
analytical results were 27% lower. The differences between the experimental values and
the analysis values were not unexpected due to variations in material properties, residual
stresses, and the ability to model the exact geometry. Also, this problem is one of
multiple scales. None of the finite element models had dimensions larger than 1.0 mm,
and did not include the FR-4 or polycarbonate materials.

6.2

Shear Sensor Testing and Results
A test was developed to allow a state of shear stress to be applied to a region of

epoxy encapsulating the shear sensor elements. This test is similar to a lap shear test, but
is modified to produce a balanced loading with no induced bending moments at the bond
joint. In order to connect to the sensors electrically, they were attached to an FR-4 printed
circuit board with cyanoacrylate adhesive. The sensors were electrically connected to the
traces on the circuit board by wire bonding and then encapsulated in a layer of Master
Bond EP-30 medical epoxy approximately 3 mm thick. In a subsequent step, this layer
was machined flat and parallel to the back side of the circuit board to a thickness of 2
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mm. Similar pads of epoxy were made on two strips of polycarbonate material that was
5.79 mm thick by 25.4 mm wide by 100 mm long. These were assembled with epoxy into
the test samples illustrated in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7.
The area of the epoxy encapsulating the sensors was 25 mm by 25 mm. During
testing with the MTS system used for the normal strain sensor, loads of 445, 889, and
1334 N (100, 200, and 300 pounds) were applied to the test apparatus. The loading
conditions result in a state of shear of 0.345, 0.689, and 1.034 MPa applied to the test
sensor. Loads were applied at a rate of 6.67 N/s (1.5 pounds/s). Data was recorded using
the same instrumentation setup as the normal strain sensor consisting of an Agilent
4285A LCR meter interfaced with a laptop using a HP-IB to USB adapter and Labview
software to record the data.
The shear sensor is a differential sensor that consists of two capacitors in series as
shown in Figure 3.7. During the application of pure shear, the capacitance of one of these
should increase while the other decreases. This differential approach is required because
this sensor will also be sensitive to normal strain. In the presence of a multiaxial strain,
the common mode strain may be rejected by taking the difference of the two capacitance
values. This sensor is intended to function with a signal conditioning circuit that subtracts
the values of the two legs of the sensor in real time. This circuit was not available at the
time these measurements were made, so two individual runs were made recording the
change in capacitance between one electrode and the reference followed by recording the
results between the other electrode and the reference. These values were subsequently
subtracted during the data analysis step.
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Figure 6.6: Illustration of testing scenario for shear sensors.
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Figure 6.7: Upper left is illustration of transfer of shear load to epoxy connecting
polycarbonate and FR-4 material. Upper right is image of test sample in MTS machine,
and lower image is of sample used for shear testing.
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Figure 6.8 shows the data recorded from the two loadings of the shear sensors,
and the difference between the capacitance data for the two experiments. The data for the
first run is illustrated in dark blue and the data from second run is illustrated in yellow.
The subtracted signal representing the shear loading is represented in light blue. The
loading data for both runs is also plotted to illustrate the consistency in the loading
conditions between the runs. It is interesting to note that both portions of the sensor
increased in capacitance during this test. This is because the area of the sensor is not only
in shear, but it is also in tension. A transverse compressive strain occurs during this
loading condition which resulted in the increase in capacitance of both sensors. The shear
signal in Figure 6.8 is the difference between the two test signals and is shown in light
blue. The results of this experiment illustrate this sensors ability to cancel out these
effects and measure only the shear strain in the material. Loading data for both test runs
is presented and overlaps in Figure 6.8 to show similarity in testing conditions.
A comparison between the shear sensor data, analytical methods, and finite
element analysis was performed. A representative volume of the shear sensor containing
the prototype materials Si, SiO2, Au, Parylene, and EP-30 epoxy was generated for this
comparison. These results are plotted in Figure 6.9. There appears to be a bias or offset in
the magnitude of the experimental data. A linear least squares analysis was performed to
determine the slope of the results in Figure 6.9 and the indicated sensitivity. These results
are listed in Table 6-2. The sensitivity value predicted by the finite element analysis
differs from the experimental value by 60.1%, and the sensitivity value predicted by the
mathematical model differs by 9.3%.
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Table 6-2: Comparison of predicted sensitivity of the shear sensor and test results.

Analytical Results

Sensitivity
(pF/MPa)
5.26 (10-5)

Finite Element Analysis

2.10 (10-5)

Experimental

4.77 (10-5)

Test

The total change in the differential capacitance from this experiment was
1.24×10-4 pF. This is a very small change in capacitance and may present a measurement
challenge. It should be noted that this was a single shear sensor, and in future designs it is
possible to fabricate a compact array of these in series as previously discussed. The
output of the array can be increased proportional to the number of sensors in the array.
Using this method the size and sensitivity of the shear sensor may be scaled to match the
signal conditioning electronics.

6.3

IDT Sensor Test System and Data
In order to create an in plane strain for measuring the output of the interdigitated

electrodes. A test chip containing the IDT structure was adhered to the surface of a
printed circuit (PC) board using cyanoacrylate adhesive. Electrical connections between
the sensors and the PC were made using wire bond connections, and SMB shielded
connectors were used to make connections to the PC board. The configuration of the
sensor during loading is illustrated in Figure 6.10. An image of the PC board is shown in
Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.10 Loading and mounting diagram for testing of IDT in plane strain sensors.

Figure 6.11: Image of PC board with sensor array mounted for cantilever testing.
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Capacitance was measured with an Agilent (Santa Clara, CA) 4285A LCR meter.
A 1MHz frequency was used with 1 volt peak-to-peak excitation. Foil shielding
connected to the LCR meter instrument ground was used to reduce noise and the effects
of stray fields. As in previous experiments, particular care was taken not to induce ground
loops which affect the gain of the auto balancing bridge circuit of the LCR meter. The
base capacitance of the sensor along with cabling and other fixture capacitances was
calibrated out, such that the meter recorded the change in capacitance with applied load.
As illustrated in Figure 6.10, test measurements of the IDT response to in plane
strains were made by applying loads to the end of the PC board causing it to bend. Loads
of 20, 50, 70, 100, 120, and 150 grams were applied to the end of the PC board. Data was
acquired over time with the LCR meter. Raw data from testing of the IDT strain sensor is
shown in Figure 6.12. Care was taken when applying the loads to the end of the PC
board, however the process of applying and removing the test masses resulted in some
spikes in the data. Data from the periods of constant load were averaged and a linear least
squares fit applied to the data. Results of the cantilever loading were linear with at
coefficient of determination, r2, value of 0.97. These results are shown in Figure 6.13.

6.4

Uncertainty Analysis of Testing Methods
An Agilent 4285A Precision LCR meter was used to make measurements during

mechanical testing. This instrument operates on the basis of impedance or admittance
measurement and uses an auto balancing bridge method. This method incorporates a four
point probe technique in which current is supplied through one set of independent probes
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and voltage is measured through a different independent set of probes. It has a test signal
frequency range of 75 kHz to 30 MHz with 100 Hz resolution and an accuracy of 0.01%.
The manual for this instrument states that its display has a resolution of 0.00001 pF –
999.999 µF. The accuracy of the impedance measurement value must be calculated based
on actual test conditions including temperature, cable length, test device impedance,
measurement frequency, and voltage. The measurement accuracy was calculated to be
±0.3% of the displayed value using the conditions for our test.
Initial errors in measurements were caused by ground loops or stray inductances
in the shielding. Shielding proved to be very important for making measurements with
little noise or drift. However if the shielding techniques resulted in multiple paths to
ground, instability in the auto balancing circuit bridge resulted in sudden offsets in data.
During testing, the calibration procedure for removing parasitic capacitances was
used to subtract the base capacitance of the sensor such that the LCR meter reported the
change in capacitance over the test instead of the actual capacitance value. This allowed
operation of the instrument at resolutions intended for the measurement of smaller
capacitance values. The LCR meter was carefully calibrated in the test fixture just prior
to testing. Interfacing from a laptop computer to the instruments microprocessor using
HP-IB connections to processor the instrument reported capacitance values to the laptop
with a resolution of 1×10-10 pF. The root mean squared (RMS) error of the test setup was
recorded with a dummy board containing all components and tracks, and with a set of
sensors with broken wire bonds at ±7.34×10-6 pF. The MTS mechanical testing system
and data acquisition system were operating during this test. The RMS error of the MTS
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load actuator was measured to be 1.21 N (0.27 pounds) during this evaluation which
would result in an error of 6.11 kPa in the applied pressure. Figure 6.14 is an enlargement
of the 2 minute, 50 pound constant load interval for the 5 pF sensor. This data shows
some overshoot and noise in the hydraulic control system of the MTS mechanical testing
machine.

6.5

Summary of Strain Sensor Testing Methods and Results
In this research, three unique sensors have been developed. These sensors are

capable of being embedded inside other materials with minimal influence on the
properties and stress in that material. Testing methods for these sensors have been
developed and the fundamental response of these sensors has been demonstrated.
Refinements in the fabrication techniques and metrology during fabrication may be
required to ensure that the sensors have repeatable characteristics. Refinements in design
to improve sensitivity may be desired to improve the magnitude of the output signal.
Some of these require modifications in dimensions of the sensors, and can be made at the
expense of increasing the size of the sensor.
Response linearity was a concern in the initial stages of this research, however
results of sensor testing show that these sensors respond linearly to applied load. It has
also been demonstrated that the macroscopic forces applied to these structures may be
measured by the microscopic devices designed and fabricated during this research. It has
also been demonstrated that the sensors can measure strain through an encapsulating
material. Methods for measuring the small changes in capacitance in a laboratory
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environment have been developed and validated. When possible to compare testing
results with analytical results, the results of testing agree with results predicted by
analytical techniques and finite element analysis within a factor of two. This variation is
expected due to changes in material properties with fabrication technique, residual stress
resulting from microfabrication techniques, and the ability of modeling techniques to
incorporate macroscopic and microscopic geometries in an accurate way. The methods
for testing the multiaxial strain sensors presented in this section and the testing results
represent fundamental contributions of this investigation.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Summary of Sensor
Research

In this research a class of sensors was investigated which may be embedded in the
load-bearing materials used in orthopedic components for the monitoring the state of
strain and stress in that component. Sensors have been developed which can monitor the
state of stress and stain in three dimensions at a single location. The challenge of
developing sensors which can monitor pressure or strain in soft materials while having
good response and a minimal effect on the state of stress in that material is significant. In
this research, the background material necessary to design sensors for orthopedic
components has been determined, and a set of capacitive sensors for the monitoring of
pressure has been designed. These sensors may be grouped in an array to characterize the
state of strain in three dimensions.

7.1

Conclusions of Microfabricated Strain Sensor Research
A novel set of capacitive sensors has been developed for this research which is

capable of fully characterizing the three dimensional state of stress and strain at a single
location. These sensors incorporate materials approved for biomedical use, and include a
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parallel plate capacitive sensor for normal strain, a differential capacitor for the
measurement of shear, and an interdigitated capacitor for monitoring in plane strain.
Analytical solutions have been developed to predict the performance the sensors
and determine the sensitivity of the design parameters. These solutions indicate that the
base capacitance of the micrometer-scale devices is in the pF range, and that the response
of the sensors is in the 10-3 pF range. The analytical solutions indicate that the normal
strain sensor may be optimized by reducing the gap between the electrodes and by
increasing the electrode area, and that increasing the width of the shear sensor or using
multiple sensors in parallel increases the sensitivity of this sensor to shear strains. These
solutions indicate that increasing the IDT sensor thickness and decreasing the gap
between electrodes improves the IDT sensor directional sensitivity. The analytical
solutions for the capacitive strain sensors aid in the understanding of the mechanical and
electrical response of the sensors. The analytical techniques also allowed for rapid
investigation of multiple parameters on device sensitivity. Analytical methods were used
throughout this research in conjunction with experimental techniques and finite element
modeling.
Finite element methods were also used to examine the sensor structure. This
research was performed in conjunction with the development of analytical techniques.
Establishing boundary conditions and understanding the changes in capacitance with
deformation was important for these techniques. Difficulties due to multi-scale effects
were encountered during this portion of the research. To accurately model the small
changes in capacitance and the micrometer-scale features of the sensors, fine resolution
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finite element mesh models were constructed. These resulted in only a small portion of
the problem being analyzed. The finite element results contributed to the understanding
of the sensor response and confirmation of the assumptions used in analytical techniques.
Parameter studies from finite element analysis also predicted improved response from the
parallel plate sensor with increasing electrode area. Finite element results showed
improvements in shear sensor response with the compact, parallel electrode geometry and
with increasing electrode width. These results also predict improved response from IDT
electrodes with increased electrode thickness or decreased gap.
Several portions of this research were investigated simultaneously. One of the
immediate goals of this research was to investigate potential fabrication techniques.
Investigating microfabrication techniques was an initial step in this investigation in order
to develop the techniques for fabricating the sensors and to develop design rules and
potential materials. Fabrication techniques for these sensors have been developed which
primarily rely on currently used biomedical materials. Fundamental prototypes of sensors
were fabricated using silicon wafers with a thermal oxide layer grown on them for
insulating the sensors from the substrate. Fabrication techniques on polyethylene surfaces
were investigated and a plasma surface treatment process was developed that allowed
features with 2.0 micrometer critical dimensions to be fabricated. Patterning techniques
for the biocompatible polymer parylene were also developed as part of this research.
An invention disclosure encompassing several aspects of integrated measurement
techniques was submitted during this research. This invention disclosure contains 31
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claims related to orthopedic sensing and was awarded U.S. Patent Number 7,097,662.
This patent is presented in the Appendix and illustrates the contributions of this research.
Test methods for applying loads to the sensors and for accurately measuring the
changes in capacitance were developed as part of this research. An array of six sensors
was fabricated with a critical dimension of 2.25 micrometers. This array consisted of a
parallel plate capacitor for measuring normal strain, two differential elements for sensing
shear strain normal to the plane of the array, and three interdigitated transducer (IDT)
elements for characterizing strain in the plane of the sensor. The normal strain sensor
exhibited a sensitivity of 1.54×10-3 picofarads per megapascal, and the shear sensor had a
sensitivity of 4.77×10-5 picofarads per megapascal. The results demonstrated that the
sensors respond with good linearity to applied loads, and that the strain inside the
encapsulating material could be measured with the embedded sensor. The experimental
results also demonstrated that the macroscopic forces applied to these structures can be
measured by the microscopic devices designed and fabricated during this research.
Results from finite element modeling and analytical solutions were crucial as the
measurement techniques were validated. Results from experimental testing had good
agreement with analytical and numerical results, although they demonstrated that better
verification of sensor dimensions and material properties is necessary. The changes in
capacitance measured were in the femptofarad (1×10-15 F) range and sometimes lower.
This result indicates the need for accurate measurement techniques and signal
conditioning, or development of optimized sensor geometries based on signal
conditioning circuit sensitivity.
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7.2

Future Research in the Area of Embedded Strain Sensors
The results of this investigation may be expanded in several areas. Results of this

research indicated the need to better characterize the properties of the sensor materials on
the micrometer scale. The expansion of the use of biocompatible substrates and flexible
or nonplanar substrates is one of the next challenges to be faced by this research.
Substrates meeting the mechanical and biocompatibility requirements of this project
while being suitable for microfabrication were not available at the time of this research.
As part of future research in biocompatible substrates, the investigation of signal
connections from the embedded sensor to the signal conditioning electronics should be
included. Potential directions for this research are in the development of better techniques
for molding polyethylene substrates and the use of other polymer substrates which could
be laminated into the final bearing materials. Conducting polymer electrodes would also
improve the response of the system due to better compliance matching.
The integration of power and signal conditioning electronics into the substrate is
another area for further research. The capacitance changes measured with these devices
was generally on the order of 10-2 pF, and the signal conditioning systems for use in
implanted devices will need to be compact and of low power consumption yet sensitive
enough to measure these effects. The design tools for integrated, capacitive strain sensors
have been developed during this research which will allow the optimization of sensor
response and the matching of sensor base capacitance and sensitivity with signal
conditioning electronics.
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Fundamental sensor prototypes have been tested and their function verified.
Testing scenarios included the use of encapsulation materials. Several areas for sensor
testing will be required as this research continues. Much of this should make use of the
integrated signal conditioning circuit such that the ruggedness of the complete system can
be verified. Future testing requirements should include cyclic load testing, testing of
larger arrays of sensors,
The challenges in implementing these sensors on a large scale for implantable
components is significant, however these challenges can be met using the techniques
developed in this research and those to be developed through future research in this area.
The ability to measure loads, contact position and area, axial rotation, roll back and other
implant motions in real time and in vivo will have enormous impact on patient outcomes.
The ability of clinicians to easily see the impacts of improper load balancing and lift-off
has the potential to revolutionize the orthopedic industry. Also, the ability to monitor
shear stresses in real time has tremendous implications for the understanding of wear of
orthopedic components. The future research potential resulting from the implementation
of these sensing techniques in orthopedic components is without limit.
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Appendix B
Computational Modeling

% This MATLAB m-file examines the complex mapping of a rectangular grid
% in the right hand quadrant to the exterior of a unit circle
% using the exponential transformation.
%
clear all
% Define the x-y domain:
a=3
u1=0
u2=1
v1=0
v2=pi;
% Make a grid of MxN points (x,y)
M=16
N=16
M
uv=linspace(u1,u2,M);
vv=linspace(v1,v2,N);
[u,v]=meshgrid(uv,vv);
% Create an array of colors for use plotting contours
C=colormap(jet(M));
% Plot W field
figure(1)
for R=1:M
plot(u(R,:),v(R,:),'--','color',C(R,:),'linewidth',1.3); hold on;
plot(u(:,R),v(:,R),'color',C(R,:),'linewidth',1.3);
end
grid on
axis([-.5 1.5 -.5 3.5])
hold off
% Define the complex variable w(z)=u+jv
w=u+j*v;
% Define the conformal mapping z=x+jy
z=exp(w);
x=real(z);
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y=imag(z);
% PLOTS IN THE Z=X+JY PLANE
figure(2)
for R=1:M
plot(x(R,:),y(R,:),'--','color',C(R,:),'linewidth',1.3); hold on;
plot(x(:,R),y(:,R),'color',C(R,:),'linewidth',1.3);
end
axis equal
axis([-3 3 -2 4])
hold off
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%

This MATLAB examines the use of conformal mapping to model the
fringe capacitance from two infinite parallel plates. A non-fringing
grid or field in the w plane (w=u+jv=w) is mapped
to two non-infinite plates with fringing effects(z=x+jy).
by considering first a rectangular domain [u1,u2,v1,v2]
in the w=u+jv plane. The mapping function must be
derived in a prior step.

clear all
% Define the x-y domain:
u1=-50;
u2=50;
v1=0;
v2=pi;
% Make a grid of MxN points (x,y)
M=600;
N=25;
uv=linspace(u1,u2,M);
vv=linspace(v1,v2,N);
[u,v]=meshgrid(uv,vv);
% Create an array of colors for use plotting contours
C=colormap(jet(M));
% Plot W field
figure(1)
for R=1:N
plot(u(R,:),v(R,:),'color',C(R,:));
hold on;
end
for R=1:M
plot(u(:,R),v(:,R),'--','color',C(R,:));
end
axis([-20 20 -1 5])
hold off
% Define the complex variable w(z)=u+jv
w=u+j*v;
% Define the conformal mapping z=x+jy
d=10; % Distance between plates
z=-d*((3*i*pi+1)/6+exp(2*w)-w)/(1*pi);
x=real(z);
y=imag(z);
% PLOTS IN THE Z=X+JY PLANE
figure(2)
for R=1:N
plot(x(R,:),y(R,:),'color',C(R,:));
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hold on;
end
for R=1:M
plot(x(:,R),y(:,R),'--r')%'color',C(R,:));
end
hold off
axis([-100 100 -30 30])
grid on
%axis equal
a=3.1415967
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% This MATLAB examines the fringing field two semi-infinite
% parallel plates of nonequal lengths. An expression was derived
% previously using the Schwarz-Christoffel techniqe to map a
rectangular
% (w=u+jv=w)grid to the outside of two semi-infinite plates of
% non-equal length(z=x+jy).
%
clear all
% Define the x-y domain:
u1=-20*pi;
u2=20*pi;
v1=0;
v2=pi;
% Make a grid of MxN points (x,y)
M=500;
N=25;
uv=linspace(u1,u2,M);
vv=linspace(v1,v2,N);
[u,v]=meshgrid(uv,vv);
% Create an array of colors for use plotting contours
C=colormap(jet(M));
% Plot W field
figure(1)
for R=1:N
plot(u(R,:),v(R,:),'color',C(R,:));
hold on;
end
for R=1:M
plot(u(:,R),v(:,R),'--','color',C(R,:));
end
axis([-20 20 -1 5])
hold off
% Define the complex variable w(z)=u+jv
w=u+j*v;
% Define the conformal mapping z=x+jy
d=2; % Distance between plates
del=3.75*d/4 % Offset of lower plate
C1=(i*d-del)/(4.5+log(4)-2*i*pi);
C2=i*d/2-C1*(2.5-2*pi*i);
% PRIOR DERIVED MAPPING FUNCTION
z=C1*(.5*exp(2*w)-2*exp(w)-2*w)+C2;
%z=d*((3*i*pi+1)/6+exp(2*w)-w)/(1*pi);
x=real(z);
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y=imag(z);
% PLOTS IN THE z=x+jy PLANE
figure(2)
for R=1:N
plot(x(R,:),y(R,:),'color',C(R,:));
hold on;
end
for R=1:M
plot(x(:,R),y(:,R),'--r')%'color',C(R,:));
end
hold off
axis([-4 4 -4 4])
grid on
%axis equal
a=3.1415967
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% This MATLAB examines the conformal mapping from electrodes in the
% same plane, and plots the fringing field. This is accomplished by
% mapping a rectangular grid to the electrodes.
%
%
clear all
% Define the conformal mapping z=x+jy
gap=200;
width=100;
a=gap/2;
b=width;
ratio=(a)./(b);
k=a/(a+b);
kp=(1-k^2)^0.5;
K=1;Kp=1;fract=1/2;
for m=0:60;
Kold=K;
K=K+fract^2*k.^(2*m+2);
Kp=Kp+fract^2*kp.^(2*m+2);
fract=fract*(2*(m+1)+1)/(2*(m+1)+2);
check=K-Kold;
end
K=K*pi/2;
Kp=Kp*pi/2;
q=exp(-pi*Kp/K);
phi0=Kp/(2*K);
% Define the x-y domain:
u1=-K;
u2=K;
v1=-Kp;
v2=Kp;
% Make a grid of MxN points (x,y)
M=40;
N=40;
uv=linspace(u1,u2,M);
vv=linspace(v1,v2,N);
[u,v]=meshgrid(uv,vv);
% Create an array of colors for use plotting contours
C=colormap(jet(M));
D=colormap(jet(N));
% Plot W field
figure(1)
for R=1:N
plot(u(R,:),v(R,:),'color',D(R,:));
hold on;
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end
for R=1:M
plot(u(:,R),v(:,R),'--','color',C(R,:));
end
%axis([-2 2 -1 1])
hold off
% Define the complex variable w(z)=u+jv
w=u+j*v;
snw=0;
for m=0:180
snold=snw;
% Function performs sn(w), Jacobian Elliptic Function
snw=snw+q^(m+0.5)/(1-q^(2*m+1))*sin((2*m+1)*pi*w/(2*K));
check=snw-snold;
end
check;
x=real(snw)*b/Kp;
y=imag(snw)*b/Kp;
% PLOTS IN THE z=x+jy PLANE
figure(2)
for R=1:N
plot(x(R,:),y(R,:),'color','b')%D(R,:));
hold on;
end
for Col=1:M
plot(x(:,Col),y(:,Col),'--','color','r')
end
hold off
axis([-15 15 -25 25])
axis equal
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%
%
%
%
%
%

This is a Matlab m file to calculate changes in the capacitance
between the legs of an interdigitated transducer (IDT). This
algorithm examines the effect of changes in the electrode geometry
due to applied loading conditions and plots the results.
This algorithm calls the subroutine C_IDT which calculates
the capacitance of the geometry sent.

clear all
% Define initial properties and base parameters
Gap=2.25;
% Distance between fingers (micrometers)
L=150;
% Length of fingers (micrometers)
Wth=4.75;
% Width of fingers (micrometers)
t_Au=.3;
% Thickness of fingers (micrometers)
t_par=2;
% Thickness of Parylene layer (micrometers)
t_PE=40;
% Effective Thickness of UHMW PE Layer
Ngap=58;
% Number of gaps between fingers (~# fingers * 2)
e0=8.8542e-6;
% Permeability Constant (pF/um)
ePE=2.3;
% Effective Dielectric Constant
ePar=2.95;
% Parylene Dielectric Constant
EPE=690;
% Young's Modulus Poly(MPa)
Epar=2757.9;
% Young's Modulus Parylene (MPa)
E_Au=57000;
% Young's Modulus Gold (MPa)
nu_Au=0.35; nu_PE=0.46; nu_Par=0.4; % Poisson's ratios for misc mat'ls.
% Calculation of Composite Material Properties
% Total area of representative cross section
Atotal=(Wth+Gap)*(t_Au+t_par+t_PE);
% E normal to IDT legs
Ex=(EPE*t_PE*(Wth+Gap)+Epar*(t_par-t_Au)*(Wth+Gap)+(E_Au*Epar)/...
(Epar*Wth/(Wth+Gap)+E_Au*Gap/(Wth+Gap))*t_Au*(Wth+Gap))/Atotal;
% E parallel to IDT legs
Ey=(t_PE.*(Wth+Gap)*EPE+(t_par-t_Au).*(Wth+Gap)...
*Epar+t_Au.*Gap.*Epar+t_Au.*Wth.*E_Au)./Atotal;
Eze=(Wth*E_Au+Gap*Epar)/(Wth+Gap);
% Composite Poisson's Ratio
nu=(nu_PE*t_PE*(Wth+Gap)+nu_Par*(t_par-t_Au)*(Wth+Gap)...
+nu_Par*t_par*Gap+nu_Au*Wth*t_Au)/Atotal;
% Leg Length Parameter Study
P1=-1; % Load (Tension is positive, compression is negative)
L1=100:50:1000;
C1=C_IDT(Ngap,ePE,ePar,ePE,L1,t_Au,Gap,Wth);
% Change in capacitance due to y Direction Loading
epsy=P1/Ey; % Long strain
% Calculate secondary stress in electrode layer
sigy=nu*(P1/Ex)*Epar*E_Au/(Epar*Wth/(Wth+Gap)+E_Au*Gap/(Wth+Gap));
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% C2_long = y direction
C2_long=C_IDT(Ngap,ePE,ePar,ePE,(L1+L1*epsy),...
(t_Au-nu*t_Au*sigy/Eze),(Gap-Gap*sigy/Epar),(Wth-Wth*sigy/Eze));
% Change in capacitance due to x Direction Loading
sigx=(P1/Ex)*Epar*E_Au/(Epar*Wth/(Wth+Gap)+E_Au*Gap/(Wth+Gap));
C2_lat=C_IDT(Ngap,ePE,ePar,ePE,(L1-L1*nu*P1/Ey),...
(t_Au-t_Au*nu*sigx/Eze),(Gap+Gap*sigx/Epar),...
(Wth+Wth*sigx/Eze)); % Lat = x direction
Del_C_Long1=C1-C2_long;
Del_C_Lat1=C2_lat-C1;
nuC1=(Del_C_Lat1./Del_C_Long1).^-1;
figure(1)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(L1,Del_C_Long1,L1,Del_C_Lat1); grid on;
%xlabel('Electrode Length (Micrometers)');
ylabel('Delta C, pF');
legend('1 MPa y Load','1 MPa x Load')
title({'Delta C vs. Electrode Length'})
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(L1,nuC1); grid on;
xlabel('Electrode Length (Micrometers)');
ylabel('Directional Sensitivity');
% Number of Gaps Parameter Study
P2=-1;
NGap2=10:1:400;
L2=500;
C2=C_IDT(NGap2,ePE,ePar,ePE,L2,t_Au,Gap,Wth);
% Calculate secondary stress in electrode layer
epsy=P1/Ey; % Long (y direction) strain
sigy=nu*(P1/Ex)*Epar*E_Au/(Epar*Wth/(Wth+Gap)+E_Au*Gap/(Wth+Gap));
C2_long=C_IDT(NGap2,ePE,ePar,ePE,(L2+L2*epsy),...
(t_Au-t_Au*nu*sigy/Eze),(Gap-Gap*sigy/Epar),...
(Wth-Wth*sigy/E_Au));
% Long = y direction
sigx=(P1/Ex)*Epar*E_Au/(Epar*Wth/(Wth+Gap)+E_Au*Gap/(Wth+Gap));
C2_lat=C_IDT(NGap2,ePE,ePar,ePE,(L2-L2*nu*P1/Ey),...
(t_Au-t_Au*nu*sigx/Eze),(Gap+Gap*sigx/Epar),...
(Wth+Wth*sigx/E_Au)); % Lat = x direction
Del_C_Long2=C2-C2_long;
Del_C_Lat2=C2_lat-C2;
nuNGap2=(Del_C_Lat2./Del_C_Long2).^-1;
figure(2)
subplot(2,1,1);plot(NGap2/2,Del_C_Long2,'b',NGap2/2,Del_C_Lat2,'g-');
%xlabel('Number of IDT Electrodes');
ylabel('Delta C, pF'); grid on;
title({'Number of IDT Electrodes vs. Delta C'});
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legend('1 MPa y Load','1 MPa x Load');
subplot(2,1,2);plot(NGap2/2,nuNGap2);grid on;
xlabel('Number of IDT Electrodes');
ylabel('Directional Sensitivity');

% Pressure Parameter Study
P3a=logspace(-2,1,20);
P3=-2*P3a;
L3=500; Ngap3=30;
C3=C_IDT(Ngap3,ePE,ePar,ePE,L3,t_Au,Gap,Wth);
epsy=P3/Ey; % Long strain
% Calculate secondary stress in electrode layer
sigy=nu*(P3/Ex)*Epar*E_Au/(Epar*Wth/(Wth+Gap)+E_Au*Gap/(Wth+Gap));
C3_long=C_IDT(Ngap3,ePE,ePar,ePE,(L3+L3*epsy),...
(t_Au-t_Au*nu*sigy/E_Au),(Gap-Gap*sigy/Epar),...
(Wth-Wth*sigy/E_Au));
% Long = y direction
sigx=(P3/Ex)*Epar*E_Au/(Epar*Wth/(Wth+Gap)+E_Au*Gap/(Wth+Gap));
C3_lat=C_IDT(Ngap3,ePE,ePar,ePE,(L3-L3*nu*P3/Ey),...
(t_Au-t_Au*nu*sigx/E_Au),(Gap+Gap*sigx/Epar),...
(Wth+Wth*sigx/E_Au)); % Lat = x direction
Del_C_Long3=C3-C3_long;
Del_C_Lat3=C3_lat-C3;
nuP=(Del_C_Lat3./Del_C_Long3).^-1;
figure(3);subplot(2,1,1);
loglog(P3a,Del_C_Long3,P3a,Del_C_Lat3);grid on;
%xlabel('Applied Pressure');
ylabel('Delta C, pF');
legend('y Loading','x Loading')
title({'Applied Pressure vs. Delta C'})
subplot(2,1,2);plot(P3a,nuP);grid on;
xlabel('Applied Pressure (MPa)');ylabel('Directional Sensitivity');
% Gap Distance Parameter Study
P4=-1;
L4=L;
Gap4=0.25:0.1:8;
% Calculation of Composite Material Properties
% Total area of representative cross section
Atotal=(Wth+Gap4).*(t_Au+t_par+t_PE);
% E normal to IDT legs
Ex=(EPE.*t_PE.*(Wth+Gap4)+Epar.*(t_par-t_Au).*(Wth+Gap4)...
+(E_Au.*Epar)./(Epar*Wth./(Wth+Gap4)+...
E_Au*Gap4./((Wth+Gap4))).*t_Au.*(Wth+Gap4))./Atotal;
% E parallel to IDT legs
Ey=(t_PE.*(Wth+Gap4)*EPE+(t_par-t_Au).*(Wth+Gap4)*Epar+...
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t_Au.*Gap4.*Epar+t_Au.*Wth.*E_Au)./Atotal;
Eze=(Wth*E_Au+Gap4*Epar)/(Wth+Gap4);
% Composite Poisson's Ratio
nu=(nu_PE*t_PE.*(Wth+Gap4)+nu_Par.*(t_par-t_Au).*(Wth+Gap4)+...
nu_Par.*t_par.*Gap4+nu_Au.*Wth.*t_Au)./Atotal;
C4=C_IDT(Ngap,ePE,ePar,ePE,L4,t_Au,Gap4,Wth);
epsy=P4./Ey; % y direction strain
% Calculate secondary stress in electrode layer
sigy=nu.*(P4./Ex).*Epar.*E_Au./(Epar*Wth./(Wth+Gap4)+...
E_Au.*Gap4./(Wth+Gap4));
C4_long=C_IDT(Ngap,ePE,ePar,ePE,(L4+L4.*epsy),...
(t_Au-t_Au.*nu.*sigy/E_Au),(Gap4-Gap4.*sigy./Epar),...
(Wth-Wth.*sigy./E_Au));
sigx=(P4./Ex).*Epar*E_Au./(Epar*Wth./(Wth+Gap4)+E_Au*Gap4./(Wth+Gap4));
C4_lat=C_IDT(Ngap,ePE,ePar,ePE,(L4-L4.*nu.*P4./Ey),...
(t_Au-t_Au.*nu.*sigx/E_Au),(Gap4+Gap4.*sigx./Epar),...
(Wth+Wth*sigx/E_Au)); % Lat = x direction
Del_C_Long4=abs(C4-C4_long);
Del_C_Lat4=abs(C4_lat-C4);
nuGap=Del_C_Long4./Del_C_Lat4;

figure(4);subplot(2,1,1)
plot(Gap4,Del_C_Long4,Gap4,Del_C_Lat4);
%xlabel('Electrode Gap (micrometers)');
ylabel('Delta C, pF'); grid on;
legend('1MPa y Load','1 MPa x Load');
title({'Electrode Gap vs. Delta C'});
subplot(2,1,2); plot(Gap4,nuGap);grid on;
xlabel('Electrode Gap (micrometers)');ylabel('Directional
Sensitivity');
% Leg Width Parameter Study % [Cap] =
C_IDT(Ngap,ePE,ePar,ePE,L,th,GAP,WTH)
t_Au5=t_Au;
P5=-1;
L5=L;
Gap5=Gap;
Wth5=.1:.1:10;
% Total area of representative cross section
Atotal=(Wth5+Gap5).*(t_Au5+t_par+t_PE);
% E normal to IDT legs
Ex=(EPE.*t_PE.*(Wth5+Gap5)+Epar.*(t_par-t_Au5).*(Wth5+Gap5)+...
(E_Au.*Epar)./(Epar.*Wth5./(Wth5+Gap5)+...
E_Au.*Gap5./(Wth5+Gap5)).*t_Au.*(Wth5+Gap5))./Atotal;
% E parallel to IDT legs
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Ey=(t_PE.*(Wth5+Gap5).*EPE+(t_par-t_Au).*(Wth5+Gap5).*Epar+...
t_Au.*Gap5.*Epar+t_Au.*Wth5.*E_Au)./Atotal;
Eze=(Wth5.*E_Au+Gap5.*Epar)./(Wth5+Gap5);
% Composite Poisson's Ratio
nu=(nu_PE.*t_PE.*(Wth5+Gap5)+nu_Par.*(t_par-t_Au5).*(Wth5+Gap5)...
+nu_Par.*t_par.*Gap5+nu_Au.*Wth5.*t_Au5)./Atotal;

C5=C_IDT(Ngap,ePE,ePar,ePE,L5,t_Au5,Gap5,Wth5);
epsy=P5./Ey; % Y strain
% Calculate secondary stress in electrode layer
sigy=nu.*(P5./Ex).*Epar.*E_Au./(Epar.*Wth5./(Wth5+Gap5)+...
E_Au.*Gap5./(Wth5+Gap5));
C5_long=C_IDT(Ngap,ePE,ePar,ePE,(L5+L5.*epsy),...
(t_Au5-t_Au5.*nu.*sigy/E_Au),(Gap5-Gap5.*sigy./Epar),...
(Wth5-Wth5.*sigy./E_Au));
sigx=(P5./Ex).*Epar.*E_Au./(Epar.*Wth5./(Wth5+Gap5)+E_Au.*Gap5./(Wth5+G
ap5));
C5_lat=C_IDT(Ngap,ePE,ePar,ePE,(L5-L5.*nu.*P5./Ey),...
(t_Au5-t_Au5.*nu.*sigx/E_Au),(Gap5+Gap5.*sigx./Epar),...
(Wth5+Wth5.*sigx./E_Au)); % Lat = x direction

Del_C_Long5=abs(C5_long-C5);
Del_C_Lat5=abs(C5_lat-C5);
nuWth5=Del_C_Long5./Del_C_Lat5;
figure(5);subplot(2,1,1)
plot(Wth5,Del_C_Long5,Wth5,Del_C_Lat5)
%xlabel('Electrode Width (micrometers)')
ylabel('Delta C, pF'); grid on;
legend('1 MPa y Load','1 MPa x Load')
title({'Delta C vs. Electrode Width'})
subplot(2,1,2); plot(Wth5,nuWth5);grid on;
xlabel('Electrode Width (micrometers)');ylabel('Directional
Sensitivity');
% Thickness Study
[Cap] = C_IDT(Ngap,ePE,ePar,ePE,L,th,GAP,WTH)
P6=-1;
L6=L;Wth6=Wth;Gap6=Gap;
t_Au6=0.1:0.25:6; t_par6=t_Au6+2;
% Calculation of Composite Material Properties
% Total area of representative cross section
Atotal=(Wth6+Gap6).*(t_Au6+t_par6+t_PE);
% Ex = E normal to IDT legs
Ex=(EPE.*t_PE.*(Wth6+Gap6)+Epar.*(t_par6-t_Au6).*(Wth6+Gap6)+...
(E_Au.*Epar)./(Epar.*Wth6./(Wth6+Gap6)+...
E_Au.*Gap6./(Wth6+Gap6)).*t_Au.*(Wth6+Gap6))./Atotal;
% E parallel to IDT legs
Ey=(t_PE.*(Wth6+Gap6).*EPE+(t_par6-t_Au6).*(Wth6+Gap6).*Epar+...
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t_Au6.*Gap6.*Epar+t_Au6.*Wth6.*E_Au)./Atotal;
legs
Eze=(Wth6.*E_Au+Gap6.*Epar)./(Wth6+Gap6);

% E parallel to IDT

% Composite Poisson's Ratio
nu=(nu_PE.*t_PE.*(Wth6+Gap6)+nu_Par.*(t_par6-t_Au6).*(Wth6+Gap6)+...
nu_Par.*t_par6.*Gap6+nu_Au.*Wth6.*t_Au6)./Atotal;
C6=C_IDT(Ngap,ePE,ePar,ePE,L6,t_Au6,Gap6,Wth6);
% Change in Capacitance Due to Longitudinal Loading
epsy=P6./Ey; % Long strain
sigy=nu.*(P6./Ex).*Epar.*E_Au./(Epar.*Wth6./(Wth6+Gap6)+...
E_Au.*Gap6./(Wth6+Gap6)); % Calculate secondary stress in electrode
layer
C6_long=C_IDT(Ngap,ePE,ePar,ePE,(L6+L6.*epsy),...
(t_Au6-t_Au6.*nu.*sigy./Eze),...
(Gap6-Gap6.*sigy./Epar),(Wth6-Wth6.*sigy./Eze)); % Long = y
direction
% Change in Capacitance Due to Lateral Loading
sigx=(P6./Ex).*Epar.*E_Au./(Epar.*Wth6./(Wth6+Gap6)+E_Au.*Gap6./(Wth6+G
ap6));
C6_lat=C_IDT(Ngap,ePE,ePar,ePE,(L6-L6.*nu.*P6./Ey),...
(t_Au6-t_Au6.*nu.*sigx./Eze),(Gap6+Gap6.*sigx./Epar),...
(Wth6+Wth6.*sigx./Eze)); % Lat = x direction
Del_C_Long6=C6-C6_long;
Del_C_Lat6=C6_lat-C6;
nuC6=(Del_C_Lat6./Del_C_Long6).^-1;
figure(6)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(t_Au6,Del_C_Long6,t_Au6,Del_C_Lat6); grid on;
%xlabel('Electrode Thickness (Micrometers)');
ylabel('Delta C, pF');
legend('1 MPa y Load','1 MPa x Load')
title({'Delta C vs. Electrode Thickness'})
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(t_Au6,nuC6); grid on;
xlabel('Electrode Thickness (Micrometers)');ylabel('Directional
Selectivity');
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% Matlab function for calculating IDT Capacitance
function [Cap] = C_IDT(n,e1,e2,e3,L,th,a,b)
%a=gap
%b=width
e0=8.8542e-6; % pF/micrometer
ratio=(a)./(b);
k=a./(a+b);
kp=(1-k.^2).^0.5;
K=1;Kp=1;fract=1/2;
for m=0:60;
Kold=K;
K=fract^2*k.^(2*m+2)+K;
Kp=fract^2*kp.^(2*m+2)+Kp;
fract=fract*(2*(m+1)+1)/(2*(m+1)+2);
fract_2=fract^2;
check=K-Kold;
end
K=K*pi/2;
Kp=Kp*pi/2;
cap1=e0*((e1+e3)/2)*Kp./(K)+e0*e2*th./a;
Cap=cap1.*L.*n;
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